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C HIL DRE N
Childcare (2006)
The Connexional Executive resolved to continue in the partnership with NCH and
the World Methodist Church Office.
CE agreed in principle to develop Childcare ministries across the Connexion for the
next three years. The main focus would be:
•
Support of orphaned, vulnerable children through the development of preschools, financial support and facilitating access to social grants and other
services;
•
Ongoing support and development of child residential services;
•
Develop capacity for advocacy for children;
•
Appoint full time person, funds permitting, (who will have a support team) to
take responsibility for childcare portfolio
•
To commit funds to the partnership budget, which will further facilitate the on
going childcare programme.
CE further requested the Mission Unit and Youth Unit to work out financial and
other implications of this resolution for final implementation.
Childcare (2007)
Conference affirms and notes with appreciation the work of National Children
Homes (NCH) with Child Care ministries in the Connexion. The MCSA is grateful
for the financial support NCH has given to sustain Child Care ministries and their
willingness to explore possibilities of starting new projects in other District within
the Connexion. Conference also notes with gratitude NCH’s efforts to facilitate a
broad based Connexional forum for children’s residential services and commends
the Standards Guide for Children’s Homes Volunteers.
Conference directs the Mission and Youth Units to work with Districts and Circuits
to facilitate the sustainability of child care projects beyond NCH funding.
Investment in Early Childhood Development (2007)
Conference notes International research corroborated by a range of South African
studies shows empirical evidence that quality early childhood developmental
experiences produce significant social, economic and developmental benefits
to children, families and communities, and that a child who attends a good early
childhood development programme enters formal schooling:
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More confident and able;
More likely to proceed through school without repeating a grade
Less likely to need remedial education
More likely to get a job as an adult

Currently the South African Government spends 1% of the National Education
Budget on Early Childhood Development.
In the light of the above information and in an effort to improve the education of all
children in South Africa, Conference urges Government to redress this inequity by
allocating funding for 0-2 years and 3-6 years in equal ratios to that afforded children
in the foundation phase of school.
Conference acknowledges the need to investigate similar needs and opportunities in
other countries within our Connexion.
Connexional Childcare Desk (2008)
In an effort to give attention to the Conference resolution on establishing a Childcare
Desk (Yearbook 2007 pg 52-53) and which was given further impetus by Conference
2007 (Yearbook 2008 pg 74), a wide rage of consultations and visits, by the Mission
Unit and National Children’s Home (NCH), have taken place around the Connexion
… These consultations have revealed that a MCSA response to these care services and
related concerns are outside the scope of the Mission and the Youth Units. Thus the
consultations gave wide support for the 2006 CE resolution that a separate Connexional
Desk for child care programmes be established. It is therefore proposed that:
•
The Child Care Desk be located in the office of The Presiding Bishop in order
to give due prominence and effect to the MCSA intention to be serious about
its response to and care for children in need.
•
A Draft Budget prepared by the Mission Unit be submitted to the MCO to
explore funding the Desk from MCSA sources.
•
The Childcare Desk post holder to be a member of the Connexional Board of
Ministries.
•
The Office of The Presiding Bishop, the MCO and the Mission Unit to be given
the mandate to implement the 2006 resolution as soon as funding is available.
•
Consideration be given to the strengthening of childcare work at district level.
•
“The Guide to Standards of Care in Children’s Homes” and documents dealing
with “Care standards for Child Protection” be made available to Bishops for
distribution within their Districts.
Children’s Ministry Syllabus (2008)
Noting with concern that Districts are using different children’s ministry syllabi, in
an attempt to offer a Common Resource Material, Conference resolves that:
(a) The Cape of Good Hope which has already done substantial work in developing
the current unfinished Connexional children ministry syllabus continues the
development of Connexional Resource Material.
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(b) The completed material must be sent to EMMU and DEWCOM for further
input and development.
(c) The completed material must be perused by Districts with the intention of
adopting it as a common Children’s Ministry Resource.
Formal Sunday School Exams (2009)
Conference resolves to discontinue formal Sunday School Examinations and amend
Laws and Discipline, paragraph 10.15.4 and insert: That a programme of continuous
assessment be implemented in line with the guidelines available in the Connexional
Children’s Ministry Curriculum.
Conference resolves that prospective teachers be properly screened and trained.
Conference further directs that discussions take place amongst all Sunday School
ministries in order to learn from one another so that a uniform approach be adopted
in respect of the assessment of children.
Children's Ministry (2011)
Conference notes the work of the Children’s Ministry Indaba and refers the children’s
ministry emblem and curriculum to the Youth Unit for further refining, taking into
consideration the 2008 Conference Resolution regarding children’s ministry syllabus.
The Youth Unit and other relevant structures should also consider the church logo
and doctrinal aspect of the youth emblem and Sunday School Syllabus.
Children and Communion (2011)
Subsequent to deliberations and concerns raised by the Children’s Ministry on the
issue of children and communion, Conference resolves to amend L&D par 1.26.7. by
deleting the present bullet 1 which reads: “Circuits and Societies may move at their
own pace in admitting children to communion”, and replace it with bullet number 3
which reads: “the decision as to when the child may receive communion should be
made jointly by the children, the parents, the leader or Sunday School teacher and the
minister” and refers the amendment to the Revision Committee and DEWCOM.
Children and Communion (2012)
Conference reaffirms its resolution regarding the admission of children to the
Sacrament of Holy Communion (2012 Yearbook, p. 88) and instructs all ministers
that whether or when a child receives communion is not the sole decision of the
minister, but must be in consultation with the child, the parents/significant care
giver/guardian, the leader or the Sunday School teacher.
Conference further commends the booklet entitled “Let the Children Come”
(published in 1993) which serves as an appropriate resource for those who seek
clarity on the MCSA’s doctrinal stance.
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Safer Transport for Children to and from School (2015)
Conference notes with concern the recent spate of accidents relating to the transport
of children to and from school and refers this work to the Child Desk to investigate
all matters relating to the general safety of children, provision of safe transport and
the enforcement of Government Policy provisions. In the light of our Connexional
emphasis on education, Circuits are encouraged to be vigilant in their responses to
this challenge.
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C H U R C H GOV E R N A N C E A N D STRUCTURES
Elections (2003)
Conference resolved that the following motions pertaining to elections be referred
to the Committee for Structural Renewal for consideration:
A large volume of submissions pertaining to the election of Bishops and
other Connexional Leaders have been received and it is obvious that many
people within the connexion have a desire for the church to model election
procedures that portray prophetically our nature as the community of
Christ. The call is for the church to implement election processes that
promote a spirit of discernment (listening to God), demonstrate our unity
(listening to one another) and can identify people with gifts, skills and
potential appropriate for the task (listening to the mission objectives).
Conference also notes requests that:
(i) a framework be developed so that all elections within the church may take
place in a prayerful and discerning manner
(ii) whenever elections are to be held, a proper ‘task description’ be distributed
prior to nomination or election to promote informed processes
The following motions that have been received are also referred to the Committee
for consideration when dealing with this matter:
*
The Synod of the Cape of Good Hope District believes that the system of electing
a Presiding Bishop is clumsy and unhelpful. Synod believes that a considered
nomination of candidates, with the appropriate discussion about suitability and
gifting, allows for far greater guidance from the Holy Spirit than the current
system of secretive caucusing and blind balloting. Synod therefore asks the MCSA
to change the system to approximate that of the election of District Bishops.
*
The Synod of the Northern Free State and Lesotho District proposes that
the method of electing a Presiding Bishop be changed and be conducted as
follows:
(i) any Circuit shall be allowed to nominate an ordained minister of the
MCSA for election as Presiding Bishop
(ii) the Executive Secretary shall invite Circuits to submit nominations and
such a nomination shall be made six months before Synods meet in the
year of the election
(iii) only a Minister who has been formally nominated and who has given his
or her consent to be nominated shall be on the list of nominees for whom
Synods will cast their votes
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(iv) the Executive Secretary shall circulate a list of nominees to January
Circuit Quarterly Meetings in the year that the election takes place

*

Taking into serious consideration the sanctity of the office of the spiritual
head of God’s Church, Conference is requested to consider appointing an
Electoral College that would look into the correct procedure of electing a
person considered capable of leading the MCSA. The Electoral College would
therefore give direction to Synods’ voting by submitting short-listed names so
that the Presiding Bishop’s election is not done randomly and haphazardly.

Conference resolves that a discussion document containing the various proposals
be prepared and submitted to Circuit Quarterly Meetings and District Synods for
consideration and that proposals be brought to Conference 2005 for decision
Synod Ministerial Session (2003)
Conference refers to the Committee for Structural Renewal the motion that a
Ministerial Session be reintroduced to Synods so that the clergy can:
(i) be free to held each other accountable
(ii) affirm and recognise their specific role with the Church
Return to Annual Conference (2005)
Conference resolved to return to a smaller Annual Conference with effect from
2007. The following proposals, adopted by Conference in principle, will be referred
to CQMs and Synods, and brought back, through the Connexional Executive, to
Conference 2007 for final ratification. The 2007 Conference will be constituted on
the basis of the following proposals:
1. the size and composition of Conference will be approximately 147 members
as per the attached Schedule.(see Report p3) In addition to ex officio members
such as the Presiding Bishop, the past Presiding Bishop, the Lay President, the
Executive Secretary and the Bishops, membership should also include
*
the District lay reps to the CE
*
3 lay reps from each District
*
3 ministerial reps from each District
*
Smaller Districts (less than 15 000 members), 2 lay reps and 2 ministerial
reps
*
Districts with independent territories, 1 additional lay rep and 1 additional
ministerial rep from that country
*
1 youth rep from each District
*
Reps from Organisations, Units, Departments and Orders as per
Schedule
2. in order to ensure that Conference remains missional in focus and does not
become purely maintenance orientated, the business of Conference must be
designed to ensure a balance between its administrative, legislative, missional
and prophetic components.
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3. it will be necessary for the Connexional Executive to continue to operate for
the time being with no change in its present size and composition.
4. With regard to timing, Conference resolved that from 2007:
*
Synods be held during May (but should not clash with Pentecost)
*
Connexional Executive be held early in July. This includes the
Connexional Stationing Committee
*
Conference be held later in September
5. That a Mission Congress should be held every five to ten years to reassess our
mission focus and set new directions for the MCSA.
Election Procedure for Bishops (2005)
In order to ensure that the best possible candidates for Bishop are available to Synods,
Conference resolved that:
1. the present nomination system as laid down in L & D App 11 (p255) paras 1 &
2 remain in force for the time being (i.e. re-election shall take place at Synod
in the second last year of the incumbent Bishop’s office, all members in good
standing in the District may submit nominations to the Executive Secretary by
the end of March, and anyone receiving two such nominations qualifies for
further consideration)
2. clear criteria should be given (in L&D / at Synod / at CQMs / on nomination
forms) of the qualities required of a Bishop. Most important is the gift of
oversight (i.e. ability to oversee the work of God in a District). The following
are evidence of this gift:
Leadership ability
Servant leadership
Spiritual maturity
Pastoral strengths
Moral integrity
Teaching and theological competence
Administrative ability
Unity, reconciliation and relationship skills
Mission leadership
Commitment to the MCSA vision
3. voting would continue to take place in the normal way in accordance with the
procedure laid down in L & D Appendix 11
4. EMMU, in consultation with the Presiding Bishop’s office, should develop
a programme to identify people with leadership potential and train them in
leadership skills so as to create a strong leadership pool from which leaders at
all levels can be drawn.
NB:

The CCS is still working on proposals to allow Connexional input into the
nomination procedure for Bishops to ensure that the best possible candidates
are available to Synods for election.
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Term of Office for Bishops (2005)
Conference resolved to refer the following points to The Committee on Structures
in order that they draw up a discussion paper which will be sent to Circuit Quarterly
Meetings and Synods
1. that the initial term of office for a Bishop should be changed to five years
from the present three years. The second and subsequent terms would be for
three years each.
2. that in each case re-election would take place in the second last year of the
incumbent Bishop’s term of office as at present.
3. that there should be no restriction on the number of terms a Bishop might
serve.
Ministerial Sessions of Synod (2005)
Conference resolved to refer to Circuit Quarterly Meetings and Synods the call for
the Ministerial Sessions of Synods to be re-introduced. However, the content of
these sessions should not take away the right of lay delegates to have a say in matters
relating to the ministry, eg performance, discipline etc. The following structure for
ministerial sessions is recommended.
1. Membership *
all ministers and deacons in the District
*
the Evangelist and Biblewoman appointed as reps to Synod
2. Powers and Duties *
matters relating to the ministry of the Church as it affects ministers,
ministerial training and the equipping and motivation of ministers for
their calling and work
*
discipline (answering the questions in Synod Business 11.1. These
questions would also be asked more generally in the Representative
Session. Lay persons also have the right to lay charges against a minister
with the DDC)
*
processing the examination of Probationers, Ordinands and Candidates.
The results shall be submitted to and ratified by the Representative
Session. The testimony and witness of Ordinands and Candidates shall
be heard in public and their final acceptance shall remain the duty of the
Representative Session of Synod.
Role of the Lay President (2005)
Conference resolved to refer to The Committee on Structures the role of the Lay
President within the Methodist Church of Southern Africa.
Election of Secretary of Conference (2005)
Conference resolved to refer to the Committee on Structures consideration of the
procedures for the election of the Secretary of Conference.
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Return to an Annual Conference (2006 Yearbook p.81f) (2006)
Conference 2005 approved the return to an Annual Conference in 2007.
1. The Connexional Executive noted that all Synods have approved the proposed
L&D legislation relating to an Annual Conference, the representation at
Conference and the Conference Executive. It will form the basis on which the
th
2007 Conference is convened. The new regulations will form part of the 11
edition of L&D.
2. The Connexional Executive reaffirmed the vital function of a body of like that
would carry out Conference instructions, handle administrative matters which
do not have to go to Conference, as well as do pre-Conference preparation
and Stationing. Changes in representation were referred to the Structures
Committee.
3. CE further noted the following Synod recommendations:
*
Holding a large Conference every ten (10) years or/ and Mission Congress
every five (5) years (referred to Structures Committee);
*
One additional Youth representative from each of the neighbouring
countries that are part of the Connexion (Approved)
*
Redesigning the format of Conference to ensure effectiveness (referred to
Executive Secretary)
4. The CE endorsed the following guidelines for the election of representatives to
Conference:
(a) Ministerial and lay representatives are elected by Synod;
(b) For 2007 (to get the 3year rotation going) when Synod elects the 3
ministerial and lay representatives:
		
•
The representatives with the highest votes serve for three years
(2007 – 2009)
nd
		
•
The representatives with 2 highest votes serve for 2 years (2007 –
2008)
rd
		
•
The representatives with the 3 highest votes serve for 1 year (2007)
(c) Thereafter Synod will elect 1 ministerial and 1 lay representative each
year to replace the ones that fall away;
(d) Synods should also elect substitutes who can replace representatives who
are not able to attend;
Youth representatives are elected by the Youth Synod (or the Synod if no Youth
Synod is held in a District)
Election Procedures for Bishops (2006)
The Connexional Executive referred to Structures Indaba the following key
proposal: That Bishops should no longer be elected by Synods, but should in future
be elected by and stationed by Conference.
This means that the MCSA would have an itinerant ministry of oversight. This has
always been implicit in the L&D (i.e. Synods make nominations to Conference and
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Conference appoints Bishops). By taking the election out of the Districts allows the
Connexion the freedom to pace Bishops in appropriate and strategic situations.
The following model is suggested in line with the above proposal. Details will be
sorted out and legislation developed once CE and Conference have voted on the
matter in principle.
• Conference would appoint an Electoral Committee
• The number of vacancies would be established and Synods will be asked to make
nominations;
• The Electoral Committee would prepare CVs on candidates for Conference and
empowered to add names if necessary;
• Conference will vote on the names and elect according to the number of
vacancies;
• The Connexional Stationing Committee will recommend the stationing of
Bishops in particular Districts. This will be ratified by Conference;
• Bishops will in future be assessed in relation to their performance.
Human Resources (2006)
The following were unanimously approved by the CE:
1. Policy and Procedure documents will be circulated to the relevant parties
concerned for comment and once finalised will be signed off by The Presiding
Bishop for implementation.
0
2. A process of 360 Review will be implemented for the re-appointment of all
Senior Connexional Staff.
3. An Orientation and Training Workshop will be held for all Bishops Elect and
attendance is mandatory.
4. The CE directs that in future Districts, Circuits and Societies appointed only
suitably skilled people as Treasurers.
The following proposals were referred to “The Structures Indaba” to be held in
February/March 2007.
5. It is proposed that the Role and Function of The Presiding Bishop’s Office be
redefined to protect the key roles and to move day to day management issues to
the Office of The Executive Secretary.
6. It is proposed that The Unit Directors report to and are accountable to the
Office of the Executive Secretary.
Role of the Lay District Representative (2008)
Conference resolves that:
The Structures Committee will appoint a Task Team to investigate the role and
responsibilities of the Lay District Representative and to provide guidelines in this
regard. The Committee to extend their investigation to the role of The Connexional
Lay President and to finalize their work by Conference 2009. In addition Conference
instructs that The Lay President’s address to be printed in the Yearbook annually.
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Endorsement of Appointments/Desks on Specialised Ministries (2008)
Noting the commitment of the MCSA to transformation and the necessity to be one
and undivided church which is inclusive of all groups; realising the challenge to be
a church that is child friendly giving space for youth involvement as well as equal
opportunities to its women and men, Conference therefore resolves that:
•
Three full time co-ordinators be appointed focusing on:
•
Children’s programmes
•
Youth Development programmes in line with the MYU constitution.
•
Gender Mainstreaming.
•
All posts must be advertised and appointments made when funds permit and
management structures are in place.
The Size of Districts (2009)
Conference endorses the Connexional Structures Committee’s proposal that:
•
The matter of the size of Districts be referred to Circuits for wider
consultation
•
Districts should be allowed to do their own self-evaluation and an in-depth
audit to determine viability
•
Some Synods were against the idea of larger Districts as this was the case
before some Districts took a decision to split for logistical and other reasons.
The argument was that it would be a regressive step.
Having looked at all the responses, the suggestions made point to either one of the
following 5 options or a mixture of some of them:
•
The status quo should remain
•
Leave things as they are, but allow Districts to initiate discussions towards
amalgamation where this is deemed necessary due to financial viability and
organisational effectiveness
•
Have more and smaller Districts with semi or non-separated Bishops to cut
down on costs
•
Fewer and bigger Districts as proposed in the discussion document, with
special care as to the status of neighbouring countries, so that where there is
smaller work which cannot sustain itself, people are not cut off from support
base.
•
Have 3 Annual Conferences with a bigger Conference every 5 years. In this
way Districts can be grouped into regional clusters/conferences.
As a way forward Conference resolves that all these comments be taken into
consideration and proceed as follows:
•
That these discussions be allowed to continue at all levels of the church
•
Specific consultative processes/workshops be conducted at District/Regional
level involving the critical leadership like Circuit Stewards, Superintendents
and District Executive Committee members
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Create space for all the ministers to engage the processes in order for them to
be able to take it to local communities
The context of the neighbouring countries be looked at more intentionally and
specifically
All the formations within the church be allowed to engage the discussion and
give feed-back
Responses from these consultative processes are to inform the final document to
be brought to Conference 2010 through the Connexional Structures Committee
and such document can go back to Synods in 2011 for final decision by the 2011
Conference.

Election of Executive Secretary (2009)
Conference accepts in principle and refers to the Revision Committee the proposal
that:
•
The position of the Executive Secretary/General Secretary requires a high level
of skills. It is proposed that Conference appoints a Connexional Appointments
Committee (CAC) which would advertise the position, receive nominations
and applications.
•
The CAC would then examine the qualifications and experience of the
candidates and present the 2 best candidates with their CV’s to Conference for
an election.
•
This has the support of most Synods.
Election of Bishops (2009)
Conference agrees with the principle of the Election of Bishops as outlined below
but awaits the Church Unity Commission report to make a decision:
•
To ensure that best quality candidates are appointed, it is proposed that the Synods
should appoint a District Election Committee of 3 Lay and 3 Clergy persons.
•
The Electoral Committee would receive nominations and CV’s and clarifies
matters in the CV with nominated candidates and brings 3 names with CV’s
to the Synod for election and the elected name is forwarded to Conference for
final appointment. The Electoral Committee should be allowed to add a name
on the list.
•
Synods support the proposal and emphasise that nominations should be left
open to all members as is the case presently. This would allow people to own
the process and not feel excluded.
Conference Representivity (2009)
Noting the 2009 Conference’s non-compliance with General Regulation 1.25
regarding women and youth representation of 40% and 20% respectively,
Conference therefore resolves:
•
That all Districts should have at least 40% women and 20% youth in all
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structures of the Church and that the same principle governs the election of
delegates to Conference;
That the Standing Orders be suspended for the 2009 Conference to proceed, but
for future Conferences the provisions of the above stated General Regulation
are adhered to; and
That the Presiding Bishop ensures that in future the representivity is as per
legislation.

Conference Rules (2009)
Conference resolves that a full Daily Record of the previous day’s proceedings and
decisions be placed before the Conference in plenary session as the first item of
business on the following day.
th

Laws and Discipline 12 Edition (2010)
Conference receives the report of the Revision Committee regarding the work
th
in progress of revising the 11 edition of Laws & Discipline and directs that all
proposed amendments be referred to Circuit Quarterly Meetings and Synods for
final adoption by the 2011 Conference.
Structural Change (2010)
Conference, noting the on-going discussion and various proposals on structures,
directs the Connexional Structures Committee to convene a Connexional Structures
Indaba that will seek to address all issues relating to structures. The Structures
Committee must bring concrete proposals to the 2011 Conference for referral to
2012 Synods and final adoption by the 2012 Conference.
Resolutions referred to CQMs and District Synods (2010)
Conference reaffirms its directive to Units that all matters referred to Circuit
Quarterly Meetings and Synods be forwarded to the Superintendents and District
Synod Secretaries by not later than 15 April of each year to allow adequate time for
discussion.
Communication within the MCSA (2010)
Conference affirms the Presiding Bishop’s prophetic leadership in matters of public
issues, advocacy and communications.
However, noting the importance and urgency of such matters Conference resolves
the following:
•
that the Presiding Bishop gathers together a small advisory group of people
passionate about issues in the field of public interest e.g. economics, education,
politics, legal and social matters.
•
that the Bishops be informed of all proposed statements and act in accordance
with Laws & Discipline, Miscellaneous Resolution 1.37, page 235 by virtue of
their strategic position and calling to gather and disseminate the information.
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that the Superintendents send public interest information to the Bishops where
a prophetic voice is needed.

Term of Office for Class Leaders (2011)
Conference confirms the importance of the function of Class Leaders, and the
energy required to train such leaders adequately.
Conference therefore resolves:
•
that Class Leaders be appointed for a term of three years, and that they may
serve a maximum of two consecutive terms.
•
that Class Leaders who have served the said two consecutive terms may be
reappointed after an interval of three years.
•
that Circuits and Societies provide adequate training for Class Leaders
•
to request the Revision Committee to amend par 7.30.2 and 7.43 of our L&D
in accordance with this resolution.
12th Edition of Laws and Discipline (2011)
Conference resolves:
•
to defer the publication of the next edition of L&D until 2013 to allow
opportunity for adequate consultation with Circuits & Districts around the
proposed changes.
•
that the work of the Structures Committee and the possible changes to our
Connexional Structures may need to be incorporated in the next edition of
L&D.
•
that the contexts of the member states of our Connexion need to be carefully
considered in the new edition of L&D.
•
to encourage Districts to identify persons who will work with the Revision
Committee for the purpose of facilitating discussion in the Circuits and the
Districts on the proposed amendments to the L&D. Districts need to be held
accountable to ensure that adequate consultation takes place at the local level
regarding these proposed changes.
Representation of Women and Youth (2011)
Conference encourages all relevant structures to ensure the representation of 40%
women and 20% youth where it is applicable.
Youth (2012)
Conference celebrates the appointment of the Rev Lauren Matthew to the Presidium
of the World Methodist Council, as Youth President. Conference refers the proposal
of her membership at Connexional Youth Executive Committees, Connexional
Youth Conference and being a member of Conference to the Revision Committee,
in consultation with the Connexional Youth Unit.
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The Revision Committee is asked to also give consideration to other members of the
MCSA, serving on related structures of the World Methodist Council being members
of the Annual Conference.
Women’s Organisations Representation at Conference (2012)
Conference refers the request for increased representation of Women’s
Organisations at Conference to the Revision Committee for report back to the
2013 Conference.
Structures Conversation – Related Resolutions (2012)
Conference approves the implementation of the following proposals and directs the
Revision Committee to make the necessary policy changes so that:
1. Societies are outward looking and missional; engage in discipling and care for
members; have a Connexional identity; promote every member ministry and
offer healing and transformation especially in relation to our mission pillars,
namely: spirituality; evangelism and church growth; social justice, economic
development and dignity; education and Christian formation.
2. Circuits oversee and coordinate their societies; become mission champions;
the Circuit Quarterly Meetings devote significant time, at least twice a year, to
mission planning and reflection.
The Connexional Structures Committee, together with the Mission Unit, is
directed to modify the CQM agenda so that the necessary Laws and Discipline
changes can be effected.
3. Connexional Boundaries Committee
Conference directs the Connexional Structures Committee to appoint a
Connexional Boundaries Committee to investigate the following:
3.1 the implications and consequences of restructuring of Districts with
special attention to the consequences this may have on mission, effective
leadership and empowering of local churches, cost implications as well as
the effects on poorer sections of the Connexion;
3.2 the viability of member countries being accorded district status with
special reference to issues relating to staffing, financial viability as well
as legal status and implications thereof.
		
The findings of these investigations are to be referred to 2014 Synods for
consideration and reporting to the 2014 Conference.
Appointment or Election of Leadership (2012)
Conference receives the proposals, comments and suggestions of various Synods
regarding appointment or election of people to serve in leadership offices at Circuit,
District and Connexional levels and directs the Connexional Structures Committee
to draft new proposals taking into account the comments of the various Synods, for
presentation to the 2013 Synods and Conference.
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Streamlining of Decision Making (2012)
Conference, noting concerns expressed regarding the cumbersome decision making
processes, asks the Connexional Structures Committee to develop a streamlined
process for presentation to the 2013 Synods and Conference.
Role of District Lay Leader (2012)
Conference notes the changes with regard to the role of lay leaders and refers these to
the Revision Committee. Conference furthermore directs the Revision Committee
in the meantime to develop guidelines to assist lay leaders with the execution of their
responsibilities and to report this to the 2013 Conference.
Human Resources Unit (2012)
Conference receives the HR Management Report and directs the unit to:
•
Research the implementation and implications of this proposed HR management
strategy;
•
Identify short, medium, and long terms objectives to support the strategy, and
the MCSA;
•
After consultation with the appropriate structures/offices of the Church, to
implement what is feasible and sustainable accordingly; and
•
To report back to the 2013 Conference on all the above matters.
Human Resources Unit (2012)
Conference directs the MCO Executive, in consultation with the HR Unit as it exists
at present, to draw up proposals for the establishment of a fully-fledged Human
Resources Unit, and the appointment of full-time staff to run it, for presentation to
the 2013 Conference.
Compliance and Accountability (2012)
Conference directs EMMU and the HR Unit to develop a “competency assessment”
tool for leadership at all levels of our Church. Conference further directs EMMU and
the HR Unit to develop and re-introduce a simplified “review of ministry” process
for our ministers.
Stationing of Ministers (2012)
Conference instructs the Human Resource Unit to explore alternative methods of
stationing ministers and report to the 2013 Conference taking cognisance of already
existing inputs, proposals and comments.
Limpopo District Boundaries (2012)
Conference notes with appreciation progress made by the Limpopo District in
exploring the feasibility of reconfiguring its boundaries by creating a Botswana
Region which may in future become a separate District. Conference looks forward
to hearing further progress at ensuing Conferences.
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Lay and Youth Pastors (2013)
Noting that Lay and Youth pastors play an important role in the ministry of the MCSA
and that there is no formal or standardised theological training nor set guidelines
outlining their appointment, stationing, remuneration and other employee service
conditions, Conference therefore resolves:
1. To refer the appointment and conditions of service of lay pastors and youth
pastors to EMMU and Human Resources for consideration and report to the
2014 Conference.
2. To place a moratorium on the contractual appointment of lay pastors and youth
pastors for a year with effect from 1 January 2014.
Finalisation of Ministers Stations (2013)
Conference refers the proposal for the finalisation of ministers’ and probationers’
stationing by the end of March to EMMU and the Human Resources Unit for
consideration and report to the 2014 Conference.
Sexual Harassment (2013)
Noting:
(a) The current tragic trend of sexual and physical abuse toward women and
children in South Africa and the African continent at large;
(b) That currently (other than the current child protection policy) no substantial
policies are in place within the MCSA to deal with issues of sexual harassment
and abuse when it affects the life of the church and its members;
Therefore Conference directs the Human Resource Unit to develop a code of conduct
for reporting to the 2014 Conference:
(a) That seeks to align our internal discipline (clergy to clergy and clergy to lay)
with that of countries within the MCSA, taking into consideration amongst
other things, CCMA policies on Sexual Harassment, The Sexual Offences Act,
The Child care Act, Protection from harassment Act in South Africa and our
sister Connexions;
(b) That addresses protocols of discipline for cases where charges of sexual abuse,
harassment or misconduct are needed to be raised and that these protocols take
into consideration the sensitive nature of the charges to both the person who
has experienced abuse and the person who is accused of abuse;
(c) That informs procedural guidelines for covenantal and contractual personnel.
Ecumenical Affairs (2013)
Conference resolves to establish the position of the District Ecumenical Affairs
Secretary and refers this matter to the Structures Committee to determine the function
and duties of such secretaries, taking into account the work of the Connexional
Ecumenical Affairs Director.
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Election of Leadership (2013)
Conference resolves to implement the following amendments on the Appointment
and Election of Leadership and directs the Revisions Committee to effect the
amendments:
1. Leaders of Small Groups/Class Leaders
The Leaders should be appropriately identified and skilled, ratified by the
Society Leaders Meeting and appointed for a 3 year term, up to a maximum of
3 terms, by the Annual Society Meeting.
2. Society Stewards
Society Stewards shall be nominated by the Leaders Meeting as well as
by members of the Society at the Annual Society Meeting for election and
appointment at the Annual Society Meeting for a 3 year term, up to a maximum
of 3 terms.
3. Circuit Stewards
Circuit Stewards shall be nominated, with motivation, by members of the
Circuit Quarterly Meeting for election and appointment at the October Circuit
Quarterly Meeting for a 3 year term, up to a maximum of 3 terms.
4. Superintendents
Process remains unchanged.
5. Circuit and Society Treasurers
Circuit and Society Treasurers shall be appointed after careful consultation
between the Superintendent Minister and Circuit Stewards, or the Minister and
the Society Stewards, and ratified at the October Quarterly Meeting or Annual
Society Meeting. The appointment shall be for a 3 year term renewable up to a
maximum of 3 terms.
6. Mission Group Leaders
Shall be appointed by Call and Gifting with no form of election.
7. Organisation Leadership
Shall be appointed at various levels as set out in the Organisational Constitutions.
8. District Lay Leader
Shall be nominated, with motivation, at District Synod for election and
appointment by the said Synod for a 3 year term, up to a maximum of 3 terms.
9. District Bishop
Candidates for election as Bishop shall be Ordained Ministers in Full Connexion.
Supernumerary Ministers and Non-Itinerant Ministers are not eligible. The
election shall take place in the last year but one of the current Bishop’s term of
office, unless there are special circumstances, in which case the Connexional
Executive or Presiding Bishop shall make a ruling.
The following shall apply: The District Secretary shall invite all Circuit Quarterly
Meetings within the District to nominate any Minister in Full Connexion,
whether in the District concerned or not, at the January Quarterly Meeting.
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These nominations are to be submitted to the Secretary of Conference by 31st
March. Bishops shall be appointed by Conference following their election by
Synods for a term of 5 years, renewable for one final term.
10. Presiding Bishop
The Presiding Bishop shall be appointed following an election by Synods for a
5 year term, renewable for one final term.
11. General Secretary
The General Secretary shall be elected and appointed by Conference for a 5
year term, renewable for one final term.
12. Unit Leaders and Directors
All ministerial Unit Leaders and Directors shall be appointed by Conference
for a 5 year term, renewable for one final term. This does not apply to the Youth
Unit.
Conference further instructs the Connexional Structures Committee to develop
proposals for further discussion by Synods for the appointment or election of
people to serve in leadership offices of Presiding Bishop, General Secretary,
Bishop, Lay President and District Lay Leaders and Unit Leaders/Directors, and
further clarify the role of Leadership Discernment Committees in this regard,
taking into account the comments of the various synods, for presentation to the
2014 Synods and Conference.
Botswana – Journey towards becoming a District (2013)
Conference refers the matter of the Botswana Region becoming an independent
district within the MCSA in the year 2016 to the Connexional Boundaries Committee
for further consideration and reporting to the 2014 Conference.
Conference further directs:
•
That the Limpopo District Executive, in consultation with the District
Boundaries Committee, work with the Botswana Region in looking at the
financial sustainability of the region - and present a report on the findings;
•
That the Botswana Region, and thus by implication the Limpopo District,
complies with any requirements which the Connexional Boundaries Committee
and Conference may require of them prior to 2016.
Connexional Boundaries Committee (2013)
Conference resolves to appoint a Connexional Boundaries Committee to investigate
the possible restructuring of Districts and report to Conference 2014 thereon.
The committee shall include: Rev Mzwandile Molo (Convener), Rev Bill Meaker,
Rev Dr Kenaleone Ketshabile, Judge Annah Mathiba, Mr. Zandile Jakuvula and a
Representative of the Human Resources Unit.
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Conference Representation (2013)
Conference encourages Districts which include member countries to ensure that
at least one (1) lay representative and one (1) ministerial representative of the
three allowed District representatives comes from such countries to alleviate the
Conference cost burden.
Conference further refers this matter to the relevant Synods for comment with a
view to amending the L&D 5.5.10 and 5.5.11 accordingly.
Conference further encourages Circuits who have members who were elected by
Synod as Conference representatives, to be given preference as delegates to Synod
for the term that they are to serve as Conference representatives. Should they not be
elected as delegates to Synod, Circuits are encouraged to pay for their cost to Synods
as observers.
Proposed Stationing Procedure (2013)
Conference receives and refers the Human Resources Stationing Proposal to Circuit
Quarterly Meetings and District Synods for discussion and report to the 2014
Conference.
Policy on Sexual Harassment (2014)
Conference notes the continued reported cases of sexual harassment within the life
of the Church and directs the Human Resource Unit to make the policy on sexual
harassment available. The policy must be aligned to the existing internal disciplinary
processes and procedures.
Proposed Stationing Process (2014)
Conference notes the presentation of the Human Resources Unit regarding
the proposed stationing process and refers the matter to the said Unit for further
refinement and reporting to the 2015
Conference further directs the HR Unit to develop a working document as informed
by the responses from Circuit Quarterly Meetings & Synods to be used as a guide in
the proposed 2015 Connexional Stationing Workshop, the outcomes of which would
be tabled at the ensuing Conference.
Flouting of Existing Stationing Procedures (2014)
Conference notes with concern the widespread practice of “stationing agreements”
being made between Circuits and Ministers three or more years before a station
becomes vacant. Circuits are urged to adhere to stationing procedures as prescribed
in Laws & Discipline.
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Baptism Certificates (2015)
Conference notes that the practice of designing localised Baptism Certificates carries
a risk of Copyright Infringements and directs the Methodist Publishing House to
explore the possibility of making available a copyrighted electronic version of the
baptismal certificate as mandated by the Church Unity Commission and approved by
Conference. Circuits and societies are also reminded of the importance of maintaining
a Baptism Register (Refer L&D 1.13).
Constitutionality of our Polity and Structures (2015)
Conference recognises that our Polity and Structures are in their nature evolving and
organic, and instructs the Revision and Structures Committees to continue reviewing
the Structures and Polity of the MCSA, especially in light of the Constitutions of our
Member Countries.
Funding for Children’s Ministry (2015)
Conference notes that in many instances children’s work does not receive adequate
financial support at District, Circuit and Society levels. Conference endorses the
need to prioritise children’s work across the Connexion and requests the Revision
Committee to include in the current discussions on the governance of the Youth Unit
and youth formations strategies for funding youth and children’s Ministries.
Training for Alignment on Polity and Discipline Matters (2015)
Conference notes the growing anxiety in the understanding and application of our
polity as it relates to discipline, arbitration, mediation and the nature of pastoral
commissions. In order to ensure alignment, fairness and equity across our structures,
Conference directs the HR Unit to set up Connexional training for members of the
Connexional Discipline Committee, District Discipline Committees, Arbitration
panel, Mediation panel and District Mediation panels.
Addressing Inequalities between the Orders of
Deacons and Evangelists (2015)
Conference notes the imbalances and the need for training on the differences between
the Diaconate and the Order of Evangelism and directs the Human Resources Unit
and the Orders to investigate all issues including relationships and imbalances as
well as the retirement age for members of these orders and report to Conference
2016.
Age of Candidature and Retirement (2015)
Conference refers the issues of Candidature age and retirement age of Deacons,
alongside those of Ministers, to the Human Resources Unit and General Secretary,
with the help of EMMU, the Lay General Treasurer and Mission Unit, together with
conversations with the Orders concerned.
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E C UME NIC A L IS SU ES
Church Unity Commission (2003)
Conference resolved to refer the following Codes of Conduct from the Church
Unity Commission to Circuits and Districts respectively, for consideration and
comment. Responses should be sent to the Director, Ecumenical Affairs, via the
District Synods.
A code of conduct for church leaders and those with pastoral responsibility in the
member churches of the church unity commission
Biblical foundation:
In Paul’s first letter to Timothy, Chapter 4 verse 12 he asks Timothy to set an example
for the believers in speech, in life, in love, in faith and in purity. It was understood
that Timothy would fashion his own life on that of Christ. Paul says ‘imitate me as I
imitate Christ’. [1Cor.11:1].
Ministers today find a supreme example of Christian life and ministry in Paul and
Timothy. The minister, through faith and worship, becomes more and more open
to the revelation of God and strives to model his/her life on the teaching of Jesus
through Scripture and the guidance of the Holy Spirit. In the same way all church
leaders and others with a pastoral responsibility ought to attend to their own growth
as followers of Christ before they seek to lead and teach others in the church.
The characteristics of a reliable pastor are found in the image of the Good Shepherd
[John 10:1-18]. The true pastor will operate out of a context of prayer and spirituality
that is based on a personal relationship with God. The minister, will therefore be
concerned for the unity and honouring of those in his/her care.
A most devastating temptation in the life of any minister turns upon the use of power.
The minister and other church leaders are not to lord it over the people entrusted
to their care. The wrong understanding of status, position and power causes great
pain and suffering. Jesus gave up power and position to serve, to suffer and to die
[Phi.2:5-11; Mark 10:45]. After washing the feet of his disciples, he urged them
to do the same for each other [Jn. 13:12-17]. By virtue of their calling, ministers
occupy a position of authority in the community. It is of paramount importance
that they understand the dynamics of power and leadership and are faithful to the
command of Christ.
All ministers, lay workers with a pastoral responsibility and church leaders are
called to fashion their lives and ministry on the teaching and example of Christ.
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Through our baptism we have all been called to witness to Jesus Christ as Lord of
life, to proclaim him to the world, and to follow in his footsteps. Both those who are
called to the ordained ministry and lay people who bear pastoral responsibility and
leadership among God’s people have a duty to serve with love and integrity.
Code of conduct:
The commitments set out below reflect this high calling and are intended to serve
as a code of conduct for ministers in the Member Churches of the Church Unity
Commission. Many of these commitments apply also to lay people with pastoral or
leadership responsibilities. These are set out separately.
A. Commitment for Ordained Ministers
	  1. Personal Devotion
		
I will endeavour to cultivate my spiritual life through the study of God s
word, service and prayer. ‘Do not be anxious, but in everything make your
requests known to God in prayer and petition with thanksgiving. Then the
peace of God, which is beyond all understanding, will guard your hearts
and your thoughts in Christ Jesus.’ [Phil.4:6-7]
	  2. Personal Growth
		
I will develop my gifts and skills of ministry through reading, continuing
education, study and attendance of seminars and conferences. ‘And after
three days they found him sitting in the temple surrounded by the teachers,
listening to them and putting questions; and all who heard him were
amazed at his intelligence and the answers he gave.’ [ Luke 2:46,47]
	  3. Integrity
		
I will conduct myself in such a way that my speech and acts are honest
and trustworthy, and nurture a culture of truth and reliability. ‘Above all
things, my friends, do not use oaths, whether by heaven or by earth or by
anything else. When you say Yes or No let it be plain Yes or No for fear
you draw judgement on yourselves.’ [James 5:12]
	  4. Incorruptibility
		
I will not accept any bribes or other favours from individuals or
organizations that could lead me to act unethically and thereby
compromise the church s ministry. ‘Make no mistake about this, God is
not to be fooled; everyone reaps what he sows. If he sows in the field of his
unspiritual nature, he will reap from it a harvest of corruption; but if he
sows in the field of the spirit he will reap from it a harvest of eternal life.’
[Galatians 6: 7-8]
	  5. Impartiality
		
In carrying out my duties, including making appointments, awarding
contracts, grants or recommending individuals for benefits, I will make
fair choices which do not unduly or unjustly favour those with whom
I have other ties. I will strive to offer fair and impartial leadership in
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matters of dispute among church and community groups with whom I
serve. Heed Paul s words to Timothy: ‘Before God and Christ Jesus and
the angels who are his chosen, I solemnly charge you: maintain these
rules, never prejudging the issue but acting with strict impartiality.’ [I
Timothy 5:21]
Confidentiality and Openness
I will be transparent in my decisions and actions, but will not disclose any
information entrusted to me in confidence. ‘We have renounced the deeds
that people hide for very shame; we do not practise cunning or distort
the word of God. It is by declaring the truth openly that we recommend
ourselves to the conscience of our fellow-men in the sight of God.’ [2 Cor.
4:2]
Accountability
I acknowledge that I am accountable to God and the Church for my
decisions and actions. I will be faithful to my ordination vows and will
submit to the authority of church courts to which I am subject. I will also
respect other ministers as colleagues and fellow-workers in Christ even
though I may differ from them. We are all ultimately accountable to God.
‘As I live says the Lord, to me every knee shall bow and every tongue
acknowledge God. So, you see each of us will be answerable to God.’
[Rom. 14:11-12]
Justice
I will act justly and ensure that due process is followed in any disciplinary
or legal proceedings. ‘The Lord has told you mortals what is good, and
what it is that the Lord requires of you: only to act justly, to love loyalty,
and to walk humbly with your God.’ [Micah 6:8]
Respect
I will act in a way that promotes respect for all people regardless of their
beliefs. I will endeavour to be Christ-like in my personal attitudes and
conduct towards all people without regard for gender, ethnic origin, race,
age, class or creed. ‘If however you observe the sovereign law laid down in
scripture, love your neighbour as yourself, that is excellent.’ [James 2: 9]
Personal Conduct
I will be honourable and self-controlled in my personal relationships
and sexual conduct and will not take advantage of people for whom I am
pastorally responsible. ‘Each one of you must learn to gain mastery over
his body, to hallow and honour it, not giving way to lust like the pagans
who know nothing of God.’ [1 Thess 4:4-5]
Generosity
As a recipient of God’s grace I will act graciously towards others in speech,
attitudes and behaviour and will seek to be generous and hospitable. ‘I
was hungry and you fed me, thirsty and you gave me a drink; I was a
stranger and you received me in your homes.’ [Matthew 25:35]
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12. Family Care
		
My family is a God-given responsibility and I will therefore strive to be
faithful and fair, endeavouring to give them quality time and consideration.
‘Each of you should love his wife as himself, and a wife should respect her
husband And fathers, do not provoke your children to anger, but bring them
up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord. [Ephesians 5:33, 6:4]
13. Self-Care
I will endeavour to keep fit emotionally and physically; will refrain from
the abuse of harmful and habit-forming substances and will make regular
time for vacations. ‘You were bought with a price; therefore glorify God
in your body.’ [I Cor. 6: 20]
14. Leadership
		
I shall promote and support the above principles, seeking to cultivate by
personal example and service the biblical and moral basis on which a
successful community can be built and maintained.
		
		

Final encouragement
You are then encouraged to embrace this ministry with faith, joy, dedication,
perseverance and courage, determined to give yourself completely to it,
so the Lord who has given you the will to do this work may also give you
the grace to perform it.

Commitments for persons with pastoral responsibilities and for lay persons in
leadership positions
B. Persons with pastoral responsibilities
	  1. Personal Conduct
		
I will endeavour to cultivate my spiritual life through the study of God s
word, service and prayer. ‘In everything make your requests known to God
in prayer and petition with thanksgiving. Then the peace of God, which
is beyond all understanding, will guard your hearts and your thoughts in
Christ Jesus.’ [Philippians 4:6-7]
	  2. Integrity
		
I will conduct myself in such a way that my speech and acts are honest
and trustworthy, and nurture a culture of truth and reliability. ‘Above all
things, my friends, do not use oaths, whether by heaven or by earth or by
anything else. When you say yes or no let it be plain yes or no for fear you
draw judgement on yourselves’. [James 5 v.12]
	  3. Accountability
		
I acknowledge that I am accountable to God and the Church for my
decisions and actions, and will submit to the authority of the church
courts to which I am subject. ‘As I live, says the Lord, to me every knee
shall bow and every tongue acknowledge God. So, you see, each of us will
be answerable to God.’ [Romans 14: 11,12]
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	  4. Personal conduct
		
I will be honourable and self-controlled in my personal relationships and
sexual conduct, and will not take advantage of people for whom I am
pastorally responsible. ‘This is the will of God, that you should be holy:
... each one of you must gain mastery over his body, to hallow and honour
it, not giving way to lust.’ [Thessalonians 4:4-5]
C.

Lay Persons in Leadership Positions
In addition to principles 1-4, lay persons with leadership positions should
make the following commitments:
	  5. Incorruptibility
		
I will not accept any bribes or other favours from individuals or
organizations which could lead me to act unethically and thereby
compromise the church’s ministry. ‘Make no mistake about this: God is
not to be fooled; everyone reaps what he sows. If he sows in the field of his
unspiritual nature, he will reap from it a harvest of corruption; but if he
sows in the field of the spirit he will reap from it a harvest of eternal life.’
[Galatians 6: 7,8]
	  6. Impartiality
		
In carrying out my duties, including making appointments, awarding
contracts, grants or recommending individuals for benefits, I will make
fair choices which do not unduly or unjustly favour those with whom
I have other ties. I will strive to offer fair and impartial leadership in
matters of dispute among church and community groups with whom I
serve. Heed Paul’s words to Timothy: ‘Before God and Christ Jesus and
the angels who are his chosen, I solemnly charge you: maintain these
rules, never prejudging the issue but acting with strict impartiality.’ [1
Timonth5: 21]
	  7 Confidentiality and Openness
		
I will be transparent in my decisions and actions, but will not disclose any
information entrusted to me in confidence. ‘It is by declaring the truth
openly that we recommend ourselves to the conscience of our fellow-men
in the sight of God.’ [2 Corinthians 4:2]
	  8. Generosity
		
As a recipient of God’s grace I will act graciously toward others in speech,
attitudes and behaviour and will seek to be generous and hospitable.
‘I was hungry and you fed me, thirsty and you gave me drink; I was a
stranger and you received me in your homes.’ [Matthew 25: 35]
	  9. Leadership:
		
I shall promote and support the above principles, seeking to cultivate by
personal example and service the biblical and moral basis on which a
successful community can be built and maintained.
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Conference further mandates the Connexional Executive to finalise the response
of the MCSA to the CUC in this regard.
Conference also expressed great appreciation for the work of Rev Dr Donald
Cragg.

Title of Bishop (2009)
Conference refers to Circuit Quarterly Meetings and District Synods the Church
Unity Commission’s (CUC) proposal that the title of Bishop be retained on
completion of term of office.
The CUC proposes that:
The Bishop be called to lead in a District and have limited terms of office in a
particular Synod. After a period the Bishop’s position would be reviewed and the
appointment could be renewed for a shorter term. Upon leaving the Synod the Bishop
would either serve as Bishop of another Synod or as a Minister of a congregation or
in some other capacity within the church, but would remain a Bishop for life.
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EDU C AT ION F OR MINIS T RY AN D M ISSIO N
Material produced by EMMU (2004)
The Education for Ministry and Mission Unit resolves that all material produced
by the EMMU through its Lay Training Portfolio will be sent to the Methodist
Publishing House and sold at a price which will be negotiated between the EMMU
and the Publishing House.
Ministerial Training Review Report (2005)
Training Recommendations:
1. Seminary training for three years
Conference resolved that residential Seminary training should be for three
years, with two as a minimum, and that this principle be implemented as soon
as satisfactory financial arrangements can be made.
2. Seminary component for non-collegiate probationers
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry Unit
the recommendation that non-collegiate probationers spend a period at the
Seminary in the first three years of Phase Two for the purposes of spiritual
formation, community experience and academic guidance.
3. Relocation of the seminary to Pietermaritzburg
Conference resolved that John Wesley College be relocated to Pietermaritzburg
as an autonomous member of the Cluster of Theological Institutions, subject to
satisfactory financial arrangements.
4. College Council
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry Unit
the recommendation that John Wesley College should have its own Board
or College Council, which will be responsible for its academic and field
programmes, staffing and administration. This Board should be independent
of, but represented on the EMMU General Committee.
5. Expansion of full-time teaching staff
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry Unit
that, as soon as resources permit, the staff be expanded by at least one further
person.
Funding Recommendations
6. Sale of Kilnerton properties
Conference resolved that subject to satisfactory arrangements being made,
the Historic Kilneteron property be retained for other training purposes, the
Townhouses and two manses in Pretoria be sold for the best possible price and
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the proceeds of the sale of the Pretoria properties be put toward building the
new Seminary in Pietermaritzburg….
Ministerial training endowment fund
Conference resolved that a Ministerial Training Fund Endowment Fund be
established and that a fundraising programme be launched to seek support for
the fund ….
Fundraising campaign
Conference resolved that R500 000 be allocated annually in 2006 and 2007
from the Property Protection Fund Reserve to pay for the fees, travelling and
operational expenses of the proposed fundraising campaign for the Endowment
Fund and capital requirements.
Ministers’ contribution toward training costs
Conference resolved that:
•
For the present, probationers be required to meet 30% of the cost of their
entire ministerial training;
•
Ministers who resign from the Connexion within five years of ordination
be required to pay the full cost of their ministerial training, the amount in
excess of 30% being reduced by one-fifth for each year of service after
ordination;
•
Ministers who apply for secondment within ten years of ordination be
required to pay an additional percentage determined from time to time by
the Conference;
•
Probationers who withdraw or are discontinued be required to pay an
additional percentage determined from time to time by the Conference;
Fellowship of Vocation
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry Unit
the recommendation that the Unit explore the proposal for requiring potential
Candidates to enter a “Fellowship of Vocation”.
Phase One
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry Unit
the recommendation that:
•
Probationers be stationed within a radius of plus/minus 100km of the
Phase One Centre.
•
Alternatively, groups should meet for four or five days on ten occasions in
the year...
•
Probationers should be placed in close proximity to a supervising minister
who should oversee their work and give guidance.
•
Probationers should be placed in stations where they will have experience
of normal congregational life of their own or another culture.
•
Sensitivity should be exercised in the stationing of single women.
Relative merits of timing of cross-cultural training
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry Unit
the recommendation that careful consideration be given to the relative merits
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of cross-cultural appointments before or after seminary training.
13. Stationing of Probationers leaving Seminary
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry Unit
the recommendation that the stationing of probationers leaving seminary be
arranged in consultation with the Bishops in advance of the Connexional
Stationing Committee and that training needs should have priority.
14. Issues related to Phase One
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry Unit
the recommendation that careful consideration be given to all the issues raised
by the Commission in relation to the Phase One Programme.
15. District Supervisors of Studies
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry
Unit the recommendation that District Supervisors of Studies be identified
and nominated to each Synod by EMMU in consultation with each District
Bishop.
16. Non-itinerant Training
Conference resolved to refer to The Education for Mission and Ministry Unit
the recommendation that:
•
Special care be taken to test the calling, motivation and gifts of those who
offer for non-itinerant ministry and to ensure that they are not choosing an
easy way out.
•
Non-itinerants should be willing to serve in any appointment to which the
Church calls them within a reasonable distance of their homes.
•
Full-time non-itinerants should do the same training as non-collegiate
itinerants with the Phase One experience spread as at present.
•
Part-time non-itinerants should be allowed to spread their Phase One
and internship commitments over a longer period than full-time nonitinerants...
•
Consideration should be given to replacing the annual review by a
somewhat longer interval, possible three-yearly.
Local Preachers' Training (2007)
Conference noting the high costs involved in the training of our local preachers
and that local preaching is fast becoming a ministry of the elite, requests EMMU to
review the practice of outsourcing our LP training to TEEC. Furthermore it is agreed
that a fundraising initiative be explored to assist preachers who struggle to meet their
academic financial obligations.
The Relationship of SMMS to Conference and EMMU (2008)
Conference resolves that:
“The Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary is the official institution for the
residential training and formation of probationers and operates in terms
of the Constitution approved by Conference.
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It is responsible directly to Conference through its President and Governing
Council for the training, oversight and discipline of all seminarian
probationers and for relationships with the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal
and the Pietermaritzburg Cluster of Theological Institutions.
It reports to Conference through the Education for Ministry and Mission
Unit in its consideration of the record and situation of probationers at
Seminary by liaising closely with regard to their academic progress,
spiritual formation and character.”

Non-itinerant Ministry (2008)
In the light of issues being raised around the category of non-itinerant ministry,
Conference resolves that an investigation be done into the theology of Ordination,
the missional dimension and practical challenges of the non-itinerant category.
Conference appoints a task team convened by the Director of EMMU, consisting of
members of EMMU, Mission Unit and DEWCOM to bring a report to Connexional
Executive and Conference 2009.
Non-itinerant Ministers (2009)
Pending the outcome of the DEWCOM report on non-itinerant and part time
probationer ministers, Conference resolves that EMMU and the Connexional
Executive monitor Candidature in this category.
Conference directs that non-itinerant probationer ministers cannot change status,
but part-time ministers wishing to become full time itinerant (cf. L &D 4.117.9) shall
apply to EMMU for recognition of prior learning (RPL).
Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary (2009)
Conference refers the issue of staff appointments to the SMMS Council for
consideration, encouraging the Council to be aware of the sensitivities around
transformation in all appointments. (cf. 2009 Yearbook, pg 85). Conference further
requests the SMMS Council to develop a policy of affirmative action and/or equal
opportunity as part of our transformational processes.
District EMMU Office (2009)
Conference adopts in principle the recommendation of funding District EMMU offices
and refers this to EMMU for further investigation and future implementation.
Post-ordination Training (2009)
Conference requests EMMU to provide ministers with a list of programmes for
Post-Ordination training. The MCO is requested to make funds available for this
purpose (e.g. the Church Reserve Fund).
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Ministerial Formation (2009)
Conference notes and refers to District Synods the following EMMU recommendation:
As a result of the changes to ministerial formation in the MCSA, brought about
by the establishment of Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary, the EMMU General
Committee recommends the following to the Connexional Executive to be adopted
for the formation period (probation) of ministers in training:
•
That accepted candidates for itinerant ministry be sent directly to the seminary
for three years of residential training, followed by two years internship training
in a circuit appointment prior to ordination.
•
That itinerant student ministers be collared after completing their studies at
SMMS and once appointed to a station.
•
That those non-itinerant candidates and itinerant candidates exempt from
residential training to be collared only once they have successfully completed
the sacraments examination.
•
That all itinerant probationers exempted from residential training at seminary
will be expected to attend formational training sessions with Non-Itinerant
probationers as scheduled by Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary.
•
That all itinerant probationers exempted from residential training at seminary
be expected to complete a minimum number of years (six) on probation
irrespective of year of candidature.
Orders from other Connexions (2010)
Conference directs EMMU to develop procedures and processes for the transfer of
members of Orders from other Methodist Connexions.
Spirituality and Christian Education (2011)
Conference reaffirms its commitment to Christian education and refers the matter of
human resources with all financial implications to EMMU and MCO to report back
to the 2012 Conference.
Section 21 Company/Seth Mokitimi Methodist Seminary (2011)
Conference notes and accepts the presentation by the President of SMMS with
regard to the reasons why SMMS is a Section 21 company. This has to do, inter
alia, with statutory requirements of the Council of Higher Education and the South
African Revenue Service, as well as for tax-efficient fundraising reasons.
Conference directs the General Secretary and MCO, in consultation with the President
of SMMS and the Chairman of the Governing Council, to clarify the governance
relationship between the SMMS and the MCSA so that all in the Methodist Church
can understand this relationship.
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Local Preachers Department (2012)
Conference directs the Local Preachers Department, working with EMMU, SMMS
and TEEC, to speedily review all Local Preachers training and to report on this
matter to the 2013 Conference through the EMMU General Committee.
Training, Education and Communication (2012)
Conference instructs EMMU, MCO, the Communications Unit and Mission Unit to
develop effective training resources on Stewardship and Financial Management and
to make these available for education within the Connexion.
Training of Leaders (2012)
Conference directs EMMU, SMMS and the HR Unit to work together in the
development of models for the training and on-going training of leadership, for both
laity and ministers at all levels of the church, and that these proposals be brought to
the 2013 Conference.
Cross-Cultural Ministry Preparation (2012)
Conference, noting its resolve to station Ministers cross-culturally, directs EMMU
and the Mission Unit to design learning material to prepare local churches for
managing diversity and report on the progress thereon to the 2014 Conference.
Conference further directs District Bishops to ensure that all Circuits make
use of this material and enter into conversations in preparation for cross cultural
appointments.
Candidates Nomination Procedure (2013)
Conference approves the following procedure for the nomination of candidates for
the ordained ministry:
1. The Circuit Quarterly Meeting recommendation shall be in accordance with the
provided Circuit Quarterly Meeting guide and the Superintendents’ evaluation
report, provided by EMMU.
2. This includes a detailed Self-Evaluation, Superintendent’s report, Society
Minister’s report, a Doctor’s Evaluation of Candidate’s health, Psychologist’s
Evaluation and Police Clearance.
3. Vocational Readiness assessed through screening done by a panel that comprises
nominated individuals appointed by the District Bishop. It is mandatory that a
person with experience in the fields of Psychology or Social Work be present
within this panel together with representative/s from the Connexional EMMU.
4. Theological competency and academic ability be assessed in the form of a written
examination. The examination would include some language and academic
components. The examination is to be assessed by both EMMU and SMMS.
5. The applicant appears before Synod to give testimony. Synod is to recommend
to EMMU General Committee and Connexional Executive, the acceptance of
a Candidate as a Probationer.
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6. Connexional Executive to approve the acceptance of the Candidate as a
Probationer, based on the recommendation from Synods and EMMU General
Committee.
7. In the case of seminarians being excluded from Seth Mokitimi Methodist
Seminary following the Rubrics that govern the Academic, Skills and
Character Formation as laid down by Regulatory Bodies on Higher Education,
such exclusion shall result in automatic exclusion from the whole process of
probationer formation for the ordained ministry.
8. Individuals who candidate having completed a period of study at Seth Mokitimi
Methodist Seminary prior to candidature, may be awarded a maximum of
one year reduction period from the years of probation. This would result in a
candidate serving a minimum period of four years on probation before being
received as an ordinand, subject to having completed all EMMU requirements
as stipulated in the Yearbook from time to time.
9. Individuals who have successfully satisfied the candidature requirements
including screening processes, with completed academic qualifications from
other registered and accredited theological institutions, shall be required
to spend the first three years of their probation at Seth Mokitimi Methodist
Seminary to satisfy the Spiritual, Character Formation and Skills Development
requirements for the Ordained Ministry.
10. The Rubrics governing the formation of probationers, who have exited the Seth
Mokitimi Methodist Seminary after successful completion of their Seminary
Training, shall be published in the Yearbook on a yearly basis. Such Rubrics
may change from time to time in order to align with the Seminary practice;
changes are to be tabled at Conference a year prior to implementation.
Requirements for Becoming an Ordinand (2013)
Conference accepts and adopts that the process and requirements for becoming an
Ordinand shall be in accordance with the following with effect from 2015:
1. Successful completion of the Self-Evaluation Assessment;
2. Successful completion of all In-Service Training Assignments within the year
of recommendation for ordination;
3. Successful completion of all Synod Exegesis and Synod Oral Exams;
4. Recommendation from Circuit Quarterly Meeting in the year of recommendation
for Ordination, to proceed to being an ordinand in the following year. This
should be accompanied by a competent Circuit Report;
5. A competent District Assessment result from the District Listening Committee.
This Committee has to be chaired by the District Bishop, or someone deputed
thereto;
6. A probationer who has received a final warning going into or during the year
of being designated an ordinand shall not proceed, irrespective of successful
completion of other aspects of qualifying for ordination.
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Titles and Collaring of Probationers (2013)
Conference resolves that with effect from January 2014:
1. All Candidates accepted by Conference are to begin their journey as probationers,
but shall be collared and have the title of ‘Reverend’ conferred at the end of the
year in which they exit Seminary, in their home circuits, following successful
completion of their Academic and Spiritual Formation. This also means no
probationer will be given dispensation to administer the sacraments whilst at
Seminary.
2. Probationers for the Order of Evangelism, i.e. Bible Women and Evangelists,
shall be collared or robed only after the successful completion of their studies
with EMMU.
3. Candidates for the Order of Deacons shall be collared after completion of the
required Academic and Spiritual formation programme, in the year of their
designation as Ordinands.
4. All candidates accepted by Conference to begin their journey towards
commissioning or ordination shall be referred to as PROBATIONERS for
the entire period of probation. Conference further directs EMMU to inform
Circuits accordingly.
Non-itinerant Ministry (2013)
Conference resolves to:
1. Accept and adopt the EMMU task team report on Selection, Discernment and
Training in the Non-Itinerant Category as outlined in 2014 Yearbook.
2. Instruct DEWCOM to look at the theology of ordination in this category as
understood by the church universal and in particular the MCSA;
3. Instruct the Human Resource Unit (HR) to look at all legal implications and
practical aspects of this category, including and not limited to Superannuating/
Retirement in comparison to Full-Time Itinerant Ministry;
4. Instruct the Mission Unit to look at the Missional Focus of the category and
advise on matters of Church Planting and Missional Presence Connexionally;
5. Extend the moratorium on candidature for this category for a period of a year,
and require all Units to report to Conference 2014.
Ministers and Labour Laws (2013)
Conference affirms the principle of a Covenantal (not contractual) relationship
between a Minister and the Church. Conference recognises its pastoral responsibility
for the welfare of Ministers as outlined in L&D, 11th Edition, par 4.3 (pg. 29).
Conference further acknowledges that contractual (lay) staff shall be subject to the
relevant Labour Laws of each member country of the Connexion with regard to their
employment.
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School of Vocation (2013)
Conference resolves that each District establishes a School of Vocation and that
all Prospective Candidates attend the school for a minimum period of (1) one year
prior to nomination for the ordained ministry. Conference further directs EMMU to
develop a Connexional Curriculum to guide Districts and submit a progress report
thereon to the 2014 Conference.
Lay Preacher Training (2013)
Conference instructs EMMU and SMMS to restructure the Lay Preacher training
programme in a way that enhances the Methodist doctrine and ethos and report to the
2014 Conference for possible adoption of a new way, with a possibility of starting
at the beginning of 2015.
Life of Discipleship (2013)
Noting that prayer is at the heart of the life of discipleship, Conference resolves:
That Lent 2014 be set aside as a focused time of prayer for repentance which leads to
discipleship and also to pray about the social ills affecting our people at this time.
Conference instructs the Training of Lay Ministries within EMMU to develop and
produce a prayer programme by January 2014.
Conduct of Students at SMMS (2014)
Conference notes with concern the alleged improper sexual behaviour and conduct
of the Seminarians and affirms the work done by the SMMS to promote higher levels
of consciousness and commitment to sexual sanctity and fidelity in marriage.
Conference further instructs DEWCOM to produce literature and programmes
on the Spirituality of Sexuality that can assist Circuits and Societies to develop
programmes to enhance the spirituality of sexuality amongst all its members.
Non-itinerant Ministry (2014)
Noting that EMMU, the Mission Unit, and DEWCOM are still working on various
aspects and implications of the Non-itinerant ministry category, including the
theology of ordination, Conference therefore resolves as follows:
•
that the moratorium on Candidature for this category be extended for another
year;
•
that ministers, with the status of either PT/NI and FT/NI in active ministry, who
are 65 years and older, be required to superannuate by the end of 2015.
Resourcing Congregations for Discipleship and Church Growth (2014)
In the light of the Conference theme and adopted platform of work of: “Together, A
Transforming Discipleship Movement” and the new mission pillar, “Education and
Christian Formation”, Conference resolves that:
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Districts identify champions for advancing, networking and developing
resources for Christian discipleship;
the EMMU and the Mission Unit identify and recommend latest research on
transforming discipleship, missional leadership and Church growth;
the Communications Unit set up a portal on the MCSA website on discipleship
resources.

Restructuring of Local Preacher Training (2014)
Conference notes with appreciation the work in progress regarding the restructuring
of the Local Preachers training and instructs EMMU and SMMS to continue their
consultation with the relevant accreditation bodies and service providers to ensure
the viability, cost effectiveness and practicality of the ultimate restructuring.
Youth Pastors’ Training (2015)
Noting the continuing need to clarify the nature and function of Youth Pastors’ work
and the anticipated relationships with Circuit, District and Connexion, Conference
requests EMMU in consultation with DEWCOM to determine whether the ministry
of Youth Pastors is of covenantal or contractual nature.
Study Resources for Probationers (2015)
Conference directs EMMU in consultation with the Finance Unit to investigate
the possibility of making book allowances available for Probationer Ministers, and
report to Conference 2016. Where possible, online material should be made available
to Probationers in Circuit, over and above the Readers which are made available by
EMMU.
Local Preachers with Disabilities (2015)
Conference affirms its policy to be open to people with disabilities and notes the prior
efforts in developing suitable material for visually impaired preachers. Conference
requests EMMU to continue the development of audio material and other such aids.
All congregations are encouraged to be sensitive to this need.
Ministers in the Connexion (2015)
Conference notes the concerns around the possible shortage of ministers in the near
future and requests EMMU, in consultation with HR, Mission Unit and the General
Secretary to investigate the emerging issues relating to entrance into ministry,
retention and retirement and to develop strategies for motivating young people of all
races to consider becoming candidates for our covenantal forms of ministry.
Post-ordination Training (2015)
Conference instructs Bishops to ensure that structured Post-Ordination Training for
ministers happens within Districts to ensure continuous ministerial development and
institutional competence. Conference directs EMMU in consultation with HR and
DEWCOM to develop strategies and material for this work.
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New Missional Streams of Lay Ministry (2015)
Conferences resolves and directs EMMU in consultation with the Mission Unit to
investigate the possibility of new streams of lay ministries with a missional focus,
such as Missionaries and Church Planters, as an alternative to the category of NonItinerant Ordained ministry.
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FINA NCE AND P ROPERTY
Stipends (2003)
Conference, noting that
(i) the present stipend system causes injustice and does not favour mission
(ii) many ministers have been treated unfairly because of flaws in the present
stipend systems
resolves to:
(i) reject any system for giving stipends to ministers that causes unfair disparities
in stipends and adopts the principle of parity in stipends
(ii) direct the General Treasurers and MCO Executive to conduct research and
analysis to develop a stipend system that will enable the implementation of this
decision
(iii) invite Circuit Quarterly Meetings and District Synods to give input on
appropriate mechanisms for implementing this decision
(iv) mandate the Connexional Executive to take further decisions to implement this
decision as soon as the mechanisms have been established
Lay Workers and Remuneration Parity (2003)
Conference commends the work done by the General Treasurers to ensure a degree
of parity for the clergy and resolves that a similar process be embarked upon for lay
people in the employ of the Methodist Church of Southern Africa:
Conference therefore directs:
(i) Bishops, Superintendents, Circuit Stewards and Unit Directors to ensure that
Methodist Church agencies are in compliance with current labour legislation
(ii) the General Treasurers to explore the possibility of establishing guidelines
to ensure that a system of parity (scales, remuneration) be determined for
employees doing similar work at all levels within the church.
Parity of Stipends (2007)
Conference resolved that:
(i) the existing Voluntary Stipend Augmentation Fund be extended beyond its
current objective of assisting Ministers who do not receive their stipends to be
utilized to raise the stipend packages of Ministers to a predetermined minimum
(R11 000 in above scenarios).
(ii) Circuits, Societies, Organisations and individuals are encouraged to contribute
to the Augmentation Fund.
(iii) the Augmentation Fund be managed and administered by the Methodist
Connexional Office. Essential components of this are:
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(a)

Ensuring that all beneficiaries of the Augmentation Fund are paid their
minimum stipends on due date.
(b) Ensuring that the Augmentation Fund is properly marketed to all
constituencies in the MCSA to ensure sustainability of the Fund.
(c) Ensuring that donors are kept informed of the state of the fund (i.e.
transparency in maintained)
(d) Ensuring that measures are put in place to obtain full disclosure of all
income earned by Ministers
(e) Ensuring that teaching on stewardship and giving takes place
Jubilee 2008 (2007)
Conference endorses the establishment of a Jubilee Fund and launches the campaign
called Jubilee 2008 which aims to raise R200 million rand by 31 March 2009 – R100
million for local use and R100 million for the Jubilee Fund.
The goals of the Jubilee Fund shall be:
(i) to build and release financial capacity for the Church at connexional and local
level.
(ii) to reduce Circuit Assessment substantially from 2010 onwards and work
towards their total elimination.
(iii) to build an effective and cohesive communications network. Conference
authorises the following key aspects of Jubilee 2008:
(a) to identify least used, least needed, poorly maintained properties and
properties that form part of a consolidation process and offer those for sale.
(We would want to sell off about 6% of the MCSA’s property portfolio).
(b) to identify property with development potential which can be developed
in the future to create income streams for the Church.
(c) a target will be set for Districts based on a percentage of each District’s
income in relation to the income of the Connexion.
(d) ask 200 Circuits in the Connexion to each raise R1 million through special
efforts, donations and thanksgiving offering.
(e) the 2008 Rona collections to go to the Fund.
(f) the “Jubilee” exercise will be repeated every seven years – i.e. the next
Jubilee year will be 2015.
Conference authorises the following process in Districts:
(iv) the District Trust Property Committee will be commissioned by the Bishop
th
before 30 November 2007 to identify properties which can be sold, with the
help of Superintendents, Ministers, Circuit Stewards and the Circuit District
Treasurer. They must commit to the goals of the Jubilee 2008 campaign.
(v) the District Trust Property Secretary shall submit a full list of the property
for sale to the Methodist Connexional Office General Treasurers by 30 April
2008.
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(vi) once the properties are offered for sale (30 June 2008) the balance of the
District target shall be raised through Thanksgiving offerings, Rona, donations
and special efforts.
Conference makes the following recommendations in respect of the Jubilee
Fund:
(vii) District Trust Property Committees should invite experts in the property field
to serve on the committee and to give advice.
(viii) the 50% of the sale due to a local Society or Circuit shall be kept by the
Methodist Connexional Office and only released at the recommendation of the
District Executive.
(ix) the normal Laws and Discipline rule that requires proceeds from the sale of
Trust property to only be used for Trust Property purposes will be waived
only during the Jubilee Year, and with the express permission of the District
Executive.
(x) Data on property in the neighbouring States should be assessed by the District
Trust Property Committee to see whether their property laws will allow such
properties to be included in the Jubilee sales.
(xi) The use of the proceeds at local level may only benefit the local church and
shall in no way be used to benefit individuals.
(xii) the Methodist Connexional Office Executive and the Connexional Executive
shall be responsible for developing, controlling and monitoring the Fund under
the direction of Conference.
Conference commits Jubilee 2008 to ongoing prayer through our members and
churches.
Establishment of MCSA Property Company (2007)
Conference authorises the establishment of a Commercial Property Unit and a
MCSA Property Company which shall:
(i) seek to develop Methodist property where possible for mission and commercial
property development.
(ii) be registered as a Public Liability Company establishment owned by the
MCSA.
(iii) be operated by a Board of Directors appointed by Conference, the majority of
whom shall be members of the MCSA’
(vi) be empowered to negotiate the purchase, sale of development of property that
would maximize revenue generation and mission and economic possibilities
for the MCSA.
(v) be authorised to act as an agent for the Church at Local and Connexional levels
in property related matters.
(vi) ensure that the profits generated by the Company are deployed to grow and
develop the mission capacity of the Church.
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Conference authorises the Methodist Church Office Executive in consultation with
the Mission Unit to do the groundwork for the establishment of the Unit and the
Company and report to Conference through the Connexional Executive.
District Audit Teams (2007)
Conference recommends the establishment of District Audit Teams whose task shall
be to do a general audit of Societies, Circuits and Organisations from time to time
to ensure compliance with our MCSA regulations, the maintenance of acceptable
accounting standards and the identification of training needs particularly in the
following areas:
(i) acceptable financial controls and systems
(ii) staff conditions and payment
(iii) property maintenance, insurance and development
(iv) signage and notice boards
(v) communications
(vi) registers of membership, baptisms, marriages
Such teams will be appointed by and report to the District Executive and should
consist of 3–5 members with suitable financial, management and business skills. The
MCO is requested to develop a template to guide the work of these teams.
Circuit Arrears (2007)
Conference congratulates the Methodist Connexional Office in the action it has taken
to reduce Circuit arrears to almost half the amount recorded a year ago. However the
levels of Circuit arrears are still very high and therefore Conference instructs:
(i) Bishops to actively encourage all Circuits less than 2 months in arrears to pay
on time and try to eliminate their current arrears by December 2007. (This
would eliminate R0.95 million of arrears.)
(ii) District Executives to review, amalgamate or close those Circuits which are
more than 2 months in arrears. (These Circuits represent R1.3 million in
arrears).
Circuit Pension Fund Contribution (2007)
Conference, noting that the MCSA is under capitalized and has very little financial
capacity and there is a pressing need for funding to finance various missional,
training and capital projects, resolves that the present contribution made to the
Supernumerary Fund made by Circuits of three time (3x) Member Contributions
be maintained and contributions surplus to the requirements of the Supernumerary
Fund from year to year be contributed to a Church Reserve Fund.
The Trustees of the Supernumerary Fund, The Investment and Advisory Committee
and The Methodist Connexional Office Executive have adopted a formula,
approved by the Actuary, which will vary contributions paid by the Church
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required to finance the pension benefits payable by the Supernumerary Fund.
The contributions will vary from year to year according to market conditions and
Actuarial Valuations.
Parity of Stipends (2008)
Conference adopted The Stipend Augmentation Fund proposal in principle and
referred it Circuits and Synods in 2009 for further discussion. However Conference
agreed that it would be useful to start The Stipend Augmentation Fund in 2009 on a
voluntary basis. This would enable clergy who are suffering presently to be assisted
sooner rather than later as well as to prepare the Circuits for further discussion
around The Stipend Augmentation Fund and possible implementation of this year’s
Conference recommendation in 2010.
Supernumerary Fund Contribution (2008)
Conference resolves:
1. To address the apparent lack of communication and the resultant confusion
relating to the decision to establish the Church Reserve Fund in the manner
in which it transpired. There is a need to “clear the air” and also establish
procedural integrity. Conference should motivate to Circuits the rationale
for establishing and using the Church Reserve Fund seeking to engender
an informed sense of ownership at the local level.
2. That the current Supernumerary Fund Reserve be ‘ring-fenced’ and must
not be utilized except to meet pension-related obligations as currently is
the case. Furthermore, that Circuit Quarterly Meetings be invited to make
recommendations regarding the future deployment of the surplus monies within
this Fund.
3. That the current Church Reserve Fund continue to receive the 2X circuit
contributions, but no further spending of this fund be made, with the exception
of those incomes directed into this Reserve Fund from other sources.
4. That given the reality of the need to provide for the establishment costs of Seth
Mokitimi seminary, a loan be given from the Church Reserve Fund to fund the
completion of the project.
5. To refer back to Circuit Quarterly Meetings the question of how best to deal
with the existing 2x circuit contributions in the long term. There should be full
consultation throughout the structures of the church on the beneficiaries
and the terms and conditions of the use of this fund.
6. To re-affirm the spirit of Laws and Discipline, paras 5.15.1; 5.15.3 and 5.16.1,
that circuits must be consulted in matters that directly affect them, most
especially where it involves Connexional finances levied from Circuits for
designated purposes, or the ministers for whom Circuits bear pastoral and
material responsibility.
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Millennium Mission Resource Fund and
Mission and Extension Fund (2008)
Conference resolves that:
1. From 2010 the full distribution is made to the Mission Unit for Connexional
grants, Connexional Mission Projects (to be agreed upon by CBM) and the
funding of a Project Coordinator.
2. The Capital Investments of the Fund continue to be managed by the MCO
investment and Advisory Committee.
3. The M&E Fund (in response to some of the concerns of Conference 2007 on M
& E Fund – see Yearbook 2008, p69, Para. 2.1.9) continues to be managed by
the Mission Unit but that a larger percentage of the amount collected by each
District be retained in the District for local mission projects.
4. The MCO, MMRF Committee and the Mission Unit prepare a comprehensive
document on the proposals and send it to 2009 Circuit Quarterly Meetings and
Synods for comment and to be approved by 2009 Conference for implementation
in 2010.
Circuit Arrears (2008)
Conference resolves that District Audit Teams, in conjunction with District Bishops,
District Treasurers and District Finance Committees, must give feedback to the MCO
on a quarterly basis regarding circuits that are not complying with the payment of
assessments. Names of the members of the District Auditing Committees must be
forwarded to Synods and the MCO.
Parity of Stipends (2009)
Conference notes with appreciation that most Circuits and Synods have endorsed the
Stipend Augmentation Fund (SAF) and that some Circuits voluntarily contributed to
the Fund.
Conference therefore resolves:
•
That from 2010 the SAF be subsidised by the Circuits that are already paying
ministers’ stipends and other allowances in excess of R13 000 before tax;
•
That each of these Circuits contribute to the fund in terms of an agreed
formula;
•
That the amount applicable to each Circuit will be calculated by the MCO and
forwarded to Circuits for inclusions in their 2010 budgets and assessments;
•
That the SAF be managed by a Board of Trustees appointed by Conference
Conference appoints the following to be the Stipend Augmentation Fund Trustees:
Mr John Schorn (Chair); Mrs Thini Ngwenyama; Mrs Glynis Stokes; Rev.
Jacob Freemantle, Rev. Brian Smith and Bishop Litaba Mothibi.
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Church Reserve Fund (2009)
Conference notes the concerns about the Church Reserve Fund and the establishment
of Employer Surplus Account and refers the matter to the MCO to develop guidelines
for further engagement with Circuits and Districts.
Stipend Augmentation Fund (SAF) (2009)
Conference notes the concerns and uncertainties raised by some Districts/Circuits
and individuals relating to funds (for example the Stipend Augmentation Fund
and Retirement Funds), and as a matter of urgency requests the MCO to develop
comprehensive, easy to understand information to educate the laity and clergy on
the matters of the funds held by the church. A handbook is to be distributed by
May 2010. Conference recommends that the MCO makes itself available to offer
workshops to Circuits and Districts.
Establishment of a Pension Augmentation Fund (2009)
Conference resolves that an investigation be undertaken by the MCO to address past
injustices which affect Pensions currently paid to Supernumeraries.
Parity of Pensions (2009)
Conference notes the following suggestions and refers them to the MCO:
•
That the Methodist Supernumerary Fund is a Defined Contribution Fund, and
•
That the Supernumerary Fund Reserve has been set up to underwrite pensioners’
benefits, for as long as it is able to do so, to keep pace benefits that would have
been paid had the Supernumerary Fund remained a Defined Benefit Fund, and
•
That Circuits were historically requested to carry the burden of increased
assessment for the purposes of building the health of the Supernumerary
Fund and subsequent to the conversion from a Defined Benefit to a Defined
Contribution Fund, to meet a target pension of 80% of stipend for 40 years
of services by contributing to the Supernumerary Fund Reserve on a variable
basis between the Supernumerary Fund Reserve and Church Reserve and
•
That an actuarial assessment of the Supernumerary Fund and Supernumerary
Fund Reserve have indicated that the combined reserves adequately cover the
expected minimum obligations to future pensioners, and
•
That Conference has accordingly approved a variable contribution of circuit
assessment between the Supernumerary Fund Reserve and a Church Reserve,
based on an actuarial assessment of the Supernumerary Fund BUT maintains
the assessment on circuits at the previous level, and
•
That the General Treasurers have asked for ideas on how best to prioritize the
use of the funds coming in via assessments in years when there is no apparent
need to continue building the Supernumerary Fund Reserve.
Further noting:
•
That Circuits have in the recent past been focusing on achieving parity of
stipends at a circuit level, and
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That there is still a marked disparity of stipends at Connexional level, and
That accumulated contributions to the Supernumerary Fund reflect this
historical disparity in stipends, and
That the scope of most recent combined actuarial assessments leading to the
conference decision to approve the variable contribution model, and to reduce
contributions in most recent financial years and direct those funds to pressing
alternative uses, was based on the existing status quo from a stipends point
of view (vast stipend disparity, and many ministers across the connection
on stipends considered to be way below what we should be aiming for as a
minimum future stipend)

It is suggested that:
•
The MCSA commits to a vision of parity of pension, and accordingly
without delay, an actuarial assessment is commissioned to assess the impact
on the combined supernumerary fund and supernumerary fund reserve if a
policy of pension benefit parity were to follow in the wake of stipend parity
implementation, and
•
The first priority use of any future assessment income portion originally intended
to build the health of the supernumerary fund reserve be channeled back to that
reserve on the maximum variable rate until such time as the combined funds
adequately cover the projected outflows to achieve parity of pension.
Supernumerary Fund and Variable Contribution Rate (2009)
Conference reviewed and confirmed the decisions of 2007 and 2008 Conferences (cf.
2008 Yearbook, paragraph. 2.2.9 pg 72 and 2009 Yearbook, paragraph. 13 pg 87)
Financial Accountability (2009)
Conference directs the MCO Executive to review the church’s corporate governance
policies in the light of the King III report and make recommendations to the 2011
Conference.
Jubilee Fund (2009)
Conference, recognising the potential value of the Jubilee Fund, urges Circuits to
support the next Jubilee year in 2015.
Assessment Increases (2009)
Conference recommends that increase in Assessments should not exceed the
prevailing inflation rate.
Supernumerary Fund (2010)
Conference resolves that after the current Arbitration process is complete and before
2011 Synods (contingent on the date when the Arbitration has been finalised):
•
A series of District Dialogue Events (Connexional “Road Shows”), which any
interested Methodist may attend, be convened for the purpose of information,
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discussion and communication. The travelling team should comprise a mix of
MCO officials, Trustees of the Fund and Connexional leadership.
Once the Arbitration has been completed, all the resolutions and memorials that
have been sent to Conference from Synods and Circuit Quarterly Meetings,
must be assessed by both the MCO Executive and the Trustees of the Fund
to ascertain whether there are any components within the resolutions before
Conference that have not been addressed by the Arbitration award and then
advise the 2011 Conference accordingly.

Augmentation Fund and Parity of Pensions (2010)
Conference strongly supports the Augmentation Fund and urges that a handbook be
made available by the Trustees of the Fund as soon as possible and be presented at
District workshops for discussion.
Supernumerary Fund Contributions (2011)
1. Conference reaffirms its resolutions of the past years on this matter especially
with regard to convening a series of District dialogue events relating to the
Supernumerary Fund as soon as the current arbitration issues are concluded. The
MCO is requested to give an estimation of ratios between the Supernumerary
Fund contribution, the Supernumerary Fund Reserve and Church Reserve
contributions clearly and respectively before Conference for the following
year. Final figures are to be distributed to Synods for the current year.
2. With reference to the 2008 Conference Resolution on the Supernumerary Fund
contributions and in particular point 3, which states that the Church Reserve
Fund may continue to receive contributions but may not utilise these funds:
having assessed the position over the past 3 years and noting the needs of the
Connexion, Conference 2011 directs that the Church Reserve may now be
utilised for purposes approved by the Connexional Executive.
District Trust Property (2011)
Conference resolves to increase the maximum amount for building work and
renovations without District Trust Property approval from R150 000 to R250 000.
Property Resolution (2011)
Conference reaffirms the 2007 Conference Resolution authorising the establishment
of a Commercial Property Unit and a MCSA Property company.
Conference directs that the scope of the resolution be extended to include matters
pertaining to glebe lands and possible alternative ways of insuring, in particular,
historical buildings.
Conference instructs the MCO to act on this resolution and report to the 2012
Conference on the progress of this matter.
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Connexional Travel Expenses (2011)
Conference recommends that the MCO clarifies which costs are covered in the
Connexional budget and communicates that information to Bishops, Circuit
Stewards and Superintendents by the end of the year. Conference further urges
Bishops, together with their treasurers, to budget carefully for District travel costs to
cover all planned meetings.
Insurance Claims (2012)
Conference notes the allegation of inconsistencies in relation to insurance claims
payouts and encourages the affected parties to bring such to the attention of the
Methodist Connexional Office.
Disputes with Municipal Authorities (2012)
Conference notes the request for intervention in cases of lease or rates disputes with
local municipalities and encourages affected Circuits to use the relevant Manual
provided to Bishops by the MCO to deal with such matters.
Church Reserve Fund (2012)
Conference notes and rejects the proposal that the current pension contribution
by Circuits and minsters of the one third portion (equivalent to the contribution
of each minister to the Supernumerary Fund) of the assessment due to Methodist
Connexional Office to fund the Church Reserve Fund be set aside with effect from
rd
January 2013, because from next year the 3 part of the contribution will go into the
MCSA Supernumerary Reserve Fund and not into the Church Reserve.
Annual Increases in Assessments (2012)
Conference notes the proposal for the capping of Circuit Assessments in line with
the inflation rate of the two years prior to increase.
Conference rejects this proposal as CPI (consumer price index) is unpredictable
and could result in far higher increases in any given year as well as an increase
in Medical costs. Instead Conference encourages Circuits to control the rate of
increase in assessments by adhering to the MCO recommended stipend increases for
ministers, as stipend increases determine future assessments.
Supernumerary Fund Contributions (2012)
Conference notes the favourable Pension Fund Adjudicator’s ruling on all matters
referred to it in relation to the Supernumerary Fund and encourages the speedy
finalisation of the internal Arbitration process.
Centralised Connexional Office (2012)
Conference directs that the Presiding Bishop’s Office, the MCO and the various
Units of our Church be re-located together in one place, and mandates the formation
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of a Steering Committee to plan and oversee this exercise, under the direction of the
Presiding Bishop. A progress report should be presented to the 2013 Conference, but
Conference gives permission for sooner implementation if deemed necessary.
Establishment of a Property Unit (2012)
Conference reaffirms its 2007 resolution for the establishment of a MCSA Property
Unit (Resolutions Book, p. 84) and instructs the MCO Executive Committee to act
accordingly and submit a progress report to the 2013 Conference.
Pooling and Sharing of Resources (2012)
Conference requests MCO and Districts to identify areas where resources may
be pooled or shared as well as facilitate use thereof for the benefit of the wider
Connexion.
Budgeting and Assessments (2012)
Conference instructs the MCO and the Mission Unit, in consultation with other
structures within the MCSA, to explore other models of assessments which may
reflect a more just and equitable economic model, for reporting no later than the
2014 Conference.
Curtailment of Travelling Expenses (2012)
Conference notes the concerns expressed regarding travelling expenses to District
and Connexional gatherings and encourages the use of technology where possible.
Increased Bank Charges (2012)
Conference notes with concern the changes in the Banks pricing structure and their
negative effects on Circuits. Conference further notes with appreciation that lower
rates for the Church have been negotiated with both the First National Bank and
Standard Bank.
Contributions from MCSA Profit-making Entities (2012)
Conference encourages all profit generating Institutions within the MCSA to
contribute 1% of all gross profit or 10% of net profit, or whichever is the larger
amount, for District and Connexional Missional purposes. MCO is requested to
assist and oversee the implementation thereof.
Bank Loans (2013)
Conference, noting that the changes in the Credit (Banking) Act have made it
almost impossible for churches to gain access to loans, tasks the General Treasurers
to investigate the current crisis involving the raising of loans for the purchase and
extension of church properties and report their findings to the 2014 Conference.
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Assessment for Non-Stipendiary Personnel
(2012 Yearbook 5.3.1.8, pg. 118) (2013)
Conference directs the MCO Executive to reconsider assessing non-stipendiary
personnel, with the possibility of discontinuing the practice, and report any motivation
for continuation thereof to the Connexional Executive in 2014.
Stewardship and Mobilisation of Resources (2013)
Conference instructs the General Secretary to appoint a Task Team to develop a
comprehensive, implementable, resource mobilisation strategy and alternative
models of funding, based on Conference directives as outlined in paragraphs (43.843.13 of the 2013 Yearbook (pg. 88-89) and to report on the progress thereof to the
2014 Conference.
Justice in MCSA Insurance (2013)
Conference, noting that many of our societies and properties are in ‘high risk’ areas,
confirms that the insurance cover on such properties is not negatively affected by
such circumstances, provided that the normal insurance requirements are adhered to.
It is noted that the Church’s group insurance cover is in fact to the advantage of those
in high risk areas as the premiums are kept standard for all properties.
Strategic Management of MCSA Property (2013)
Conference,
(a) Recognising the importance and urgency of developing a comprehensive
management strategy for Church property;
(b) Acknowledging that the property issue is an emotive, complex and contested
matter;
(c) Mindful of the failure of previous attempts to galvanise the support of circuits
towards a common vision of the strategic management of the MCSA property
portfolio,
directs District Trust Properties Committees in consultation with Circuit Trust
Committees, to investigate and propose strategies for the effective stewardship
of properties within their districts for submission to the Connexional Trust
Properties Committee, which will formulate a comprehensive property
management strategy for 2014 Conference approval.
Circuit Contribution to the Supernumerary Fund (2014)
Conference, having considered the proposal to reduce the Circuit Contribution to
‘two times’, reaffirms the ‘three times Circuit Contribution’ to the Supernumerary
Fund, Supernumerary Fund Reserve, and Church Reserve. The distribution of the
Contribution is reviewed annually by the MCO. The decision to maintain the ‘three
times contribution’ is to ensure that the ongoing funding requirements of the three
funds are met. Conference directs that 25% of any distribution to the Church Reserve
in any one year should be used for seed money for Church planting.
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Stipend Augmentation Fund (2014)
Conference acknowledges with appreciation the R1 000 000 that has been made
available through the Finance Unit to subsidise the stationing of about 11 Ministers
in 2015.
Conference further directs that the Connexional Executive investigate the possibility
of continuing such subsidisation for stationing purposes from the Church Reserve
Fund and/or other surplus funds.
Education Department Rentals (2014)
Conference notes the challenges relating to property rentals, maintenance and
rates, and further acknowledges the ongoing work regarding property policy,
strategy and structure. Conference therefore directs that existing education property
rental agreements continue until such time as a property comprehensive policy is
developed.
Kilnerton Property (2014)
Conference notes the rich heritage value inherent in the Kilnerton Property, as well
as ongoing discussions regarding its future use. Conference therefore directs that the
matter be finalised to avoid escalating maintenance related costs.
Increase in the No. of Dependent Children for Ministers (2015)
Taking the socio-economic, financial and theological implications into account
Conference resolves to increase the number of adopted children from “2” to “4”, and
directs the Revision Committee to amend L&D 9.72.2 to read: “no more than 4”.
Conference further mandates the Finance Unit to review the financial implications
of this decision, and report to Conference 2016.
Non-profit Organisation (NPO) Affiliation (2015)
Conference notes the challenges relating to the establishment, affiliation and
partnership with NPOs and directs the Finance Unit to develop a regulatory
framework for reporting to Conference 2016.
Housing and Ministerial Allowance (2015)
Noting the fluctuation of the housing market and that our housing allowance figure
has not been reviewed over the last few years, Conference requests the Finance Unit
to re-assess the recommended figure for housing allowances and other Ministerial
allowances that affect the different offices of the Receivers of Revenue for reporting
to Conference 2016.
Ministerial Farewell Gifts (2015)
Conference notes the concerns relating to the giving of gifts to ministers, including
farewell gifts, and directs the Finance Unit, in consultation with DEWCOM, to
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develop policy guidelines for discussion at quarterly meetings and 2016 Synods, for
report to Conference 2016.
Dissatisfaction with Church Insurance Company (2015)
Conference notes the administrative challenges experienced by some Circuits and
directs Circuits to communicate all matters pertaining to the insurance of Church
property with the Finance Unit and reaffirms the provisions of clause 9.40 of the
Laws and Discipline.
Streamlining the Relationship with the Insurance Company (2015)
Conference reaffirms paragraph 9.40 of the Laws and Discipline and notes the
concerns around claiming procedures with the current insurer. Circuits are advised
that any concerns and queries should be referred to the Finance Unit for guidance
and assistance.
Supernumerary Fund (2015)
Conference resolves that the trustees of the Pension Fund review the Pension Fund
rules, specifically focusing on the link between the Defined Benefit Fund and the
Defined Contribution Fund and to report to Conference 2016.
Pension Fund Contributions (2015)
Conference resolves that the Finance Unit, in consultation with the Trustees of the
fund, investigate the impact of reducing the percentage of Circuit contributions to
the Supernumerary Fund Reserve and report to Conference 2016.
Pension Fund Matters (2015)
Conference reaffirms resolution 14 of 2011, Yearbook 2012 and refers all Pension
Fund related matters to the Finance Unit and the Trustees of the Fund. Conference
draws the attention of all Districts to the Finance Unit roadshows planned for 2016
and advises Districts and Circuits to direct any other Pension Fund related matters
for deliberation during these encounters.
District Treasurer and District Auditor (2015)
Conference reaffirms that the District Treasurer and the District Auditor be two
separate persons as outlined in the Policy on Effective Financial Management. In the
case that a firm is appointed as District Auditor, the District Treasurer may not be
an employee/partner/member of the firm so that the District Treasurer does not have
any conflict of interest.
Unsustainable Escalating Overhead Costs (2015)
Noting the concerns about cost effectiveness at all levels of the church, Conference
affirms the provisions of the MCSA’s policy on Effective Financial Management and
directs Circuits to always familiarise themselves with the provisions of this policy on
matters of effective financial management.
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GENDER AND WOMEN
Response to Gender Issues (2007)
Conference notes the concern raised by the Women in Ministry Group with regard
to the Presiding Bishop’s address (Yearbook 2007 pg 5) and appoints a working
group of men, women and young people with a mandate to consult with Districts,
Units and Organisations in order to draw up a Gender Action Plan. Conference
requests the Methodist Connexional Office to set aside funds to finance the work of
this group.
Names for the working group with power to co-opt:
Azarias Muchanga, Rev Ruth Jonas, Prof. Thenjiwe Ncube, Mmemme Makane,
Rev Craig Bell, Rev James Baker, Rev Sidwell Mokgothu, Rev Diane Moodie, Mrs
Melody Tibbit and Rev Nomvuyo Mhlongo.
Consultation of Women (2012)
Conference notes the Women’s Association Convention proposal of a Methodist
Women’s Convocation of all women of the Church and refers this proposal to the
Women’s Organisations Consultation for more clarity as to the purpose, format,
programme and costs of such Convocation for report to the 2013 Conference.
Women Ministers and Gender Concerns (2012)
Conference reaffirms the 2007 Resolution Response to Gender Issues (Resolutions
Book, p. 74) and refers this to the General Secretary for action which includes
reviewing the task team including the appointment of a convenor, for report back to
the 2013 Conference.
Focus on Women’s Work (2012)
Conference encourages all Methodists to use the month of August to focus on
women’s work. Conference further directs the Lay Training Unit to produce relevant
material for use in churches over this time.
Woman Ministers (2015)
Conference resolves to recognise and celebrate the ordination of Women Ministers
for 40 Years, and affirms the work already done by the Presiding Bishop, especially
in establishing a Task Team to lead these celebrations in 2016. As part of this
celebration, Conference directs the Task Team, in consultation with SMMS, to
develop a booklet on the history and stories of Women in Ministry. The Finance Unit
is requested to make provision for the cost involved.
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Nomination of Women Ministers into Positions of Leadership (2015)
th
Noting that 2016 marks the 40 anniversary of the Ordination of Women, and the
low number of Women ministers in leadership within the Connexion, Conference
refers all issues relating to the involvement of women at all levels of leadership in the
church to the Mission Unit for consideration during the reflective sessions planned
for 2016. Conference further instructs Districts, Circuits and Organisations to be
intentional about the inclusion of women in leadership and leadership development
pipelines, such as leading conversations, Bible Studies or as Guest Speakers in all
th
the 40 anniversary celebrations in 2016.
Appointment of Women Ministers as Superintendents (2015)
Conference requests the Connexional Executive to be intentional about the
appointment of women ministers as Circuit Superintendents as a means of enabling
gender equality and inclusion in senior leadership in the church.
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J US T ICE AND S E RVICE
Poverty (2003)
Given the inequities that exist in our Southern African context, human and financial
resources are required to redress poverty, Conference stresses that the challenge
of fighting and eradicating poverty does not lie solely with governments. Faithbased organizations are ideally positioned to address poverty amongst our people.
Conference renews the commitment of the MCSA, in keeping with the original
Wesleyan imperative, to be in solidarity with the poor.
Conference therefore requests all Circuits, Societies and Districts to strengthen
ministry alongside the poor in united determination to combat poverty.
Persons with Disabilities in Positions of Leadership (2005)
It is evident that persons with disabilities are still marginalised in the life of our
church, they are not represented in any leadership position of our church be it laity
or clergy.
The Connexional Executive therefore proposes that a study be conducted to
determine the number of our members with disabilities (without discrimination) and
a deliberate effort should be made to integrate such persons into all spheres of our
church. The M.C.S.A must listen to their voice and allow them to participate in the
life of our church.
Seeing that most of our church buildings are not suitably equipped for people who
are physically challenged, the Connexional Executive resolved that all our facilities
be adjusted to ensure that they are suitable for those who are physically challenged.
Furthermore, the Connexional Executive urges that training in sign language be
initiated to ensure that as many of our worship services as possible provide this
facility in the future.
Poverty and Poverty Alleviation (2007)
(i) Conference notes that poverty is the greatest threat to the future of the Countries
of Southern Africa and in light of the increasing gap between rich and poor,
notes with concern that the governments within the Connexion have not yet
reached the goals of the Millennium Development Campaign – especially with
regard to poverty.
(ii) Conference congratulates many of our Societies and Circuits on their
achievements in their poverty alleviation programmes and requests all members
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of the Methodist Church of Southern Africa who employ domestic workers to
ensure that they pay at least the minimum working wage.
(iii) Conference commends the “OIKOS” document for study and discussion in
our Circuits.
Formation of a Justice, Service and Citizenship Desk (2008)
Conference, acknowledging that the ministry of Justice, Service and Citizenship is
an integral part of Methodist Mission, and that since the Mission Unit currently is
overloaded, under staffed and under financed, resolves that the Mission Unit explore
the appointment of a person tasked specifically to deal with Justice, Service and
Christian Citizenship.
Formation of a Justice, Service and Citizenship Desk (2009)
Conference, recognizing the critical place of this ministry in the life of the MCSA
recommends that a desk be established within the Mission Unit with an initial
appointment of a part time person/volunteer (possibly a supernumerary with
knowledge, interest and passion for issues of justice). Conference recommends that
the Mission Unit Advisory Board in consultation with the Presiding Bishop make
such an appointment subject to the availability of funds.
Revive Christian Citizen Department (2010)
Conference reaffirms its 2009 decision (2010 Yearbook para. 2.12, page 83) to
establish a Justice, Service and Citizenship Desk in the Mission Unit and urges the
Unit to partner with relevant existing community structures e.g. alcohol and drug
abuse, I.O.T.T and Government institutions. The Mission Unit is requested to give a
progress report at the 2011 Conference.
Conference declares the first Sunday of November, starting this year, as Social
Awareness Sunday wherein substance abuse and other related issues will be
addressed. All organisations and other relevant structures within the Church are
urged to run awareness programmes pertaining to substance abuse and other related
issues throughout the November month.
People Living with Disabilities (2010)
Conference notes the growing number of church members who are differently-abled,
especially the deaf. Therefore Conference resolves that EMMU, in consultation
with the Mission Unit and District Trust Properties, develops ways and means of
inclusion - for example sign language, accessibility to buildings etc. as part of the
curriculum for our Seminarians and Christian Education programmes at every level
of the church.
Military Conscription (2010)
Conference notes with concern the call being made by the South African Minister
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of Defence for a return to a system of military conscription for young school leaving
South Africans.
Conference rigorously opposes this call on the following grounds:
•
such a move will contribute further to the militarisation of our society which
will exacerbate the endemic problems of crime and violence in our land;
•
there are other spending priorities for our country at this time - inter alia basic
service delivery, education, health and housing.
Conference supports the objectives of the National Youth Development Agency that
seek to equip and empower young people with entrepreneurial and other skills that
will enable them to play an economically productive part within our society. In this
regard, Conference calls for the adequate resourcing of the NYDA out of the national
fiscus.
Conference requests the Presiding Bishop to engage with the South African Minister
of Defence to present the views of the MCSA in this matter, encouraging youth to be
incorporated into programmes of other Government Departments especially for the
purpose of skills development and job opportunities.
Development of Small and Medium Enterprises (2014)
Conference affirms the National Development Plan (NDP) with special emphasis on
economic development through growth and development of the small business sector
as a strategy for empowering vulnerable people to lift themselves out of poverty.
Conference therefore directs the Justice & Service Desk and the Ecumenical Affairs
Unit to work out strategies of encouraging local societies, circuits and organisations
to actively engage in the National Development Plan relevant forums to advocate for
the building of an inclusive economy that alleviates poverty and stimulates effective
governance and delivery of essential services.
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L E G A L , D IS CIP L INE , MEDIATIO N
Mediation and Arbitration (2007)
Conference notes the concern of the Limpopo District that Arbitration is often entered
into before any serious attempts at Mediation have been attempted or completed, but
also notes that current legislation does protect against such abuse (L&D Appendix
14 pgs. 214-216).
Conference urges Districts to apply the legislation as it is with care and to ensure
that before Arbitration is entered into, every possible attempt at Mediation should
have been exhausted.
District Mediation Panel (2007)
Conference urges all Districts to appoint Mediation Panels at Synod in terms of
our regulations, (Conference 2005), to ensure that wherever possible, mediation
procedures are followed before entering into discipline procedures or arbitration.
Arbitration Panel Powers (2010)
Conference receives and adopts the report of the special Commission dealing with
the matter before the High Court regarding review of an Arbitration Award.
Conference further resolves that in the event that the Arbitration Panel, when
making an Award in terms of the provisions of Appendix 14, believes that practical
action is required for which no provision exists within the Laws & Discipline, no
such Award may involve amendments to the Laws & Discipline or have the effect of
establishing any structure that is not already defined or established within the L&D.
If the Arbitration Panel finds that the L&D contains omissions or defects, it shall
refer such finding/recommendation to an appropriate authority described within the
L&D for corrective action. The Arbitration Panel may not supersede the provisions
of the L&D when making any award.
In the light of the above, Conference directs the Revision Committee to review
the relevant clauses in the Laws & Discipline to clarify such matters and avoid
ambiguity.
Arbitration: Pension Fund (2011)
•
noting that this matter is pending before the Pension Fund Adjudicator and the
Internal Arbitration Panel
•
that the Pension Fund Adjudicator should make the decision on the matter
before the internal arbitration takes place as it is the outside external body
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that the matter is a complicated one and needs expert understanding
that the convenor of the internal arbitration panel is insisting that internal
arbitration take place before the Pension Fund Adjudicator as early as next
Saturday, 1 Oct 2011
noting that the MCSA has come to a stalemate with its internal arbitrator and is
considering an independent person to arbitrate the matter

Conference resolves:
1. to authorise the Office of the Presiding Bishop and the MCO to inform the
Convenor of the Arbitration Panel to wait for the outcome of the adjudication
as it has a direct bearing on the finalisation of the matter.
2. that after being informed of the Conference decision and, in the event of him
insisting on going ahead, then the MCSA will apply for an interdict stopping
him from hearing the matter and the MCSA will appoint an external person to
arbitrate the matter after the Pension Fund Adjudicator’s ruling.
MCSA/Rev de Lange (2011)
Conference notes the concern raised in the resolutions pertaining to the arbitration
case between the MCSA and Rev Ekklesia de Lange and urges both parties to find
ways to speed up this process.
Arbitration Referrals (2014)
Conference resolves that any Member or Minister who refers a dispute to arbitration
with reference to the nomination of Bishops or elections of District Lay Leaders,
Lay President, or any other election, appointment or decision of the Connexional
Executive or Conference, and/or challenges a decision of any of the structures of
the Church, and ultimately the Arbitration Award is in favour of the Church, that
unsuccessful complainant/s shall be liable for all the expenses incurred by the MCSA
arising from the Arbitration.
Timing Issues Relating to Matters of Discipline (2015)
Conference notes the problems created by timing discrepancies between the
submission, the laying of the charge, and the communication between the District
Discipline Registrar & District Disciplinary Committee. Conference resolves the
following amendments to the Laws and Discipline:
11.5: “and shall deliver the charge …add: “within 14 days” as stipulated in
paragraph 11.11.
11.6: “…decides that the complaint does not demand a charge and hearing,
the District Discipline Registrar shall inform the accuser accordingly
…..add: “within 14 days” and may refer it to another …
Conference further refers the matter to the Revision Committee to consider the
possibility of establishing an office of the Connexional Discipline Registrar, who
shall have the same qualification as the District Discipline Registrar.
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MIS S ION
Mission Congress (2003)
Conference resolved that a Connexional Mission Congress be convened for 2004.
The primary purpose of the Mission Congress shall be to explore ways for the MCSA
at every level to faithfully and fruitfully implement the objectives of the Mission and
Vision Statements of the church within the framework of the mission imperatives.
The Mission Congress is also directed to identify stumbling-blocks and obstacles to
mission within the MCSA and formulate appropriate responses.
Conference further refers to the Mission Congress the various matters of a mission
nature that arose during the business of Conference.
Order of Missioners (2003)
Conference resolved to refer the following motion to the Mission Congress to be
held in 2004:
In the light of the MCSA’s vision statement and the fact that several people are
wanting to respond to this unique calling by becoming Missionaries in Africa, the
Central District Synod requests that an Order of Missioners be established and the
Education for Mission and Ministry Unit designs appropriate training programmes
and regulations relating to this Order.
Mission and Extension Fund (2003)
Conference acknowledges its commitment to reach out to all communities, serving
them in accordance with the mission command of the Lord Jesus Christ. Conference
notes with concern that the M&E Fund, the Connexional financial vehicle of mission
in the Methodist Church of Southern Africa, has steadily declined over the last few
years. To sustain and co-ordinate our Connexional mission vision, Conference
resolves to:
(i) calls upon all Societies, Circuits and Districts to rekindle the passion of giving
towards the M&E Fund
(ii) encourage all Districts to find creative ways to ensure that the Connexional
M&E Fund increases in accordance with stipend/assessment increases.
Evangelism and Church Growth (2003)
Conference notes with concern that very little growth has taken place within the
Methodist Church of Southern Africa and sets itself a 10% growth target over the
next two years. To this end Conference calls upon:
(i) all Societies, Circuits and District to prepare a comprehensive growth strategy
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(ii) such strategy should be adopted by Circuits at a Circuit Quarterly Meeting and
should indicate how the Circuit intends to meet the outcomes reflected
(iii) the growth strategy for each Circuit must be reported to the 2004 District
Synods
Leadership – Accountability (2003)
Noting the recurring theme of the lack of accountability of ministers in the course of
its deliberations, Conference directs the Mission Congress to establish mechanisms
to develop systems whereby ministerial observance and enforcement of discipline
and competence in their duties can be assessed. Particular attention should be
given to performance in the areas of administration, communication and financial
management. Such systems should be designed to show that failure to observe and
enforce our discipline and/or incompetence in duties would be deemed to be grounds
to review the minister’s status in full Connexion.
New Models of Ministry (2003)
Conference resolved that the following paper be referred to the Mission Congress
to be held in 2004:
THE NEED FOR CHANGE
Several key indicators have emerged in recent years that are deeply affecting both
society and the Church. Some of these factors are:
*
The world and society are changing at a faster pace than ever before.
Profound changes have taken place in technology, communication, information,
life-style, culture and many other areas.
*
Southern Africa is in a reconstruction and re-building phase and we are
presented with many challenges like poverty, moral decline, unemployment,
HIV/AIDS etc. The church needs to be meaningfully involved in these issues.
*
Many of the “main-line” denominations are declining in membership and
effectiveness all over the world. Striking growth is happening in churches that
do not always fit into the old denominational moulds. They are challenging
long-held norms of how to do church and have sometimes moved outside
of traditional models of church, ministry and leadership. We need to wisely
observe and learn.
*
Musical taste and worship styles are changing and becoming more “modern”,
especially among young people. We need to keep up to date whilst not losing
the treasure of our traditions.
*
People are more mobile than ever before. This has resulted in a “shop-around”
mentality. They are prepared to drive to churches where they feel something
worthwhile is happening. Denominational loyalty is diminishing.
*
Many people are searching for spirituality in other religions and traditions
outside the Christian church. Such people want to be spiritual but are no
longer attracted by the Christian faith. This is commonly referred to as the
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“New Age” movement. We in fact have better answers and traditions to all
these questions, but have not always presented them in attractive ways.

These are some of the things that are forcing us to take a new look at how we can “do
church” more effectively in the modern world. We must ask, “What kind of ministry
is best suited to meet these new challenges?”
THREE KEY FACTORS THAT MUST SHAPE OUR APPROACH TO MINISTRY
TODAY
*
Mission is now firmly back at the centre of our agenda. Many of our churches
are focusing on the four pillars of mission, spirituality, evangelism, service
& justice. We are becoming more outward looking (maintenance to mission)
and some exciting mission developments are taking place.
*
The MCSA has focused on balanced and healthy local churches as the
primary vehicle through which mission must take place.
*
Every member ministry is fundamental to this mission at local level.
Ordained ministers need to rediscover their true role as teachers, preachers,
pastors, mentors and equippers of the People of God in mission.
EVERY MEMBER MINISTRY
Focussing on the need to be more effectively mission centred and outward looking is
making us look more creatively at the greater mobilization, empowerment and
involvement of our lay people in ministry and mission.
As members of the People of God, all Christians are called to share in the ministry
of Christ in the Church. They are called to bear witness to Christ, to be salt, yeast
and light and to serve others. They do this through their daily life and work in the
secular world and by the quality of their relationships in the family, the workplace
and the community. They also serve within the life of the Church as they participate
in worship, assist in administration, engage in ministries of outreach and compassion
and pray for the Church and the world. Some of these ministries are spontaneous
and informal. Others such as local preaching, leadership of small groups, pastoral
work and work among children and youth are sometimes formally recognised.
Ordained ministry must facilitate this and enable it to happen in our churches.
ORDAINED MINISTRIES
Whilst there is evidence in the New Testament for several lines of development of
the ordained ministry, the MCSA has adopted the threefold pattern of deacons,
presbyters (elders/ministers) and bishops, which became general at an early stage
in the development of the Church.
Nevertheless, this does not mean we have to be tied to outdated and ineffective
models and traditions for the ways in which we put the threefold pattern or ordained
ministry into practice today. Our understanding of the role and function of Deacons,
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Ministers and Bishops must be guided by the need to be outward looking and mission
focussed, and to empower, care for and work alongside all our members in carrying
out the Mission and Ministry of Jesus Christ.
DIACONAL MINISTRY
A deacon serves in the ministry of “Service and the Word”. Deacons have
sometimes seen themselves in the rather limited role of “auxiliary pastoral assistants”.
In some Churches the diaconate has been little more than a stepping stone to the
ordained priesthood or even just assistants at Holy Communion.
We need to explore the role of deacons more fully and creatively in service to the
mission and growth vision of the Church. Deacons must anchor themselves more
firmly in today’s practical challenges of service, both inside and outside the church
as such
*
care for the poor and needy informal settlements
*
health care and medical work
*
education
*
poverty alleviation and elimination
*
evangelism
*
HIV/AIDS care
*
administration
*
street people
*
para-church organisations
*
care of children and youth
*
teaching and education
The Order of Evangelists and the Order of Biblewomen are also forms of diaconal
ministry in the MCSA.
MINISTERS
“Ministers must be helped to rediscover their true role and calling in the
Church” (JNL - six calls)
The move away from minister centred churches toward every member ministry means
that we need to re-define, recover or rediscover the role of the ordained minister. This
does not mean that ordained ministers are redundant! Just the opposite. If mission
and ministry are the work of the whole church, then it must be a team effort. The
minister is rather like the “coach” of the team and should
*
Be responsible for, but also share with other members in, pastoral care for the
congregation
*
Teach and enable people to grow to spiritual maturity
*
be the mission leader of the congregation
*
be the steward and champion of the shared vision of the congregation
*
enable people to discover and use their spiritual gifts
*
equip and train people for ministry.
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The “one-size-fits-all” approach to ministry is no longer appropriate or effective
in the complexity of today’s context. There are wide divergences and needs in
different churches and situations. For example
*
rural and country ministry
*
urban township ministry
*
ministry to informal settlements
*
suburban ministry
*
inner city ministry
*
large and mega churches
*
specific focus ministries (development, poverty, AIDS, handicapped, industry
and the workplace)
Care must be taken in training and stationing to ensure that people with appropriate
training, gifting, passion and call are placed in these contexts.
BISHOPS
Bishops must place greater emphasis on being the principal pastors, equippers
and mission leaders of their District, rather than seeing their position as one of
status, or being part of a bureaucratic structure.
Bishops should serve and promote the mission that is happening through local
churches in the District. Part of identifying the “gift of oversight” necessary for
being elected as Bishop should be evidence of the ability to motivate and lead for
mission.
Districts should see themselves as “networks” of alive churches, facilitating
mission and growth and providing equipping and training for ministers and
lay persons.
The apostolic gift of oversight in the New Testament focussed strongly on the growth
and extension of churches for the Kingdom of God.
TENT-MAKING MINISTRIES
Districts must be given greater flexibility to use the present categories of nonitinerant, part-time and non-stipendiary ministers for their original purpose
which was missional and aimed at enabling smaller and less affluent churches
to more readily afford having a minister. We must free these categories from
unnecessarily restrictive requirements and regulations. This will improve our
ability to reach out in mission to new areas, to minister to poorer churches, and
to give the Sacrament to hitherto disadvantaged congregations.
MISSIONAL AND “GIFT RELATED” STATIONING
1. We need a more missional approach to stationing which will promote
mission and growth.
2. We must be more intentional in seeking to appropriately match the gifts
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and calling of each minister with the needs, ministry and context of a
particular church or station.
3. Itinerancy should be used for mission and growth purposes only, and
always with a clear strategy in mind.
4. Wherever possible the MCSA should move toward longer and more stable
ministries. We need to change the mindset that thinks ministers should regularly
move around. Frequent moves often destroy ministries or negate the growth of
congregations that become victims of constant changes of vision and ministry
styles. They also do not allow ministers to build deep and lasting relationships
in a community.
Some principles that should govern stationing are
(a) If a minister is doing well, leave that minister there
(b) Don’t move successful ministers around to “fix” problems elsewhere.
5. Cross-cultural stationing is also important, but this must always be
appropriate stationing (ie those so placed must have the required gifts and
skills, otherwise the health and growth of such churches may be negatively
affected)
TRAINING
1. Training must maintain a balance between the academic, practical skills for
ministry and mission leadership, and personal development. In particular,
our training must focus on such things as
*
Awareness of the mission vision of the MCSA
*
The principles of mission, church growth and church planting
*
Finding, communicating and stewarding a vision
*
Evangelism, faith sharing and leading people to Christ
*
Disciplining and enabling people to grow to spiritual maturity
*
Applying “healing and transformation” in our Southern African context
*
Helping lay people find and develop their spiritual gifts
*
Equipping lay people with skills for ministry
*
Servant leadership skills
2. We should also explore less expensive methods of training for ministry,
such as apprenticing probationer ministers to successful congregations or
successful ministers. This could work for cross-cultural exposure as well.
Seminary training is important, especially for spiritual formation, but what is
the most effective and productive use of this time?
3. We also need to develop clearly targeted post-ordination training for ministers
to enable them to meet these new challenges.
OTHER MODELS OF MINISTRY THAT CAN BE EXPLORED
4. Missionaries
Our Church needs to revive the concept of missionaries. These could be ordained
or lay persons sent out into the mission field in Southern Africa, in Africa and in
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the world, commissioned and supported by the Church or by local congregations.
The MCSA has too long seen itself in a “receiving” role rather than a “sending”
role. We need to go on an active campaign to change this paradigm.
5. Evangelists
We need to identify people with the gift of evangelism and set them free
as evangelists (apart from the Order of Evangelists) to conduct evangelical
campaigns. We could develop itinerant evangelistic teams similar to the
“Malihambe” model to move around churches, circuits and districts.
6. Cell Church Model
In the Cell Church movement and in some of the new “non-aligned churches”
there is an emphasis on home grown ministry. Ministers emerge out of the
congregation, are trained in the congregation and used in the congregation.
This means that they are far more in tune with the vision and ethos of that
church than when ministry is imported from outside.
NEW APPROACHES TO FUNDING AND SUPPORT
The ordained ministry is becoming increasingly expensive to train and maintain. In
many situations churches can no longer afford to have an ordained minister (of the
normal sort) and are either reducing agency or going for alternative patterns like lay
pastors. We need to look at:
*
cheaper forms of ministry
*
new ways of funding strategic appointments
Methodist Church in Zimbabwe (2005)
The Conference resolved to strengthen its relationship with the Methodist Church
of Zimbabwe through:
1. Ministerial and laity exchange
2. Greater co-operation between church organisations
3. Developing a common strategy for our mission to Africa, particularly in Angola,
Malawi and Tanzania.
4. Our ministry to the 2 million Zimbabweans living in South Africa.
5. Co-operating in ministerial training.
Zimbabwe (2005)
Conference resolved to allow at least two ministers from Zimbabwe to labour in our
Connexion in order to minister closely to the Zimbabweans in South Africa.
Connexional Board of Ministries (2007)
Given the strategic intention of the MCSA of being a mission-driven Church and
her commitment to uphold principles of good governance, mutual accountability
and unity in purpose, and having observed the fragmented, uncoordinated way
in which Units and other Connexional structures operate, as well as unmonitored
implementation of Conference resolutions, Conference resolves:
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(i)

that a Connexional Board of Ministries (CBM) be established to replace the
present informal Unit Leaders Meeting, to which all Units, Connexional
Committees and Task Teams will be accountable between Conferences.
that the responsibility of the existing Unit boards/committees will be to focus
on planning and vision and management and day to day administrative issues.
that all Unit Leaders and other Connexional functionaries of the CBM be
accountable to the Office of the General Secretary for effective implementation
of Conference resolutions in between meetings of the CBM.
that the CBM shall be accountable to the Connexional Executive and
Conference.
that the role of the Connexional Board of Ministries shall be:
(a) to provide effective and efficient oversight (management & leadership) to
the mission strategy of the MCSA;
(b) to ensure focus on mission, vision, non-negotiables (values, ethos) and
strategic mission priorities/imperatives as determined by Conference;
(c) to develop a policy and accountability framework for all Connexional
functionaries as well as exercise fiduciary responsibilities;
(d) to ensure collaboration and cooperation towards the achievement of set
goals;
(e) to serve as a resource to Conference, Units and Districts on the effective
implementation of mission focus;
(f) to monitor and evaluate performance as per Conference mandate.
(g) composition of the CBM is the Presiding Bishop, General Secretary
(Chairperson), Unit Leaders, Connexional Committee Conveners and the
Organisational General Presidents or their substitutes.

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Mission and Extension Fund (2007)
Conference resolves that the Mission and Extension Fund be re-examined in relation
to its aims, collection, appeal, distribution and expenditure reporting and refers this
matter to the Mission Unit and the CBM for reporting to the next Conference. Areas
of concern are:
(i) how can we ask people to give if there is no adequate reporting of the expenditure
of the M & E Fund.
(ii) this fund has become “institutionalised” and its purpose needs to be made
clear.
(iii) there is confusion between the M & E Fund and the MMF.
(iv) the 25 % return to the District is insufficient.
(v) in some Circuits large sums are collected in the name of Rona but only a small
portion goes to the M & E Fund.
(vi) there needs to be accountability for how the money is used – maintenance or
mission.
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Mission Strategy Review (2008)
Conference instructs the Mission Unit to initiate a process of Connexional evaluation
including Districts, Units and Organisations of the implementation of the Mission
Charter and our Connexional Vision and Mission statement for presentation and
future planning at Conference 2009.
The impact assessment would incorporate the following:
1. Understanding of the MCSA Mission imperatives at every level (including
organizations).
2. Implementation of Mission imperatives.
3. Outcomes of the implementation of the imperatives.
Ministers in Mission Appointments (2008)
Conference resolves to explore:
•
Funding for stationing Ministers in Mission appointments in Namibia, Lesotho,
Mocambique and within South Africa, e.g. twinning poor Circuits with affluent
Circuits or affluent Circuits adoption of poor Circuits.
•
With reference to the financial support of ministers in such stations, this matter
is resolved by the planned programme on the parity of stipends.
•
The matter of stationing Ordained Ministers in these appointments is referred
to the Mission Unit and MCO for reporting at the next Conference.
Ministers in Mission Appointments (2009)
Noting that sustaining Methodist work in Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia and other
parts of the Connexion as well as the welfare of ministers in these appointments,
Conference requests the Mission Unit to:
•
engage the people of Lesotho, in particular, in determining the best solution
for their context. In this regard a special mission Synod shall be convened
where representatives of the MU Board and two other Bishops appointed by
the Presiding Bishop shall be present;
•
give substantial financial support to Lesotho mission from the proposed Pool
Fund for three years.
•
collaborate with the structures of the NFSL District in order to initiate a
“Macedonian Call” for Lesotho mission.
•
work closely with the Bishop of the District to coordinate and monitor progress.
•
have ongoing consultation between the relevant stakeholders (District
structures, MCO, Bishops’ Meeting and MU Board) with regard to the state of
our work and its challenges in Mozambique and Namibia.
Mission and Extension (M&E) and
Millennium Mission Resource Funds (2009)
Conference resolves that with effect from January 2010 the following shall apply to the
distribution of the Mission & Extension and Millennium Mission Resource Funds:
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60% of each District’s contribution to the M&E fund shall be returned to them
for all Mission and Extension work within the District.

These shall include Vanguard Missions, Special District Projects and Circuitgrants-in-aid.
•
30% shall be allocated to the MU and shall be used for:
		
HIV & AIDS, Coordinators Fund, Contingency Fund, Methodist Relief &
Development Fund and a percentage thereof for the administration of the
Mission Unit.
•
10% shall be combined with the MMRF Distribution (paid to the Mission
Unit) to form a Pool from which distributions may be made to Districts,
Units and Connexional Projects.
•
Districts, Units and the Connexion shall submit Project Applications
to the Board of Mission/Mission Unit Advisory Board who will decide
which projects will benefit from the Pool based on the same Distribution
and Accountability Policy as presently exists with the MMRF.
The Pool shall give Special attention to HIV & AIDS work, mission work
in other countries of the Connexion and countries with which the MCSA has
partnerships such as Malawi and Angola.
•
Any Special Projects not covered in the MU budget (e.g. international
seminars/workshops/etc.) shall apply to the Pool for funding.
•
The MU in collaboration with Districts structures shall put in place
mechanisms to monitor, evaluate and assess District M&E incomes,
allocation to projects and report to Conference.
•
That Districts structures work with the Mission Unit to vigorously promote
the M&E Fund and hold circuits accountable.
•
That the new system be reviewed after a period of three years to assess
its feasibility and effectiveness before it is legislated in the Laws &
Discipline.
Conference recommends that the Mission Unit consider the following names
for this fund (‘pool’): Harambee, Letlotlo, Isivivane, Pula, Bophelo.
Justice, Service and Advocacy Desk (2012)
Conference resolves that the Mission Unit establish the Justice, Service and
Advocacy Desk as from January 2013, funded for the first year from the Church
Reserve Fund, whilst searching for alternative ways to fund the Desk.
Bill on Traditional Affairs (2012)
Conference, noting the need for making a meaningful contribution to and having
a clear voice on deliberations relating to the proposed Bill of Traditional Affairs,
directs the Mission Unit through its Justice, Citizenship and Service Desk to gather
information on the issue and assist the Presiding Bishop in making a public statement
and submission to the appropriate Portfolio Committee on behalf of the MCSA.
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Social and Moral Care (2012)
Conference, noting:
•
That due to the socio political conditions in the countries in our Connexion,
young people are not exposed to gaining work experience after a secondary
school education, as required by the employment sector;
•
That projects for creating work by government agencies are insufficient for the
needs of the young people;
•
That within government there are programmes of mentoring and funding that
are relevant to this need.
Conference directs the Mission Unit together with the Youth Unit, where possible,
to use the current church models to assist youth to capacitate themselves, and partner
with appropriate government departments to facilitate job creation projects.
Resources (2012)
Conference, noting the need to capacitate the Church in terms of fulfilling her mission
mandate, requests the MCO and the Mission Unit to establish a Committee to explore
additional methods of income generation and report at the 2013 Conference.
Funding for the Justice and Service Desk (2013)
Noting the critical role that the Justice and Service Desk plays in the life and witness
of the MCSA, Conference resolves to continue funding this ministry from the Church
Reserve fund for 2014, pending the submission of audited financial statements and
budget for the ensuing year. Furthermore Conference directs the Mission Unit to
develop a sustainable funding source for the Justice and Service desk and submit a
report to the 2014 Conference.
Mission and Extension Fund (2014)
Conference affirms the importance of the Mission & Extension Fund and instructs
Districts to promote the good work of this Mission Fund.
Conference directs that the Mission Unit produce and distribute teaching materials
regarding their missional significance, usage and accountability procedures.
Booklet on Strategy on HIV and AIDS (2014)
Conference welcomes and endorses the new Booklet on the Connexional HIV and
AIDS strategy developed by the Mission Unit and urges ministers and Circuits to
make use of this resource.
Xenophobia (2015)
Conference laments the unfortunate acts of xenophobic violence and affirms the
Presiding Bishop’s leadership and statements, as well as the positive responses of
Methodist people and communities across the Connexion. Conference observes
the complex socioeconomic factors underlying these attacks on foreign nationals
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and directs the Mission Unit in consultation with Ecumenical Affairs Unit and
DEWCOM to develop working materials to assist Districts, Circuits and Societies
in addressing the issues of economic migration to ensure social cohesion, cultural
integration, equality, peace and the dignity of all people.
Resolution on Substance Abuse Campaign (2015)
Conference notes the prevalence of substance abuse across our Connexion, especially
amongst our young people. Conference directs the Mission Unit to heighten the pace
of instituting District and Circuit working groups for MASA (Methodists against
Substance Abuse) as well as co-ordinating annual awareness campaigns.
Initiation Schools (2015)
Conference notes with dismay the increase in the number of deaths in young males
and the mushrooming of illegal initiation schools, and refers the matter to the
Mission Unit, in consultation with DEWCOM, to develop practical, liturgical and
pastoral materials to assist ministers and our members in their response to initiation
and similar cultural practices. The Unit is expected to report on progress at the 2016
Conference.
Clearance for People Working with Children (2015)
Conference affirms the need for the protection and safety of children and the need
for conscientiousness in appointing people to work with children. Conference
directs the Mission Unit’s Childcare Desk to advise the Youth Unit on guidelines
and matters of screening and obtaining relevant clearances.
Mission Congress 2016 (2015)
Conference resolves to hold the 2nd Mission Congress at the Seth Mokitimi Methodist
Seminary in November 2016 in order to ‘reflect on the foundations, motives and the
nature of mission as well as the missionary shape of our discipleship movement’
(adapted from the Presiding Bishop’s Address to Conference 2015) with the view
of nurturing mission effectiveness through making every congregation a conduit of
Connexional vision and facilitator of mission.
Mission Congress and Resourcing for Ministry (2015)
In the light of the Conference sub-theme of a church ‘Shaped for Mission’, Conference
observes that our stationing and resourcing for ministry are not suitably aligned with
our missional focus of extending our ministry into new frontiers. Conference refers
all matters relating to resourcing for ministry and developing missional streams of
ministry to the Mission and Finance Unit for consideration at the 2016 Mission
Congress.
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Patriarchal Attitudes and Sexual Discrimination
against Women in Ministry (2015)
Conference directs the Mission Unit in consultation with DEWCOM to develop
guidelines and reflection tools as well as convene reflective sessions on the
persistence of patriarchal attitudes at all levels of our church and report on progress
at conference 2016.
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T HE ORDA INE D MINISTRY
Stipend Debate (2005)
Conference resolved to make an appeal to all Ministers who in 2006 will receive
more than the minimum stipend to voluntarily contribute a minimum of 1% of
their total stipend (minimum plus additional) to the Voluntary Stipend Fund. (1%
on a basic plus additional stipend of R5 800 equals R58). Societies, Circuits and
Organisations are also encouraged to contribute to this Fund.
Before any Minister is assisted from the Fund, and to avoid possible abuse, someone
from the District will visit the Circuit and confirm that there is a genuine need. If this
is the case the District Bishop must provide written confirmation to the MCO that
such Minister did not receive a stipend or any allowances direct from the Circuit and
that the Circuit does not have resources to pay stipends through the MCO. A stipend
grant, depending on the funding available in the Voluntary Stipend Fund, will be
paid to the Minister once written confirmation is received from the Bishop.
Non-itinerant Ministers (2006)
The Connexional Executive noted the following request and referred it to the
Structures Indaba and EMMU to provide guidelines:
“In the light of the fact that a decade has passed since the introduction of the
non-itinerant, non-stipendiary and part-time categories of ministry, and further
noting that the implementation of these categories of ministry has evolved and
changed from what was originally envisioned, requests that a review of this
category of ministry be undertaken, paying particular attention to:
•
The lack of guidelines or regulations in ‘Laws & Disciplines’ relating to
aspects of these categories e.g. stationing
•
articulating the church’s understanding of the relationship between
itinerancy and non-itinerancy
•
The reasoning behind restrictions on superintendency, senior minister
positions, and the ministry of oversight, for non-itinerant ministers.
•
It’s lack of implementation in it’s original intention to serve, especially
the poor rural circuits.
•
The current implications on our present itinerant stationing system and
ministry.”
Preparation for Ordination (2008)
Conference resolves that:
In order to safeguard its processes of evaluation of the readiness of Probationer
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Ministers for Ordination, it is necessary for all Probationer Ministers to provide
formal acknowledgement of the following:
1. Their awareness and acceptance of the requirements for training as well as the
specific sanctions that come into effect in the event of them not being successful
in these requirements.
2. Their understanding and acceptance of the covenantal nature of the ministry
as contrasted with the contractual nature of most other forms of employment,
and that appropriate means of appeal are provided for in the structure of the
church.
3. Probationer Ministers are to sign a Declaration on the Legal Status of Ministers
in Training as well as a Declaration on Rubrics for Ministerial Training.
Ministerial Indaba (2009)
Conference resolves that the proposed Ministerial Indaba be decentralised. The
Indaba gatherings should preferably be held in regions or clusters during 2010. The
Presiding Bishop may determine whether a further Connexional Indaba is advisable
after the regional indabas have met.
Divorce of Ministers (2009)
Conference resolves:
•
That the office of the General Secretary appoints a task team to investigate the
pastoral implications of divorce; and
•
That the Revision Committee reviews the Laws & Discipline regulations
relating to the divorce of ministers for discussion and possible adoption in
2010.
Ministers and Party Politics (2009)
Conference reaffirms Laws & Discipline, paragraph 4.92.
Pastoral Welfare of Widows/Ministers in Crisis (2009)
Conference requests the Presiding Bishop to encourage the Bishops to familiarise
themselves with the current best practices regarding pastoral care for widows/
ministers in crisis.
Part-time Ministry Category (2010)
Conference affirms the great value of the non-itinerant, part-time, non-stipendiary
ministers to the work of the MCSA, without which many small, poor communities
would have inadequate pastoral oversight.
Conference resolves that EMMU create a more flexible formation training for
non-itinerant, part time, non-stipendary category of probationers. Any such change
must aim at the highest possible quality of training. EMMU in consultation with
DEWCOM should ensure that the outcome of NINS ministry training is aligned to
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the original twofold objectives of this ministry, i.e. cost and missional, with special
emphasis on the poor.
Pastoral Care for Ministers’ Families (2010)
Conference resolves that pastoral care for deceased ministers’ spouses and families
regarding occupation of manse and education of children, should include dependants
(cf. 2010 Yearbook, para. 2.22, page 87). The interest of both the Circuit and the
family must be dealt with in a sensitive manner.
Travelling Allowance and Other Minister’s Benefits (2010)
Conference notes the request for the revision of guidelines for calculations of travel
allowance from vehicles in the R80 000-R120 000 range to vehicles in the R120 000
to R160 000 range.
Conference directs the MCO to investigate alternative remuneration models for
clergy, taking into account circuit affordability, tax implications etc. and report its
findings to the 2012 Conference.
Resolution on Age of Retirement of Ministers (2011)
Conference reaffirms the Miscellaneous Resolution no 1.19 in L&D pg 231 which
reads: “Conference sets a normal, maximum retirement age of 65. Ministers who
wish to continue beyond that age should apply to the Connexional Executive, which
will involve a review of performance” and resolves:
•
that no further applications for extension to serve beyond the maximum
retirement age of 65 years will be considered, and that the entire second sentence
of par 1.19 viz. “Ministers who wish to continue beyond that age should apply
to the Connexional Executive, which will involve a review of performance” be
deleted completely.
•
that those ministers who are currently under invitation are allowed to continue
serving beyond their retirement age for the period not exceeding the end of
their current invitation.
Candidature Age (2011)
Conference refers to Circuits Quarterly Meetings and Synods for consideration the
proposal that, as from 2013, no candidates for the order of the ordained ministry be
received for training who are 50 years and older in the year of candidature.
Non-itinerant Ministry (2011)
Conference notes the submission by EMMU of the resolution concerning the matter
of the non-itinerant categories of ministry and the extensive research done in this
regard. In keeping with the resolutions proposed by this document Conferences
resolves:
•
to appoint a new task team to revisit the original ideas, aspirations and designed
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purposes of this category in the light of general and contextual changes and
challenges in the countries covered by the MCSA
to institute a 12 month moratorium starting from 2012, on the candidature of
any persons wishing to candidate in a non-itinerant category for ministry.
to approve the terms of reference as set out in the proposed document which
will inform the work of the task team.
Conference appoints as the task team the following : The EMMU Director
(convenor), Bishop Gavin Taylor, Rev Purity Malinga, Rev Dr Ross Olivier as
well as 1 ordained non-itinerant minister.

Divorce of Ministers (2012)
Conference reaffirms its 2009 Resolution on Divorce of Ministers and directs the
Revision Committee to finalise the review of rules governing the divorce of ministers
and report progress to the 2013 Conference.
Retirement Age for Ministers (2012)
Conference notes requests for the reconsideration of the retirement age for ministers
but reaffirms its 2011 resolution on the age of superannuation of ministers (Resolution
9, 2011 Yearbook, p 89).
Conference further directs Circuit Superintendents to encourage candidature of
younger candidates for ministry.
Age of Candidates for Ministry (2012)
Conference resolves that no candidate who is fifty (50) years and beyond be accepted
for full time itinerant presbyteral ministry with effect from 2014.
Candidature Rules (2012)
Conference directs that a person whose candidature has not been accepted
for 3 consecutive years may only apply to recandidate after a period of 2 years.
Conference directs that the same two (2) year rule apply for probationers who have
been discontinued.
Non-itinerant Ministry (2012)
Conference reaffirms resolution 11 Non Itinirent Ministry (2012 Yearbook, p. 89) and
grants an extention of a further twelve (12) months of moratorium on the candidature
of any person wishing to candidate in the non-itinerant category for ministry.
Ministers taking up Party Political Posts (2012)
Conference reaffirms its policy as articulated in Laws and Discipline paragraph 4.92
(page 42) and the 2009 Conference Resolution on ministers and party politics.
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Ministers and Labour Laws (2012)
Conference directs the Human Resources Unit to develop resource material that will
seek to clarify the implications and obligations of being in a ‘covenantal relationship’
with the Church and being an ‘employee’ taking into consideration all the relevant
laws of the different countries of the Connexion.
Party Political Posts (2013)
Conference affirms the leadership shown by the Presiding Bishop by appointing a
Commission to investigate the matter of party-political chaplaincies.
Conference further directs that the said Commission in consultation with DEWCOM
and the Connexional Chaplaincy Committee investigate and consider:
•
Whether it compromises the necessary independence of the Church in its
witness to society;
•
If necessary, the Commission develop guidelines and processes for ordained
Ministers who may be called upon to serve as chaplains of political parties.
Review of Ministry (2013)
Conference resolves to implement the review of ministry and directs the HR Unit
to revise the existing instruments and guidelines for Implementation. Piloting and
testing of which shall be reported to 2014 Conference.
Further, Conference resolves to hold Bishops accountable for the effective
implementation of the resolution through the normal reporting procedures.
Chaplains to Political Parties (2014)
Conference resolves not to deploy ministers as Chaplains to political parties and
further calls on Minsters in such situations to withdraw from such appointments.
Party Political Chaplaincy (2015)
Conference reaffirms the 2014 Conference decision. Further, Conference has
agreed to continue discussions with DEWCOM in consultation with the Chaplaincy
Committee and ecumenical partners. The Presiding Bishop is requested to set up a
small committee to prepare discussion documents for quarterly meetings and the
2016 Synods for reporting and decision at Conference 2016.
Ministers and Divorce (2015)
Conference directs the Revision Committee to revisit the chapter on divorce
as prepared by the Human Resource Unit in 2013, and requests the Office of the
Presiding Bishop to set up a Standing Committee on Marriage and Family Life to
investigate the phenomenon and its underlying causes and possible remedial actions
and strategies, and report to Conference 2016.
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Non-itinerant Category of Ministry (2015)
Conference recognises the recommendations of the consultative process facilitated
by EMMU on the continuing relevance of the Non-Itinerant Category of Ministry
and resolves:
•
in training under this category of ministry will be allowed that the Non-Itinerant
category of the ordained ministry be discontinued in its current form and no
new candidate will be received;
•
that present clergy who fall within this category of ministry will continue and
those still to continue.
Ministers Transferring from Other Denominations (2015)
Considering the number and ages of those applying to transfer from other
denominations or seeking reinstatement, Conference resolves that:
•
All applicants for transfer must be able to serve the MCSA for at least a ten year
term, including their years of training as ministers on trial.
•
No application will be considered from people above 65 years of age, who
apply to be considered Supernumeraries in the MCSA.
•
The applicant`s denomination must be part of the traditional mission
churches.
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O R D E R S and O R G A N I S AT I O N S
Methodist Order of Evangelism (2008):
Conference refers the proposed guidelines to the Revisions Committee:
(a) Conference encourages Circuits to offer meaningful financial support to assist
families of deceased Bible Women and Evangelists. In addition, MCO is to
offer funeral grants to registered Bible Women and Evangelists’ families as is
the case with ministers.
(b) Superintendents are instructed to ensure that all Bible Women and Evangelists
are registered with the MCO and that Bishops ensure that all names are listed
in the Yearbook.
(c) The transfer of Bible Women and Evangelists from other churches be treated in
the same way as ministers who transfer into our church.
(d) The following will be members of the General Committee:
The Bishop of Natal Coastal, Warden, Mission Director, Connexional
Coordinator of Lay Training, MCO Representative, President of Biennial,
Biennial Secretary, Natal Coastal District Secretary of the Order, one Bilewoman
and one Evangelist appointed by Biennial Convention, General Presidents (or
their substitutes) of Women’s Manyano and YMG District Youth Representative,
One ministerial representative, member of Women’s Association and member
of Women’ Auxiliary. The Committee will meet annually at MCO in Durban to
prepare for the ensuing Conference.
Women’s Network (2008)
Noting the lack of integration amongst women’s organization at circuit level which
affects the unity amongst women Conference recommends that the approach of Joint
Women’s Committee as applied at Connexional level through The Presiding Bishop
be cascaded and strengthened at both District and Circuit level and that Bishops and
Superintendents ensure the functioning of such fora.
Women’s Forum (2008)
Acknowledging the diversified nature of our church, in terms of worship and other
practices, motivated by the fact that the Methodist liturgy promotes principle of
freedom (Inkonzo elukhululeko kanye),
Conference resolves that:
The non–uniformed organisation be accepted as a formal organisation of the MCSA,
however prior to acceptance the following issues need to be clearly defined as a
matter of urgency:
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Unifying name, vision and mission,
Statement of work and Declaration of membership (Constitution).

Robing of Evangelists (2010)
Conference notes the confusion regarding the robing of Evangelists and refers the
matter to the Order of Evangelism to develop guidelines for Circuits.
Convocation Costs for Deacons (2013)
Conference resolves that all circuits employing Deacons shall pay for all expenses
relating to their attendance of the Convocation as required by the Laws & Discipline,
11th Edition, para. 13.6 (pg. 159) & Appendix 7 (pg. 204)
Women’s Fellowship (2014)
Conference notes the proposed recognition of the recently formed Women’s
Fellowship Organisation. Conference directs the Limpopo District in conjunction
with the Joint Methodist Women’s Organisations forum to investigate the missional
need for the recognition of such an organisation given the existence of the already
recognised women’s organisations.
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P UBL IC IS S UES
Zimbabwe (2003)
Concerned for all the people of Zimbabwe during these times of difficulty, Conference
resolves to send a delegation to meet with our brothers and sisters in the Methodist
Church of Zimbabwe to offer solidarity and any other support that may be sought
or needed.
Conference urges the Presiding Bishop to treat this matter as a priority by giving
effect to this resolution expeditiously.
Conference further requests the MCSA delegation to test these sentiments with the
Methodist Church of Zimbabwe:
(i) that an environment conducive to the negotiations be established by cessation
of hostilities between the parties, including inter alia, continuous detention of
the opposition party members, the police harassment, abeyance of court cases
by the opposition member against the ruling party.
(ii) that an urgent meeting between the secretaries of both parties be held to
determine the pre-conditions for such negotiations and our Church will be too
keen to facilitate such discussions.
(iii) third parties report to their principals in respect of those pre-conditions and as
to how those pre-conditions and as to how those pre-conditions are going to be
met.
(iv) that the general secretaries of the parties draw up an agenda of issues that have
to be tackled on a bi-lateral basis by the parties.
(v) that a strategy be determined as to how to involve other smaller parties in this
process.
(vi) finally, to develop an all inclusive peace plan for Zimbabwe, which may
include:
(a) the recognition of the legitimacy of the present Government.
(b) the shortening of the term of office of the present Government.
(c) the determination of the transitional arrangement prior to elections.
(d) the holding of the elections under the UN, AU and SADC, Commonwealth
supervision.
(e) any other issues that the parties believe are relevant to the final resolution
on the Zimbabwean problems.
(vii) we firmly believe that the final resolution to the Zimbabwe crisis lies squarely
in the hands of Zimbabweans and no attempt should be made by any foreign
Government to impose its will over the people of Zimbabwe.
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Basic Income Grant (2003)
Conference supports the initiative for a universal Basic Income Grant in South Africa
that has been initiated by Churches, Unions and Non Governmental Organizations.
Conference resolves that:
(i) a letter be written to the Ministers of Social Development and Finance in this
regard
(ii) the Mission Unit prepare material to educate and mobilise our members at
Circuit and Society levels regarding this matter
(iii) the plight of the elderly be given pre-eminence in the campaign for the initiative,
and
(iv) Districts that contain neighbouring States within their Boundaries investigate
the situation pertaining to social support systems within such countries and
report the findings to the Mission Unit
HIV/AIDS (2003)
Conference is distressed at the escalating rate of infections and deaths from the
HIV/Aids pandemic, and the increasing problems of caring for those who are both
infected with and affected by HIV/AIDS. Conference commends the governments
in our Connexion for their efforts to address these huge challenges. … However,
Conference is alarmed at the South African government’s procrastination in respect
of universal access to anti-retroviral drugs that would greatly alleviate the suffering
of those who are HIV+ or have Aids.
Conference therefore calls upon the Honourable Minister of Health of South Africa
urgently to facilitate the release of resources to delivery agencies for distribution to
those who need them.
Conference further
(i) calls on the Mission Unit to facilitate a programmatic response to the booklet
‘The Methodist response to HIV/AIDS in Southern Africa - strategy and
implementation plan’ at each Society, Circuit and District in conjunction with
related organizations and institutions. Such a programme to be presented to
District Synods in 2004.
(ii) supports the resolution of the Connexional Youth Executive that youth be
encouraged to reach out to those who are poor, those infected and affected with
HIV/AIDS, and especially those orphaned by the syndrome.
(iii) commends the courageous action of all organisations involved in this regard
for their passion in dealing with the pandemic
(iv) recognises the importance of addressing the poverty levels and nutritional
status of those infected and affected by the pandemic and urges all Societies,
Circuits and Districts to prioritise programs for combating poverty.
(v) calls for the following notice to be displayed boldly on all Methodist buildings
in South Africa:
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‘THE METHODIST CHURCH DEMANDS UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO
ANTI-RETROVIRAL DRUGS FOR ALL LIVING WITH HIV/AIDS’

Zimbabwe (2004)
The Connexional Executive notes the circumstances in Zimbabwe and appoints
a Standing Committee to make appropriate ongoing responses to the situation on
behalf of the MCSA. The committee shall be convened by the Presiding Bishop with
powers to co-opt.
Basic Income Grant (BIG) (2005)
Conference notes that:
1. poor people in Southern Africa have become even poorer in real terms
2. this situation is leading to massive hardship and to a rising death rate among the
poorest of the poor.
3. the provision of BIG will significantly assist the poorest people in our countries
to live with some dignity
4. the grant will be reclaimed by taxation from people who are not poor
and therefore resolves to urge Methodists to:
5. inform themselves about the Basic Income Grant
6. support the campaign led by ACCESS to urge Government to introduce Basic
Income Grant, and to find ways of supporting the campaign on a practical
level.
7. urge the Governments of countries within the Connexion to introduce a Basic
Income Grant.
Just Trade (2005)
Conference notes that:
1. the importation of cheap clothing, much of it from China, is crippling the
clothing industry in South Africa and leading to increasing unemployment
2. the strong links between South Africa and other countries, including China,
are designed to benefit South Africa with regard to trade but ignore the human
consequences of global trade.
3. our own desire to spend as little as possible on quality goods and our failure to
investigate the conditions under which these goods are produced.
And therefore resolves to urge Methodists to:
4. inform themselves of the conditions under which goods are manufactured and
services are provided
5. inform themselves of the extent to which this threatens local industries/
employment
6. lobby for just trade practices between countries within the Connexion and the
countries from which we import goods and services.
7. to support the appeal to local retailers to ensure that 75% of their stock is
manufactured locally.
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HIV/AIDS (2005)
The Conference resolved:
+
1. to adopt the Manual “The Church in an HIV World” as a resources book and
that each minister and at least one lay person in each Society have a copy of the
book.
2. that every District run a workshop to be attended by every Minister and at least
one lay person from each Circuit, in which the manual is explained and utilized
as a resource by June 2006.
3. that each District and Circuit will have established a multi-disciplinary HIV/
AIDS Action Group, including leaders of each department and organization of the
church and shall have established an HIV/AIDS programme by the end of 2006.
4. that the Presiding Bishop become the champion for the church’s response to
HIV/AIDS within the MCSA.
5. that HIV/AIDS becomes part of the agenda for every Leaders Meeting, Circuit
Quarterly Meeting, Synod and Conference.
6. that the Strategy and Implementation Plan of the MCSA will be reprinted and
made available to all Circuits.
7. that a multi-disciplinary co-ordinating body be established at all levels viz.
Connexion, Districts, Circuits and Societies
8. that a special fund for the HIV/AIDS programme of the MCSA be established
and that an amount be allocated from Mission funds, Millennium funds and the
Cash Management Scheme.
9. that Circuits and Societies be asked to allocate a proportion from their funding
and that they undertake fundraising for the HIV/AIDS ministry.
10. that churches be urged to form partnerships with FBOs, CBOs, NGOs,
Government and other role players in the fight against HIV/AIDS.
11. that churches develop a programme to capacitate and empower the leadership
(including clergy, evangelists, deacons, bible women, preachers, stewards
leaders of all organizations and departments) to find creative ways of removing
stigma and discrimination.
12. that all Ministers and Stewards be held accountable for HIV/AIDS programmes
and projects in their Circuits and Societies.
Sexual Offences Act (2006)
The Connexional Executive, having observed, the recent trial of former Deputy
President, Mr. Jacob Zuma, and the related publicity, the MCSA:
•
Calls on the Government to expedite legislation on The Sexual Offences Act in
order to ensure that victims of rape are dealt with in a dignified manner;
•
Calls on all Methodist ministers, preachers and teachers, to ensure that
instruction takes place in all sectors of the church, that will educate men and
women, boys and girls in appropriate gender relationships; the destructive,
harmful and evil nature of rape; how to go about reporting a case of rape and
how to care for persons who have suffered rape.
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Child Trafficking and Prostitution (2007)
Conference notes with pain that 200 years after the Abolition of Slavery Act was
passed there are still more people living in conditions of slavery than ever before.
Conference believes that freedom for such people must still be a priority for God’s
people today. Women sold into prostitution and children forced into labour and
warfare are forms of neo-slavery.
Conference resolves, through the Presiding Bishop’s Office:
(i) to lobby the Governments of our Connexion to ensure that there is effective and
enforceable legislation to prevent any form of neo-slavery.
(ii) to set up a monitoring group in the MCSA to prevent human trafficking and the
enslavement of women and children.
Domestic and Family Violence (2007)
Conference noting the Lay President’s address and recognizing the prevalence of family violence within our society, recommends that District teams be established which:
(i) will look at ways of ministering effectively to those who are abused especially
cases of domestic/family violence.
(ii) investigate the establishment of intervention services that are context specific
(e.g. toll free lines or counselling centres, safe houses etc).
(iii) that these District Task Teams are to report to their District Synods in 2008.
Public Health Issues (2007)
The Poor State of Government Health Care Facilities:
The Conference of the MCSA commends the Department of Health for the progress
made in certain aspects of medical care such as child care, women’s health and
VCT but is also deeply concerned about the poor state of South African Government
hospitals, clinics and other health care facilities with special reference to:
•
Poor service delivery
•
Inefficiency and poor management
•
Reduction of budgets
•
Lack of medication and medical equipment
•
The difficulties many people, especially the disadvantaged, experience in
getting adequate medical care
•
Low standards of cleanliness and repeated instance of secondary infections
•
Poor security and the theft of hospital property and medical equipment
•
Low standards of training especially in medical skills
•
De-motivation and loss of qualified personnel
•
Improved accessibility of poorer people and communities to health care
services
The MCSA therefore calls upon the S.A. Government and the Department of
Health to take urgent and active steps to rectify these matters and to make use of the
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expertise and experience of the private and business sector to assist in addressing
these difficulties and refers this resolution to the Office of the State President, the
Minister of the Department of Health, the People’s Coalition, the Human Rights
Commission and SANGOCO.
(i)

Cost of Private Health Care:
Conference is deeply concerned about the high and widening gap between
Private and Government Health Care facilities with particular reference to the
high cost of medical care and without wanting to lower the standards maintained
and reached by the Private Health Care Sector.

The MCSA therefore calls on the S.A. Government to take the following
steps:
•
Control the huge, escalating costs and profit margins of medical care
provided by the Private Health Care Sector.
•
Find a way to make use of the management and business skills of the
private sector for the renewal and reconstruction of Government Public
Health Care facilities.
•
Ensure that quality medical care is made more affordable and accessible
to the poorer and disadvantaged people in our community through both
the private and public health care sector, and further resolves to refer
these resolutions to the Office of the Presidency, Director General in
the Department of Health, The People’s Coalition, The Human Rights
Commission and SANGOCO.
(ii) Mortuaries:
Conference notes that the policy of closing mortuaries at local Police Stations
and the centralisation of mortuary facilities in major centres are causing huge
inconvenience and expense especially to the poor and the disadvantaged. The
MCSA further calls on Government to discontinue this policy and re-open
mortuary facilities at local Police Stations.
Parole and Crime (2007)
Conference acknowledges that:
•
The integration of offenders back into society is not taking place positively and
in most cases, offenders are pushed further back to criminal behaviour due to
exclusion and marginalisation
•
The role of the church for the training of offenders in ministry is limited or not
visible
•
The church has a stake in issues of restorative justice and it should not only be
a role of Government
And therefore recommends that:
(i) the church should engage in programmes of offender rehabilitation actively in
order to have them accepted in the church or society
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(ii) EMMU should develop a programme that will help ministers in training to be
equipped to minister to persons who are incarcerated and released back into
society the church should develop programmes for offenders as they re-enter
society.
(iii) the church should take an active role in the reduction of crime through preaching
and theological teachings
(iv) the church should participate in the reform programmes of Correctional
Services
(v) the church should also focus on victims of crime by empowering them through
various support programmes and spiritual upliftment
(vi) this issue should be opened up to other churches so that it is an ecumenical
programme / issue
Conference further resolves that due to the intricacy and complexity of crime and
parole matters, we should:
(vii) refer the matter to Districts for them to report through Synods to Conference
2008 for further engagement
(viii) request Synods to research further on the matter and establish task teams to
work on this matter
(ix) engage with the Government Justice cluster for the promotion of restorative
justice and other alternatives that seek to transform the justice issues involved
(x) encourage all efforts of crime prevention and the restoration of society that are
already taking place
(xi) request EMMU to draw up outcomes and a curriculum for offender training
Service Delivery Protests (2007)
Conference notes with growing concern the escalation of protest action in respect of
poor delivery of services and housing at local level and calls upon the Ministers of
Housing, Provincial and Local Government and Education to react proactively with
the following issues as a matter of urgency:
•
that there be strict accountability and transparency in terms of the issuing of
tenders to competent companies and ongoing monitoring of workmanship
standards.
•
that there be an increase in training in terms of budgeting and municipal
management, with monitoring programmes to ensure effective management
and effective service delivery.
•
that there is increased dialogue with the electorate and local communities in the
development of plans and programmes.
•
that Constitutional rights and the rule of law should be respected for those
individuals protesting poor service delivery.
•
that legitimate issues and community needs being addressed should not be
allowed to be sabotaged for party political interests.
•
that whilst recognising the deep anger and frustration of people protesting
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the non-delivery of services, Conference emphatically condemns all acts of
vandalism and violence occurring during such protests and calls on individuals
and communities to exercise restraint and non-violence at all times.

Zimbabwe and Refugees (2007)
Conference notes with deep concern the following issues in Zimbabwe:
(i) The violation of Human Rights through torture, disappearances, harassment of
professionals, detentions without trials, intolerance of political opponents.
(ii) Division within the churches.
(iii) Economic and political collapse.
(iv) Inability to countenance any political opposition.
(v) Disruption of political stability in the Southern region.
(vi) Activities of CIO dividing families and societies by threats, rumour mongering,
torture and violence.
Recognising the complex intricacy of the crisis in Zimbabwe, Conference affirms:
(a) Recent developments with regard to asylum seeker status in South Africa.
(b) The State President’s recognition of our responsibility to our Zimbabwean
brothers and sisters.
(c) The determination of the S.A. Government not to establish camps for
refugees.
Conference
(i) Condemns the alienation of Human Rights and expresses deep concern about
the mischievous division of the church, (in some cases to extend the causes
of the ruling party) and encourages the Zimbabwean Council of Churches to
coordinate consultations to deal with the divisions.
(ii) Expresses affirmation for the ministry of Archbishop Pius Ncube.
(iii) Further expresses grave concern about the collapse of the economy, proper
governance and the rule of law and calls on SADC to initiate a process of
restoring human security in the Sub Region and further to establish a process
whereby Zimbabwe can be empowered to normalise political activity.
(iv) Directs all our churches to engage in a process of conscientisation and
empowerment for healing from Xenophobia.
(v) Establishes a task team to address all issues relating to refugees under the
convenorship of Bishop Paul Verryn, (with power to co-opt), and affirms the
ministry of the Central Methodist Mission in this regard.
Standing Committee on Public Issues and Advocacy (2007)
Conference resolves to set up a permanent standing committee on Public Issues
and Advocacy which will research and work on issues in between Conferences.
The General Secretary is given authority to appoint members of this committee and
Bishops to consult in their Districts and forward names to the General Secretary.
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HIV/AIDS (2007)
Conference notes, with concern, that many agendas of church meetings and church
structures still do not have HIV/AIDS as an item (as per the Conference Directive
of 2003). In order to break the stigma and the silence of HIV/AIDS, Conference
resolves to:
(a) encourage all Methodist people to be voluntarily tested to know their HIV
status.
(b) recommend that this start with the leadership of the church with voluntary
testing at Synod 2008.
(c) instruct all churches to use the liturgy made available from the Mission Unit on
World AIDS day (first Sunday in December).
(d) encourage Societies to provide easy access to information / support before and
after testing.
(e) encourage special training to be provided to all ministers and lay leaders for
HIV/AIDS counselling.
In the light of the enormity of the HIV/AIDS problem, the MCSA calls on the
governments of the countries of South Africa, Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho,
Swaziland and Mozambique to urgently strengthen the leadership, communication,
and delivery of medication, especially in the case of mother to child transmission
through their Departments of Health.
Environmental Justice and Industrial Negligence (2007)
Conference notes:
(i) that some churches have begun work relating to the environmental crisis, but
recognises that this work needs to be extended across the Connexion.
(ii) that research needs to be intensified in this area.
(iii) that strategies for individual members, Societies, Circuits and Districts need to
be developed.
Conference calls on each District to immediately appoint Task Teams to investigate
and analyse data contextually, to formulate a strategy for implementation in respect
of Care of Creation and to present a report through the District Synods to Conference
2008.
Prophetic Voice and CCD Committee (2008)
Conference notes that:
1. There are many and varied issues and incidents that have taken place during
the past 14 years of Democracy - some examples being the horrendous reports
of human rights abuses in Zimbabwe, the handling of the AIDS pandemic, the
racist incident at the University of the Free State, the Eskom crisis, fuel and
food increases, and reports of massive corruption in both the Public and Private
sectors.
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2. The silence (at times deafening) of the Leaders of our Church on these and
other issues, in the process failing to challenge the country and inform our
members of the Methodist position on these issues.
Conference therefore resolves:
(i) That this concern be registered with The Presiding Bishop’s Office.
(ii) That our Church return to a previous role, being in critical solidarity with
National Leaders, making us once more a Prophetic Agency for Healing and
Transformation.
(iii) That the General Secretary appoint the Public Issues and Advocacy Standing
Committee immediately. The function of advising The Presiding Bishop
regarding “informing and challenging our members” AND “of speaking out
on Public issues” shall be fulfilled by this committee. Conference desires The
Presiding Bishop to speak out publicly on issues and not merely to engage in
“quiet diplomacy”.
Zimbabwe (2008)
Conference resolves to appeal to The Presiding Bishop and The District Bishops to
lead The MCSA and indeed the nation in a prophetic ministry of public declarations,
to exercise this ministry with wisdom, courage, zeal and with a significantly greater
sense of urgency.
Inclusion of Vulnerable Groups (2008)
Conference resolves that The MCSA will promote the full inclusion of Persons with
Disabilities (PwDs) by:
•
Ensuring the accessibility of all church facilities to PwDs;
•
Conducting Disability Awareness sessions to address stigma and discrimination
of PwDs in the church;
•
A disability audit will be conducted to identify PwDs across the Connexion.
•
Ensuring that all church information material be prepared in all communication
modes i.e. braille, audio etc.
Carbon Neutral (2009)
Noting the theme of this Conference: Come Holy Spirit, heal and transform your
creation, Conference resolves to set an example to the whole Connexion by looking
at minimizing its Carbon Footprint.
Prostitution (2009)
Conference strongly condemns the proposed option for legalisation of prostitution
recommended in the South African Law Commission’s report and directs that further
studies be done by the Mission Unit and DEWCOM with the aim of developing
strategies and guidelines for use by the church to minister to people caught up in
this industry.
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Sustainable Living (2010)
Conference, recognising:
•
the important role the church has to play in promoting sustainable living and
addressing the issue of climate change;
•
the significant difference and impact that collective action by a church the size
of the MCSA can make on the environment; and
•
the increasing cost of electricity in South Africa and the huge collective financial
cost this has for the church;
encourages Circuits to install solar water systems at manses, churches and new
church complexes to replace or augment electric geysers. Conference further directs
District Trust Property Committees to facilitate this process.
Resolutions on the Palestinian/Israeli Situation (2011)
This matter was referred to the Office of the Presiding Bishop so that a properly
informed decision/resolution can be formulated which takes into account ongoing
discussions with ecumenical partners and others.
Public Issues (2011)
Conference reaffirms the resolution contained in par 2.19 of the 2011 Yearbook
(pg 102) regarding the Presiding Bishop’s prophetic leadership in matters of public
issues, advocacy and communication, and the Miscellaneous Resolution 1.37 of
the L&D (pg 235) and calls on District Bishops and Superintendents to use these
guidelines in responding to public issues.
Peace and Justice (2011)
Conference notes with concern the destructive nature of the attacks of countries on
their targeted enemies, as well as the suffering of God’s people as a results of unjust
wars and the suppression of Human Rights.
Furthermore, Conference expresses deep concern over the escalating conflict and
violence erupting in the African Continent, which brings about political turmoil,
economic deprivation and religious intolerance
Therefore Conference:
1. calls on the councils of churches within our member countries to engage the
AACC towards promotion of peace, justice and stability in the continent.
2. calls upon churches in these given areas to work together in seeking peace,
justice and stability.
TRC Reparations (2011)
Conference expresses profound disappointment at Government’s continuing
adherence to the closed list of the TRC identified victims for reparations benefits.
The TRC itself appealed to the state to embrace an open and on-going process to
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provide reparations for all apartheid victims of Gross Human Rights Violations that
meet the TRC criteria.
Conference directs the Presiding Bishop to write to the President of the Republic of
South Africa and the Department of Justice requesting an open list and transparency
in matters regarding reparations benefits.
Crime and Corruption in South Africa (2011)
Conference deplores the on-going crime, increased levels of violence and corruption
in Southern Africa and therefore resolves to:
1. call on all Christians and People of Faith to embrace values that exemplify the
principles of equity, mutual respect, love, dignity and the integrity of all people
and creation.
2. call on Church leaders and churches to the teach the basic Christian values as
expressed in the Holy Scriptures and its Christian summary in the call to love
God, our neighbour and environment as we love ourselves, so that these values
can be inculcated in our families, homes, schools, institutions and Churches.
3. call on government, commerce, business, the judiciary and all leaders of civil
society to acknowledge and live out these positive values to overcome crime,
corruption, racism, xenophobia and all forms of intolerance in order to promote
social cohesion, peace and justice in the countries covered in our Connexion.
The Protection of Information Bill (2011)
Conference:
1. recognises the Government’s responsibility to transform legislation from the
apartheid era, especially in this case the Information Act of 1987. However
the Conference expresses its deepest concerns with clauses in the Bill which
fail to protect whistle-blowers, gives power to public officials to determine
classification of information, a level of punishment for anyone who could be in
possession of such classified Information, and therefore
2. welcomes and affirms the portfolio committee’s decision to withdraw the
Bill and urges them not to re-introduce the Bill until the offending clauses
are compliant with the constitution’s guarantee of rights of access to public
information.
Sexual Rape (2011)
Conference re-affirms its condemnation of all kinds of rape in the strongest terms.
It expresses its dismay at the incidence of rape in our Southern African countries. It
is inhumane, un-African and un-Christian.
Furthermore, Conference condemns the use of the term ‘corrective rape’ when
referring to lesbian rape and directs all Districts and Circuits to educate Methodist
people on this subject.
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Carbon Footprint (2011)
Conference calls on the Methodist people to significantly reduce our energy expenditure
and implement the zero waste mentality and heart on waste (ZMHW), especially with
regard to the following: Electricity, water, fuel, tobacco, litter, paper and food.
E-Tolling (RSA) (2012)
Conference, in view of the Ecumenical initiatives already in place, refers the matter
of e-tolling to the Ecumenical Affairs Unit to follow up on the matter and keep the
MCSA abreast of events so that the Presiding Bishop can respond accordingly.
Conference further directs the Mission Unit to engage with this as it pertains to
environmental sustainability and economic justice in order to assist the MCSA to
retain its prophetic voice on the matter and engage all parties and partners so that the
e-tolling issue does not continue to exploit our people.
Prophetic Role of MCSA Leadership (2012)
Conference reaffirms the 2008 resolution on Prophetic Voice (Resolutions Book, p.
43) and directs the General Secretary to implement this resolution.
Conference further directs Districts and Units, especially the Ecumenical Affairs,
Mission and Communications Units, to make the Office of the Presiding Bishop
aware of any socio economic and political matters so that the church can express its
prophetic voice.
Environmental Care (2012)
Conference reaffirms Resolution 17 Carbon Footprint (2012 Yearbook, p. 91).
Wherever possible, Conference encourages Circuits to implement the actions
suggested in the resolution.
Hate Crimes (2013)
Noting with horror the continued violence against gay and lesbian people because
of their sexual orientation and the xenophobic attacks against humanity, Conference
calls on all members and leaders within the Connexion to speak out against these
specific forms of violence, prejudice and the intolerance which drives it, whenever
it occurs, so as not to give the false impression that the Christian faith in any way
condones such acts. Conference further directs the Justice and Service desk to
develop materials and programmes that enable our members to work on this in a life
giving manner.
Gender-based Violence and Abuse of Children (2013)
Conference confesses that in some instances Gender Based Violence and the Abuse
of Children include some members of the Church where appropriate actions have
not been taken. Conference acknowledges and affirms the work done by many of
our churches and organisations on the matter but encourages them to do more to
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address this matter of national shame. Conference calls upon all perpetrators to stop
such acts and calls upon all communities, churches, schools and families that are
affected directly and indirectly, to join hands and bring back the spirit of Ubuntu.
As part of their Mission plan, Conference requests that Churches become centres of
healing and restoration for victims and perpetrators. Conference directs the Justice
and Service Desk to develop materials to assist circuits in addressing this matter of
gender based abuse and the abuse of children.
Liquor Outlets closure on Sundays (2013)
Conference reaffirms our position on Alcohol as outlined in the Miscellaneous
Conference Resolutions found in L&D, 11th edition, para 1.6 (pg. 223) and par.
1.44 (pg. 236). Conference furthermore calls upon all spheres of Government not
to permit the sale of liquor on Sundays. Conference directs the Justice and Service
Desk to engage with Government on this matter.
Pornography (2013)
Conference reaffirms L&D, 11th Edition, Miscellaneous Resolutions, par 1.27 (pg.
233) and further strongly calls upon our members and ministers to refrain from
engaging in pornographic activities and subscribing to media programmes that
promote such, e.g. Top TV.
Suspension of GFIP E-Tolling (2013)
Reaffirming the 2012 Resolution 20, 2013 Yearbook, page 82 regarding the matter
of e-Tolling: Conference further directs the Justice & Service Desk to explore the
possibility of calling for the immediate suspension of the GFIP e-tolling project, in
collaboration with all parties and partners.
Divestment of Israel “Holy Land Tourism” (2013)
Conference resolves to encourage Circuits to study the Palestinian Kairos Document
that calls for divestment of Israel to end the occupation by Israel in Palestine. (2013
Yearbook, 3.4, pg. 93-95). Conference further directs Circuits and Societies within
the MCSA to ensure that if taking part in “Holy Land tours”, that the arrangements
include meaningful engagement with the Palestinian community.
Religious Education (2013)
While noting the religious plurality of our Society, Conference nevertheless calls on
the South African and Namibian Governments to reinstate Religious Education as
part of the curriculum in public schools, and refers this matter to the Connexional
Education Task team for pursuance with the respective governments.
Thursdays in Black (2014)
Conference directs that the following statement be made available to the Methodist
people and directs the Communications Unit to disseminate it as widely as
possible:
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We the Methodist people of Southern Africa strongly condemn the scourges of
Gender-Based Violence and the rape and violence perpetrated against children.
We stand alongside our sisters, children, mothers and brothers who have been
victimised by the scourge.
We commit to educating and empowering our communities through the following
actions:
•
By meaningfully participating in the “Thursdays in Black campaign”;
•
By holding workshops and educational events that empower communities;
•
By purposefully participating in the “16 Days of Activism Campaign”
programmes and the “Black-Out” campaign organised by SPEAK-OUT in the
year.
Kidnapping of Nigerian School Girls (2014)
Conference affirms the Statements issued by the office of the Presiding Bishop
condemning the atrocious kidnapping of the girls in Nigeria and acknowledges with
appreciation the intervention and efforts of our Presiding Bishop on this matter.
Conference notes with concern the appearance of a Media Black-out concerning this
matter and requests that the office of the Presiding Bishop engage with the powersthat-be to address this worrying trend.
Conference is further reminded that human trafficking is a scourge that can no
longer be ignored. The Presiding Bishop is authorised and mandated by Conference
to engage in dialogue with other Methodist Churches on the continent and other
ecumenical partners to address this rising trend.
Marikana Tragedy (2014)
While Conference acknowledges that the Marikana mining crisis has reached some
sense of resolution, the incident has raised questions about the economic climate of
South Africa. It has again exposed the discrepancies that exist between the wealthy
and the poor as a threat to the health of a nation.
However Conference condemns in the strongest possible manner:
•
That in the free South Africa, an occurrence such as Marikana should have
taken place at all;
•
The lack of compassion displayed by the mine business community to those it
employs;
•
the pervasive culture of greed underpinning the mining and other business
sectors.
Conference is of the view that the values that govern partnerships between business,
its employees and the responsibility to the nation have to be clearly articulated,
prioritising the welfare of the employees.
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In this regard Conference calls on:
•
DEWCOM and the Justice and Service Desk to develop Theological frameworks
that speak to meaningful engagement with business and the mining sector in
particular;
•
DEWCOM to investigate the economic and environmental impact mining
plays in all member states;
•
In conjunction with the SACC, for the drafting of a charter that defines these
relationships, including the care of humane living and employment conditions
and to ensure that these are grafted into legislation and observed by all parties
concerned.
The Use of Cannabis (2014)
Conference affirms its position on alcohol and substance abuse as reflected in Laws
th
& Discipline (11 Edition) Miscellaneous Resolutions, para.1.6.2.4 & 1.6.2.5, p.223
and therefore strongly condemns the recreational use of cannabis, but remains open
to further engagement within the ongoing South African parliamentary deliberations
and research into the medical use of cannabis.
Mnambiti FET College (2014)
Conference notes with deep concern the deplorable living conditions for students
at Mnambiti FET College and directs the Natal West District to continue to engage
the relevant Provincial Government Department on the matter and report progress
to the 2015 Conference.
Solidarity with the Struggle in Swaziland (2014)
Conference notes the continuing political and economic challenges facing the
Kingdom of Swaziland. It further observes the manner in which instruments of
government are systematically used to silence dissenting voices and human rights
proponents.
Conference therefore applauds the Presiding Bishop Office’s efforts of engaging
Faith Communities in Swaziland to strengthen the advocacy voice. In addition
Conference encourages the Ecumenical partners within the member states to engage
their counterparts in Swaziland.
Corruption (2015)
Conference notes with concern the levels of corruption and lack of accountability
in our public institutions, in particular issues such as Nkandla. Conference further
observes that corruption knows no boundaries and calls on all Methodist people to
promote stewardship, good governance and accountability through participation in
anti-corruption campaigns such as Corruption Watch and Business Against Crime
South Africa.
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T HE OLOGIC A L MATTERS
Dispensation to Administer Holy Communion – Deacons (2003)
Conference referred the following motion to the Doctrine, Ethics and Worship
Committee for consideration and report. Conference requests the Committee to
prepare a Study Document to provide a theological framework to assist the church
whenever considering matters pertaining to the administration of the sacrament of
Holy Communion:
Deacons who are engaged in pastoral duties are regularly called upon to administer
Communion to those in hospitals, on sick beds, shut-in or to persons who are unable
to attend a church service. Ministers are not always able or available to consecrate
the Elements or to conduct such services themselves. The granting of special and
limited dispensation to Deacons to administer Holy Communion within the Societies
in which they are engaged in pastoral duties will enable them to assist in fulfilling
the pastoral needs within these Societies.
The Order of Deacons requests that District Bishops, on recommendation of the
Superintendent Minister, be authorised to grant special dispensation to a Deacon to
administer Holy Communion within the Society in which the Deacon is engaged in
pastoral duties.
Christians and Same-sex Relationships: A Discussion Guide for the
Methodist People of Southern Africa (2003)
Conference received from the Doctrine, Ethics and Worship Committee the
abovementioned document and resolved to:
*
mandate DEWCOM to receive the responses and develop a formal position
paper for presentation to and consideration by Conference 2005
*
refer the full version of the document to Districts, Ministers Retreats and Circuit
Quarterly Meetings for discussion
*
direct the Doctrine, Ethics and Worship Committee to prepare a shorter summary
document as a guide to the document for Circuit Quarterly Meetings
*
encourages Superintendents to explore creative ways for facilitating the study
and discussion of the document within Circuits
Ministry of Oversight – Episcope (2003)
Having grappled with issues pertaining to the Ministry of Oversight and noting
perceptions and fears about the role and powers of Bishops in the MCSA, Conference
endorsed the following process:
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all legislation in the Laws and Discipline as it pertains to Bishops is to be
reviewed
training programs to equip Bishops for their work, with special emphasis on
areas pertaining to relational, fiduciary and administrative management must
be implemented
the Bishops committed themselves to a process of self-examination
ways of affirming the concept of the College of Bishops to build relationships
should be explored
Services of Healing, Confession and Affirmation should be held in each District.
The Services should culminate in a Covenant of Mutual Accountability.
the Doctrine, Ethics and Worship Committee is directed to conduct a study on
the theology of episcopacy in the Wesleyan context.
the election process of Bishops is to be reviewed.

Full and Limited Connexion – A Proposal (2003)
Conference resolved that the following paper be submitted to Circuit Quarterly
Meetings and District Synods for discussion and comment. The Doctrine, Ethics and
Worship Committee is directed to receive the responses and evaluate the paper in the light
thereof and prepare a revised paper for further consideration by Conference.
THE PRESENT SITUATION
Two steps are involved in the making of a Methodist minister:
1. Ordination by the laying on of hands with prayer. In this act the Church
formally recognizes God’s call of the candidates and the gifts and graces they
have received, sets them apart, commissions them to exercise this ministry, and
asks God to give them grace to perform it.
2. Reception into full connexion. This is a juridical act whereby Conference (or a
body delegated by Conference) authorizes the person concerned to exercise the
ministry to which he/she has been ordained in the service of the MCSA. Strictly
understood, full connexion means that Conference may station and transfer the
minister and he/she promises to accept the decision of Conference.
At present all ordained ministers/presbyters are “in full connexion”, but some are
now permitted to be non-itinerant or part-time and are not at the full disposal of
Conference.
LIMITED CONNEXION
It is proposed that the categories of non-itinerant and part-time ministers be replaced
by a new category of ministers who are “in limited connexion”.
This would recognize the fact that, although ministers “in limited connexion” are
ordained to the ministry of Word and Sacraments, their relationship to the Conference
differs significantly from those who are full-time and itinerant.
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As in the case of candidates for the itinerant ministry, persons seeking ordination in
limited connexion would need to give evidence of a call to ministry that is life-long
in intention, and of gifts and graces to fulfil that ministry. They would be subject to
the same discipline in respect of their personal and ministerial conduct.
It is suggested that the educational and training requirements should differ from
those for the itinerant ministry, namely:
*
2 or 3 year probation
*
lower educational qualifications, laid down and supervised by EMMU.
Ministers in limited connexion will be approved by Conference or the Connexional
Executive in the same way as those entering the itinerant ministry. They will,
however, be ordained in the District. The Presiding Bishop will normally officiate
but may request the District Bishop to do so.
Such ministers will be stationed by the District. They will be authorised on a regular
basis, with a report to Conference or any body authorised by Conference. Annual
review appears to be unnecessarily cumbersome and destabilizing.
Ministers in limited connexion will be authorized to administer the sacraments only
in the circuit or circuits specified by the District. They may officiate elsewhere only
at the invitation of a circuit minister and with the approval of the Bishop.
TRANSFERS
If a minister in limited connexion wishes to become itinerant and be accepted into
full connexion, s/he shall:
*
successfully undertake such further studies as are required by EMMU
*
serve for two years as an ordained minister on trial.
A minister in full connexion may apply to Conference or the Connexional Executive
to be transferred to limited connexion. In the event that he/she wishes to return to full
connexion the provision listed in the previous paragraph shall not apply.
NON – STIPENDIARY MINISTERS
Non-stipendiary ministers may be in either full or limited connexion depending upon
their circumstances. Most will probably be in limited connexion, but those who have
completed the necessary training and are available for full-time itinerant service will
naturally be in full connexion.
ADVANTAGES OF LIMITED CONNEXION
In the opinion of DEWCOM the above proposal has the following advantages:
1. The Church will be in a position to ordain more people to the Ministry of Word
and Sacrament in order to serve communities which are at present deprived of
regular sacramental ministry.
2. Many ministers in limited connexion will be more affordable because they are
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part-time or non-stipendiary. This will be of particular advantage in some rural
areas.
A number of societies are at present cared for by lay pastors who are employed
by circuits or congregations and are therefore not under the discipline of the
connexion. Suitable people in this category could be prepared for ordination if
they had the necessary gifts and graces and gave evidence of a call to lifelong
ministry. They would thus be more adequately trained and brought under
ministerial discipline as set out in Laws and Discipline.
Training should be less costly because probation would be shorter and often
less academic and the District would be expected to share the cost.
The conditions for transfer from limited to full connexion will ensure that this
is not an easy route into the itinerant ministry.
Districts will have greater flexibility in stationing

RELATED MATTERS
Deacons who become Ordained Presbyters in Limited Connexion
If a deacon is ordained to the ministry of Word and Sacraments, in limited connexion,
s/he is no longer a member of the Methodist Order of Deacons. Consideration should
be given to allowing such persons, while subject to ministerial discipline, to become
associate members of the Diaconal Order for the sake of fellowship and support. The
same could possibly apply to evangelists who are ordained in this way.
Same-sex Debate (2005)
The Conference resolved to:
1. applaud the MCSA for taking a proactive stance in facing and working through
this very sensitive issue. We therefore affirm the work that has been done thus
far by previous Conferences and Synods, and also by Circuits and Societies and
all individuals who engaged this issue with integrity, humility and faith.
2. not attempt to arrive at finality or legislate on this matter at this stage.
3. request that the members, Societies, Circuits, Districts and the Conference of
the MCSA commit to an ongoing journey of discovering what it means to be
part of the a church which embraces many different, and even opposing views,
on this issue.
The Conference further resolved that:
4. DEWCOM produce workshop material for congregations in which the issues
surrounding same sex orientation and practice are studied from different
perspectives that represent the feedback that has been received thus far. Such
material must be well balanced, to ensure continuing discussion. This material
should be produced during 2006.
5. Societies and Circuits actively seek to understand the different positions of
their members by engaging with a Christian person of same sex orientation.
This engagement should allow for:
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5.1 Members and ministers to express and understand what they feel and
believe, and why they hold these views.
5.2 Members and ministers to encounter the complexity of a person who
has an active and sincere relationship with Christ, yet is of same sex
orientation.
5.3 A church structure to be created that seeks to create a safe place for people
of same sex orientation to tell their stories. This can be a place of healing
and forgiveness for both the church and these members.
5.4 Districts to have a person in their evangelism and outreach workgroups
who will account for the work done in the District to enable the discussions
mentioned in a, b, and c above.
5.5 The Connexional Executive/Conference to monitor progress through the
different District reports on this work and then, if need be, make proposals
to Circuits regarding possible legislation.

The Conference hopes that this process will challenge us and enable us all to be
moved by the love of Christ to remain one body which, far from being divided, is
enriched and strengthened by the differing views and perspectives of its members.
Reading and Interpretation of Scripture (2005)
1. The Conference resolved that DEWCOM produce a separate document on
the different understandings of reading and interpretion of scripture for use in
Circuits.
2. The Conference resolved to carefully consider the appointment of members of
DEWCOM so that Ministers from opposite spectrums of theological leanings
are catered for to reflect the diversity of Methodist thinking.
Initiate a Conversation in the Church (2006)
The Connexional Executive noted and referred to DEWCOM the request to
intentionally initiate a conversation to clarify the MCSA’s understanding on the
following issues:
•
What message we intend to send to our people through the increasing adoption
of some of the more elaborate forms of clerical dress among our bishops and
some of our clergy;
•
What ecclesiology we seek to embrace and express through worship activities
like the procession of officials into and out of the sanctuary;
•
How we can best express our traditions and theology through our worship
while still seeking to be relevant, flexible, and pro-active in our witness to
young people and the un-churched;
•
How we can more meaningfully incorporate all of our people, of all ages,
genders, races, languages, abilities and traditions and of all our diverse worship
expressions, forms and dress into the collective worship life of our church,
especially at significant moments like the annual Ordination service.
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Human Sexuality (2006)
The Connexional Executive requested DEWCOM to design a document that deals
with the issues surrounding human sexuality in a comprehensive manner. The
document should:
(a) be a discussion document that is sensitive to the complexity of the issues
involved
(b) be balanced in its presentation of theological viewpoints
(c) be accessible to the regular worshipper in the MCSA so that it might be used in
small groups/classes
(d) honour human dignity in a way that recognises that human beings are created
in the image of God and that sexuality is not limited to genital activity
Officiating at Same-sex Unions (2006)
The Connexional Executive reaffirmed the 2005 Conference resolutions on the same
sex debate as recorded on 2005 Yearbook, page 75, paragraph 8 and directed that
until Conference has pronounced on the matter, the MCSA continues to recognise
marriage as only between a man and a woman. Ministers were urged to refrain from
officiating at same-sex unions.
The Connexional Executive requested DEWCOM to apply its mind on the same
sex/homosexuality relationships in view of the proposed legislation and bring
recommendations to the 2007 Conference. DEWCOM was encouraged to take into
consideration the diverse theological viewpoints in their submission.
Same-sex Debate (2007)
The Conference of 2007, in considering the ongoing same-sex discussion, declares
its determination not to permit different viewpoints among us to further divide our
Church. In the face of our differences we recall and reaffirm the 1958 Conference
resolution declaring that “it is the will of God for the Methodist Church that it should
be one and undivided.”
In the light of that declaration, and informed by the 2001 Conference commitment
to being “a community of love rather than rejection,” and the 2005 Conference
resolution inviting Methodists embracing “many different and even opposing views
on the issue” to “journey together,” this Conference seeks a way forward that both
respects and holds in tension differing views among our ministers and people.
Conference therefore resolves:
(i) that the grace, affirmation of diversity, and commitment to the unity of the
Church central to the same-sex resolutions of the 2001 and 2005 Conferences
be re-affirmed;
(ii) that our ministers and people continue to engage this issue in Christian
conversation and respectful listening, so that all of us may more fully understand
and articulate the variety of viewpoints held within our church;
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(iii) that we will seek to be a Christ-honouring community:
(a) celebrating the rich diversity of those called to follow Jesus, honouring
the sacred worth of all people and practising our Wesleyan heritage of
warmth, welcome and hospitality;
(b) recognising the authority of Scripture, and noting that in our quest
for understanding, there is no one, monolithic and incontrovertible
interpretation of it;
(c) Acknowledging that there are therefore some issues upon which there
may never be total unanimity within the church and upon which we
must “agree to differ” without reducing our respect for, and trust of, one
another.
(iv) approves the publication of Bible Study material which will assist members of
the church to reflect on the issue of Christians and homosexuality and same-sex
relationships
(v) directs that a meeting be convened to consider the wide spectrum of viewpoints
on the civil unions of same-sex couples, in order to listen to each other, identify
points of agreement and differences and seek a way forward that will enhance
the unity of the Church. DEWCOM is mandated to convene this engagement
(vi) Conference recognises that any decision and subsequent action on the issue of
civil unions between same-sex partners must await the outcome of the ongoing
process of engagement as specified by Conference 2005 (Yearbook 2006,
8.3, p.75) and, in the interim, expects Methodist ministers to continue to offer
pastoral care to homosexual individuals.
Request for Special Dispensation for Deacons to
Administer the Sacraments (2007)
(i) Conference reaffirms the ordination of Deacons to the ministry of Word and
Service and the ordination of Presbyters to the ministry of Word and Sacrament
and believes that these ordinations should not be confused.
(ii) Conference mandates DEWCOM to carefully consider the motivation given
by the Order of Deacons in their request and:
(a) to investigate exceptional circumstances where allowance is given to all
Christians to administer sacraments.
(b) that these exceptional circumstances be forwarded to the Ecumenical Affairs
Unit for discussion with our ecumenical partners.
(c) to also consider Evangelists and Bible Women in this regard.
(d) to report on the issue at Conference 2008.
Workshop on Same-sex Relationships (2008)
Conference applauds the proposed DEWCOM workshop on same sex relationships
and civil unions to be conducted in the Cape of Good Hope in October and that it be
open to the Connexion. Conference further resolves that similar workshops be held
across the Connexion.
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Connexional Conversations (2009)
Conference directs DEWCOM to initiate Connexional conversations on the MCSA’s
understanding of infant baptism, specifically as it pertains to children of single
parents and/or where parents cohabit but are not married. The issue of grandparents
who take the initiative of bringing grandchildren to be baptized should also be
considered. DEWCOM shall distribute a discussion paper for Synods and prepare a
report for the 2010 Conference.
Inclusivity of Connexional DEWCOM (2010)
Conference resolves that DEWCOM, together with the Presiding Bishop’s office,
restructures this committee to include representation from all Districts.
Same-sex Debate (2010)
Conference reaffirms the current theological position of the MCSA with regards to
the same-sex debate. This position has evolved over a number of years, as reflected
in the various Conference resolutions that have been adopted on this issue:
•
At the Conference of 2001, a foundational principle in the same-sex debate
was adopted, that the MCSA seeks to be a “community of love rather than
rejection.”
•
At the Conference of 2003, a discussion guide on Christians and same-sex
relationships was adopted as a tool for the church’s engagement on this
issue, and was referred to the Methodist people for their study, comment and
response.
•
The robust debate generated by this discussion guide made it clear that within
the MCSA there are widely divergent convictions on this issue that are sincerely
and passionately held by both clergy and laity who are deeply committed to
following Christ and who hold to the authority of Scripture.
•
This recognition of the divergent convictions within the MCSA on this issue
prompted the Conference of 2005 to commit the MCSA “…to an ongoing
journey of discovering what it means to be part of a church which embraces
many different and even opposing views on this issue” (Yearbook 2006,
para.8.3, p.75), and to affirm that the one body of the church is “enriched and
strengthened by the differing views and perspectives of its members” (Yearbook
2006, para.8.5.5, p.76.)
•
The Connexional Executive of 2006 reaffirmed the 2005 Conference resolutions
on the same-sex debate, and directed that until Conference has pronounced
on the matter, the MCSA continues to recognise marriage as only between a
man and a woman, and urged ministers to refrain from officiating at same-sex
unions (Yearbook 2007, para.4, p.50.)
•
The Conference of 2007 declared its determination not to permit different
viewpoints around the same-sex debate to further divide the church, and sought
“…a way forward that both respects and holds in tension differing views
among our ministers and people” (2008 Yearbook, p.81, para.2.5.1, p.81.) This
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Conference further resolved that “…any decision and subsequent action on
the issue of civil unions between same-sex partners must await the outcome
of the ongoing process of engagement as specified by Conference 2005…and,
in the interim, expects Methodist ministers to continue to offer pastoral care to
homosexual individuals.” (Yearbook 2008, para.2.5.1.(vi), p.82.)

There are many who mistakenly assume that the MCSA does not have a formal
position on the same-sex debate. This is clearly not the case as the Conference
decisions referred to above plainly indicate. The MCSA, in fact, has adopted a very
clear position on this issue which:
•
affirms that the MCSA is seeking to be a community of love rather than
rejection;
•
recognises the diversity of conviction within the church when it comes to samesex relationships, and celebrates this diversity as a challenging but potentially
life-giving gift;
•
calls for an ongoing process of respectful dialogue and truthful engagement
between those holding differing views, not with the intention of ultimately
having one mind on this issue, which is unlikely, but rather to come to a
deepened understanding of what it means to be the one body of Christ;
•
takes seriously the church’s ongoing pastoral responsibility to homosexual
people.
In the light of the above, Conference notes the following:
•
The MCSA is, de facto, a church with divergent convictions on this issue that
have theological integrity;
•
There is a current theological inconsistency within the MCSA where it allows
this divergence of conviction to be held without the freedom for such divergence
of conviction to be exercised.
Conference therefore resolves that:
•
The bible-study material entitled “In search of grace and truth: Christian
conversations on same-sex relationships” – which represents an intentional
engagement between the divergent convictions referred to above – be adopted
as a discussion document of the MCSA and be referred to the Methodist people
for their study and response.
•
Districts find ways in which this material can be engaged with and bring
concrete suggestions to the 2012 Conference as to how the MCSA can create
the space for such divergence of conviction to be exercised in ways that will
preserve the integrity and unity of the church.
•
Conference asks that this material be translated into various languages for
accessibility. Conference notes that it is not possible for some to engage this
matter due to different countries’ laws and constitutions. The church continues
its prophetic work in these places to facilitate open discussions on transparency
on any issue.
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‘Holy Trinity’ (2011)
Conference rejects the notion and suggestion made in the media that the ANC,
COSATU and the SACP resemble the Holy Trinity and also rejects the notion that
Christ was depicted as a communist. DEWCOM is requested to draw-up a doctrinal
response.
Infant Baptism (2011)
Conference directs DEWCOM to make the position paper on infant baptism
available through the office of the General Secretary to all Societies, Circuits and
Synods for discussion with the view of adopting this at the 2012 Conference.
Conference resolves to amend paragraph 1.12.3 and Par 1.14 of the L&D in keeping
with the DEWCOM position paper:
Para.1.12.3: To a child who is in the care of parents, significant care givers
or guardians, among whom one or more are members of the Methodist
Church of Southern Africa, instruction in the meaning of baptism and
guidance in the nature of the child’s faith in Jesus Christ shall be given
before and after the Baptism (see para. 1.14). When parents, significant
care givers or guardians wish to have a child baptised in a Society other
than that which they normally attend, they shall provide the minister
officiating with the written approval of their own minister.
Para. 1.14: After the Baptism the parents, significant care givers or
guardians of the child, or the baptised adult, shall be under the special
pastoral care of the Leaders’ Meeting through the Sunday School or such
other agency as the Leaders’ Meeting shall appoint.
Liturgical use of Stoles (2011)
Conference reaffirms the role of DEWCOM in guiding the church in doctrinal
matters so that Conference can exercise its authority in respect of the doctrines of
the church and their interpretation (see par 5.1. L&D, pg 55),
and directs DEWCOM through the office of the General Secretary to make available
its document on the use of stoles to all bishops, superintendents and ministers for
study and practice.
Conference directs that no clergy should present a stole to un-ordained persons
until Conference has given its liturgical direction on the use of stoles based on the
DEWCOM guidelines and directions at the 2012 Conference. Until then, the practice
of using stoles should be led by the guidelines given at the 1985 Conference.
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Wesleyan Episcopacy (2011)
Conference affirms
•
the work of DEWCOM that has already been done on the theology of the
episcopacy in the Wesleyan context, as reflected in our rubrics on the functions
and office of the bishop contained in L&D paragraphs 6.18 to 6.22, pp. 71-73,
•
and directs DEWCOM to formalise this work in a statement on our Wesleyan
understanding on the ministry of oversight,
•
and that this statement be included in the next edition of L&D, through the
Revision Committee.
Discussion on Moral Decay (2011)
Conference resolves to task DEWCOM to develop a discussion document on the
issue of morality as it affects the church and its prophetic voice.
Moral Decay (2012)
Conference receives the DEWCOM Document on Moral Decay (available from
the website) and affirms its conclusion that all God’s people should be part of
the church’s prophetic witness in their respective roles and capacities in society.
Conference further directs that the Document be referred to Circuits for information
and discussion.
Wesleyan Episcopacy (2012)
Conference reaffirms its understanding that the ministry of oversight within the
MCSA is exercised by an ordained minister (presbyter) within the duties and
functions afforded to them as stipulated within the Laws & Discipline and that:
•
The title ‘Bishop’ does not imply an ecclesiastical office which represents an
order of ministry that is superior to, or different in essence from any other
ministry in the life of the Church;
•
The terms ‘Bishop’ or ‘Presiding Bishop’ refer to the title of the office and not
to that of the individual;
•
The presbyters who serve in these offices do not perform this role for life,
but may be elected to this office in accordance with Laws & Discipline
stipulations.
Same-sex Debate (2012)
Conference notes with concern that the dissemination of the resource booklet ‘In
search of grace and truth’ has been extremely limited. Furthermore, it would appear
that very few districts have actively engaged with this material, and consequently
are not in a position to bring the kind of suggestions to Conference 2012 that the
Conference 2010 resolution envisaged.
Conference reaffirms the proposals set forth by DEWCOM on the same-sex
discussion and recommends that we continue in respectful dialogue.
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Conference also calls on all Methodists to prayerfully discern God’s will on this
matter.
Further, Conference directs that the 2010 directive be extended for an additional
period of two years until the Conference of 2014. Conference mandates MCO to make
financial resources available to ensure a far wider dissemination of the booklet, and
a PDF copy, through the Methodist website. Districts shall be held accountable for
doing all that is needed to bring the concrete suggestions that Conference requires.
Christian Holy Days (2012)
Conference, recognising that Christian Holy days are not always taken seriously
or observed in the manner worthy of the occasion they mark, directs DEWCOM to
develop guidelines on the significance of these holy days, and encourages Circuits and
Districts to teach MCSA members on the importance of observing these days in an
appropriate manner. Conference further directs that this concern be communicated
to the wider ecumenical body so that it can be emphasized to all Christians.
Liturgical Wear (2012)
Conference accepts and adopts the following principles regarding liturgical wear:
•
That the stole signifies the two orders of ordained ministry, namely: Ministry of
Word and Sacrament (the Presbyterate) and the Ministry of Word and Service
(the Diaconate);
•
That the stole may be worn only by presbyters and deacons who are ordained
and in full Connexion within the MCSA;
•
The wearing of a suitable medallion of office for lay officials;
•
That a phasing out period of three (3) year be set for the implementation of
the above recommendations so that the process is completed by the 2015
Conference.
Conference directs Bishops to lead the instruction on theological and liturgical
meaning of the stoles and other symbols.
Training of Worship Leaders (2013)
Noting the concerns that worship is not always led in accordance with the Theology,
Doctrine and Ethos of Methodism, Conference directs DEWCOM to develop
Methodist based worship guidelines that are in keeping with our Wesleyan Theology,
Doctrine and Ethos. In so doing DEWCOM is to consult with EMMU, SMMS, and
the Music Association, and bring a progress report to the 2014 Conference.
Understanding of the Order of Deacons (2013)
Conference notes the challenges as outlined in the Order of Deacons Report (2012
Yearbook, pg. 184) and instructs DEWCOM to consider the matters raised, develop
an appropriate response in consultation with the Order and advise Conference
accordingly.
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Same-sex Debate (2014)
Conference endorses the educational use of the following profession of faith as
developed by DEWCOM and asks that it be used to affirm our unity in diversity and
the journey that we have travelled as a church.
A profession of the MCSA’s unity and diversity within the context of the
Church’s conversation on same-sex relationships
We believe in one God who created all things in love and for love, who has
ordered the world so that life in all its fullness can be enjoyed by all.
We believe in Jesus Christ who embodies the whole presence of God
before humanity and the whole presence of humanity before God. In
loving obedience to God He endured the injustice of the cross, so that
through His death and resurrection all people can be freed from sin to live
whole and holy lives.
We believe in the Holy Spirit, who enlivens the Church in every generation
to discover afresh what it means to be the one body of Christ given in love
for the world.
We believe that all people have been created in the image of God and that
every man, woman and child is a person of sacred worth with the capacity
for great love. Yet, each one of us has fallen short of God’s intention for
our lives and is in need of God’s saving grace.
We believe that our deepest identity as the children of God is affirmed in
our baptism as we are claimed as God’s own to partner God in the work
of new creation within the world.
We believe in the authority of Scripture and that the Divine revelation
contained therein is the supreme rule of our faith and practice.
Among us are those who believe that the Bible is clear in its condemnation
of all homosexual acts as contrary to the will of God. Also among us are
those who believe that the Bible does not condemn all homosexual acts,
namely those between two consenting adults in a mutually loving, faithful
and committed relationship.
Among us are those who believe that the biblical norm for marriage is
between one man and one woman only and that any deviation from this
pattern is against the express will of God. Also among us are those who
believe that God’s primary concern is for the quality of our loving, and
that two people of the same gender who truly love each other can enter
into the bonds of marriage with the blessing of God and the Church.
Among us are those who believe that those in loving, faithful and
committed same-sex relationships can serve as leaders of the Church and
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be ordained as Ministers of the gospel. Also among us are those who
believe that those in such relationships cannot serve in these ways.
All of us believe that the Church is called to be a community of love and
not rejection with a responsibility to extend pastoral care to all people
irrespective of their sexual orientation, and that no-one should be
excluded from any aspect of the Church’s life and ministry solely on the
basis of their sexual orientation.
We believe that any form of victimization, hatred or violence towards
homosexual people should be condemned in the strongest possible terms.
We believe that there is far more that binds us together than divides us,
and that not even our different convictions on this issue need compromise
the essential unity that is ours in Christ.
We believe that the grace of God is such that even in the shortcomings
that are ours as people, we can still point others to the great truth of the
unconditional love of God that Christ has made known and the Spirit has
brought near.

Conference re-affirms that the MCSA is not yet ready to apply for its ministers to
officiate at same-sex unions because there is still a need for further conversation in
relation to the theology of marriage, the exercise of conscience, pastoral implications
and the perceived marginalisation of people in same-sex relationships. Conference
directs ministers to facilitate a conducive environment for the church to listen to all
the voices.
Conference directs Districts and Circuits to prioritise this work and DEWCOM to
continue its work in developing a theology of marriage and present it to the 2016
Conference.
Ministerial Session (2015)
While noting the need to deal with matters relating to theological and moral integrity
as well as the general welfare of Presbyters, Conference observes that in light of
our affirmation of our common ministry and the priesthood of all believers, reintroducing a ministerial session is not necessarily the answer. Therefore Conference
directs DEWCOM to suggest a possible framework for dealing with matters relating
to the order of presbyters within our current structures.
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YOUT H A F FAIRS
Youth Unit (2003)
Conference resolved to endorse the appointment of a full time coordinator with
effect from 2005.
Conference further resolves that the Youth Unit should engage District Synods by
providing a Description of the duties and criteria for such appointment to ensure that
the appointment serves the real needs of Societies, Circuits and Districts.
Youth Unit (2004)
The Connexional Executive resolves to appoint a task team to consider the need for
a fulltime Connexional Youth Co-ordinator, to make a profile of such a person and to
determine his/her role and duties and further investigate possible means of funding
for such an appointment.
The task team to be:
One Bishop, a representative from MCO, the Youth Co-ordinator, two members
appointed by Connexional Executive (with powers to co-opt).
The report to be sent to Circuit Quarterly Meetings and Synods for the implementation
of the 2003 Conference resolution.
Tertiary Education for Youth at Methodist Children’s Homes (2005)
The Connexional Executive agrees that young people in Methodist Children’s
Homes should be assisted to obtain tertiary education and therefore resolves:
1. to ask the Bursary Fund to give priority to such children;
2. to request the management committees of Children’s Homes to give special
attention to this matter
3. to encourage Societies to respond generously to any appeals that may be made
to them.
Youth Pastors (2006)
The Connexional Executive referred the matter of Youth Pastors entry requirements,
accountability, training and remuneration to the Youth Unit to take the matter
through the normal channels for formal approval before the recommendations are
implemented.
Response to Youth Challenge (2006)
The Connexional Executive recognising the management challenges regarding the
Youth Unit resolved to appoint one of the Bishops to oversee and enable the Unit
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to prepare a comprehensive, sustainable strategic plan of placing Youth Ministry at
the centre of the life of the Church. The Connexional Executive further directed that
the plan be informed by inputs from various youth formations of our Church and be
submitted to the 2007 Conference, through the Connexional Executive.
Response to Youth Challenge (2007)
(i) Conference notes the concern of the Central District that a Curator, a Youth
Advisory Board and a Youth Unit Strategy have been appointed and devised
without any consultation with the young people involved, and resolved that in
future no decisions pertaining to Youth should be taken without consulting this
constituency.
(ii) Conference also notes the concern raised by Natal Coastal District in response
to the miscommunication of information pertaining to youth work and refer
these issues to the Connexional Youth Structures.
(iii) In response to the Youth Challenge (Yearbook 2007 pg 50) a strategic plan has
been developed and Conference recommends that this document speaking to
youth work be referred to quarterly meetings, youth structures and synods for
possible adoption at Conference 2008.
Connexional Youth Leaders (2007)
Conference notes with appreciation the Presiding Bishop’s suggestion to embrace
young people by electing or appointing a Connexional Youth Leader and thereby
drawing them into the centre of the church. Conference recommends that the
suggestion be referred, along with the strategic plan, to the relevant structures within
the church for report through the Connexional Executive to Conference 2008.
Education Task Team (2007)
In light of the Presiding Bishop’s challenge in his address, Conference recommends
the establishment of an education task team that will:
(i) evaluate the church’s current role in education across the Connexion
(ii) review how we can utilize our schools throughout the Connexion, to train a
new cadre of leadership and pursue our vision for healing and transformation.
(iii) propose ways in which we can provide the relevant support to our present
mission schools, taking into specific consideration those schools which lie
outside the borders of South Africa.
Educational Task Team (2008)
Conference resolves to instruct this Task Team to investigate ways in which we as
a Church can also reclaim our rightful role in governance and practice of schools,
which formally were Church Schools, now governed by the Education Department.
Conference further applauds the progress made in a joint venture with the South
African Department of Arts and Culture to restore the Healdtown campus as one of
our centres of “educational and cultural excellence”.
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Youth/Children’s Pastors (2008)
Noting the concerns around the recruitment, appointment and role played by the
Youth Pastors, Conference resolves that:
•
The Youth Unit design an operational recruitment and screening process to
be followed across the Connexion, to ensure the appointment of suitable
candidates for Youth development work in the church.
•
Potential Youth Pastor Candidates must be full members of the Methodist
Church in good standing, prior to appointment.
•
EMMU design an appropriate training programme to standardize Youth Pastor
Training in line with the Methodist Ethos.
Youth President (2008)
Noting the call by The Presiding Bishop to have a young person as part of the Highest
Connexional Authority and the commitment by the MCSA on youth involvement,
Conference resolves that:
•
The Youth President be appointed at Conference 2009
•
The Youth President shall have no executive power but shall represent the
youth on ceremonial occasions alongside The Presiding Bishop
•
The Youth President shall be a lay person of between the ages of 18-35
•
This person shall be the member of C.E. and Conference and further be exofficio in all connexional youth structures
•
The person shall be accountable to The Presiding Bishop and have close
working relations with the Connexional Youth Coordinator
•
Elections for Youth President shall be as follows:
(i) Youth Synods to nominate a name
(ii) Endorsement of the name by General Synod
(iii) Connexional Youth Conference to elected a candidate from the names
forwarded by Synods
(iv) Conference to finally endorse the name nominated by CYC
Changing the Connexional Youth Consultation to a Conference (2008)
Noting the sentiment of Conference (2007) [YBK 2008:20–21], highlighted in The
Presiding Bishop’s address, Conference resolves that the current Connexional Youth
Consultation be changed from a consultation to a conference thus establishing it as
an official discussion body of youth work within the MCSA, accountable to both the
Connexional Executive and the Conference.
It would imply that:
(a) CYC would refer issues to Connexional Executive / Conference and take
relevant resolution from General Synods and Conference.
(b) CYC would be presided over by The Presiding Bishop
(c) One of the functions of CYE would be to plan and set the agenda and programme
of the Connexional Youth Conference.
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(d) Connexional Youth Conference needs to convene before the sitting of the
Conference of the MCSA.
(e) The delegation to the Connexional Youth Conference should be reflecting the
various youth formations that occur within our 12 Districts. In addition the
delegation should also be sensitive to the age composition.
Challenges faced by Young People (2008)
Noting the challenges faced by young people such as substance abuse, matters of
sexuality and violence in schools, Conference resolves that:
•
Draft specialised programmes dealing specifically with youth development
issues, such as identity crisis, moral values, HIV and Aids, Peer Pressure, etc.
•
A programme be designed that will engage parents and young people in
inter-generational dialogue to share experiences on challenges faced by all
stakeholders
•
This programme be on-going, sustainable and treated as part of the core
business of the church.
•
A concerted effort must be made to address youth issues by being part of the
formation of clusters with other organisations.
•
The youth leadership at circuit level must develop a plan with budget for such
a programme and the successful implementation thereof.
District Youth Statistical Secretary (2009)
Conference resolves that District Youth Synods may elect a District Youth Statistical
Secretary in line with Laws and Discipline, paragraph 6.32.
Youth Pastors (2009)
Conference resolves that the training in youth ministry be formalised. EMMU is
directed to provide the curriculum and identify training facilitators.
Youth President (2009)
Conference notes the invitation by the Presiding Bishop to establish a Connexional
Youth President and refers the matter to the Connexional Youth Consultation for
discussion and reporting to the 2010 Conference.
Youth Synods are encouraged to propose the functions and duties of this office to the
2010 Conference.
Youth President (2010)
Conference resolves that the issue of the Youth President’s duties be referred back
to the Connexional Youth Conference for further engagement with the Presiding
Bishop and finalisation at 2011 Conference. The Connexional Youth Co-ordinator
is mandated to embark on an educational campaign regarding this and ensure that
information is cascaded down to the Districts for discussion.
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Connexional Youth Unit (2010)
Conference, noting the lack of positive role models in our society, calls on the Youth
Unit to establish and develop youth mentoring programmes that would enable young
people to live positive, life affirming lifestyles. This mentorship programme should
form part of intentional, holistic and focused Christian Education as highlighted
in the General Secretary’s Conference report. This is to be distributed to Districts
before 2011 Youth Synod for further engagement, and then sent to Connexional
Youth Conference and 2011 Conference for finalisation.
Youth Pastors (2010)
Conference notes with disappointment and concern the minimal attendance of Youth
Pastors at Youth Synods and urges Bishops, Superintendents and Synods to ensure
their (youth pastors) regular participation at Youth Synods.
School/Education Chaplains (2010)
Conference resolves that School/Educational Chaplains be formed into a
separate cluster under the supervision of a Principal Chaplain to be appointed by
Conference.
Conference further directs the Revision Committee to broaden the Laws & Discipline
chapter on Chaplaincy to include other Chaplaincy services.
Methodist Schools in Swaziland (2010)
Conference resolves that the Mission Unit, in partnership with the Highveld and
Swaziland and Northern Free State and Lesotho Districts, investigate the feasibility
of adopting the MCSA Mission Schools in these two countries as Connexional
Projects.
METHSOC (2010)
Conference resolves that all METHSOC reports and activities, just like all other
organisations and structures, be channelled through the established structures
of accountability and communication (i.e. from Circuit Youth Council to Circuit
Quarterly Meeting to Youth Synod).
Youth Pastors (2011)
Conference notes the sentiments of the concerns regarding the attendance of youth
pastors at Youth Synod and urges bishops, Superintendents and Synods to implement
the 2010 Conference Resolution regarding this matter.
Lay and Youth Pastors (2014)
Conference resolves to lift the moratorium on the appointment of Youth and Lay
Pastors. Conference further directs that:
•
the appointment of the Lay and Youth Pastors be on a contractual basis on
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terms and conditions negotiated aligned to the Labour Relations Act, Basic
Conditions of Employment Act, etc.
EMMU continues:
to explore a formal, standardised theological training for these pastors;
to develop guidelines outlining if this ministry should continue to be contractual
or covenantal and report progress to the 2015 Conference;
the 4G training programme be considered as one of the relevant programmes to
be followed for the training of Youth and Lay Pastors.

Discipleship Programme for Youth (2014)
Conference directs the Youth Unit in consultation with EMMU to develop a
Discipleship programme aimed at young people along the lines of the British
Methodist Church’s “ONE PROGRAMME” learning material.
Engagement of Young People about what it means to be African (2015)
Conference directs Districts, Circuits, and all formations, to engage the importance
and embodiment of the African and Christian values of “Ubuntu”, diversity,
tolerance, nurturing, self-value, African community values, etc. Work has already
been undertaken by DEWCOM. See the DEWCOM BlogSpot: http://mcsadewcom.
blogspot.co.za/
Methodist Youth Unit Discipline (2015)
Conference notes the concerns about disciplinary processes within the Methodist
Youth Unit and refers these matters to the MYU and the Revision Committee for
inclusion in the current discussions on the governance of the Youth Unit and youth
formations.
Resolution on Delegates to Youth Synods (2015)
Conference notes the concerns about the constitution of the Youth Synod and refers
these matters to the MYU and the Revision Committee for inclusion in the current
discussions on the governance of the Youth Unit and youth formations.
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MIS CE L L A NE OU S
Inclusivity – Sign Language (2003)
Conference resolved that for all future Conferences, the registration process should
be sensitive to those who may be hearing-challenged and appropriate arrangements
made accordingly
Methodist Publishing House (2007)
Conference notes the restructuring and the revised mission objectives and business
plans of The Methodist Publishing House (MPH) and affirms the MPH for the work
it is doing and the invaluable service it offers the MCSA and the wider church.
Conference also notes the intention of the MPH to expand its operation in the area
of publishing and therefore encourages people who wish to publish to consult the
MPH before using other publishers. Conference urges the MPH to communicate this
initiative more widely through workshops, advertising and marketing. Conference
encourages the MPH to review its pricing structure to ensure that it remains
competitive.
Employment Contracts (2007)
Conference strongly urges that every organisation, department and unit that employs
any person, whether part time or full time should complete an employment contract
with them to fulfil the requirements of Labour Legislation. Conference delegates
its authority to such organisations, departments and units to sign such contracts
on behalf of the Church. (Specimen contract are available through the Methodist
Connexional Office and the Human Resources Unit)
One and Undivided (2008)
Conference resolves that:
th
In the light of the 50 year anniversary of the MCSA’s “One and Undivided”
statement:
•
Districts and Circuits initiate conversations on the practices of the disunity
(ethnic and racial) in our Connexion, right down to Society level and seek
actively to bring to truth our divisions and affect Healing and Reconciliation
for Transformation.
•
Circuits are encouraged to actively engage in programmes of managing
diversity.
•
Progress reports will be brought to Conference through Synod 2010.
•
The Structures Committee investigate divisive practices in our structures, and
propose a new way forward.
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Methodist Heritage Trust (2009)
Conference resolves that a Connexional Methodist Heritage Trust be established.
This Trust shall be located in the office of the General Secretary. District Trusts
should function under the guidance of the office of the General Secretary.
Connexional Venues (2011)
Conference notes the inaccessibility of many of the venues for church gatherings,
conferences, synods and conventions, as well as the growing trend of lavish venues
being chosen for the hosting of church events and functions.
Conference encourages the use of accessible and cost-effective venues, using as
far as possible the resources available at local church level in accordance with the
principle of good stewardship and our mission imperative.
Inclusion of Marginalised People (2011)
Noting the present Conference theme ‘An Invitation to a Round Table’ and the
inspirational Bible studies at this Conference:
Conference affirms its commitment to pastoral ministry to people living with
disabilities
Conference refers the discussion on this matter to the Mission Unit and EMMU so
as to come up with practical guidelines to assist Circuits on how best to implement
the suggestions discussed in commissions in the spirit of this Conference and its
current theme.
Inclusivity (2012)
Noting that work has already been done with regard to the greater accommodation
of the different languages of the Connexion, Conference directs EMMU, the
Mission Unit, Communications Unit and Youth Unit to do further work and bring
recommendations and plans to the 2013 Conference.
Language Barriers (2012)
Conference, recognising language barriers within the Connexion and the need for
translation equipment in Connexional gatherings, directs the Communications Unit
to investigate the practical and financial implications of investing in translation
equipment.
Venues for Connexional Events (2012)
Conference directs the office of the General Secretary to investigate the possibilities
of a centralised Conference Venue. Conference further directs hosting Districts and
organisations to apply sensitivity in selecting venues for District and Connexional
events, ensuring that the venues align with the discipline and spirit of Methodism,
maintaining the necessary theological and ecclesiastical integrity.
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Access for the Physically Challenged (2012)
Conference reaffirms the 2008 resolution (below) on the Inclusion of Vulnerable
Groups and encourages Districts to implement this directive.
“Conference resolves that The MCSA will promote the full inclusion of Persons with
Disabilities (PwDs) by:
•
Ensuring the accessibility of all church facilities to PwDs;
•
Conducting Disability Awareness sessions to address stigma and discrimination
of PwDs in the church;
•
A disability audit will be conducted to identify PwDs across the Connexion.
•
Ensuring that all church information material be prepared in all communication
modes i.e. Braille, audio etc.”
Conference Theme (2013)
Conference affirms and adopts the 2013 Conference Theme: Together a transforming
discipleship movement. Conference further resolves that all Districts, Circuits,
Societies, Units, Organisations and Associations:
•
adopt the 2013 Theme for the ensuing year;
•
develop, through all their activities such as Minister’s retreats, conventions and
planning meetings, programmes that give expression to the theme and
•
report to Conference 2014 on how these are helping the Church to become a
transformed discipleship movement.
Liturgies Web Portal (2014)
Conference welcomes the development and launch of the Liturgies web portal and
encourages all ministers to make use of this resource.
Church Affiliated Institutions. (2014)
Conference mandates the Bishops in the Districts where there are Methodist Church
Schools and Institutions to strengthen the relationship between the Church and
these institutions as well as influence their policy regarding subsidy for tuition and
boarding of Ministers’ children, and transformation and equity issues, including the
composition of the teaching component and Governing Councils.
Subscription to the New Dimension (2015)
Conference resolves that every Circuit shall subscribe to a minimum of 25 copies
of the New Dimension to promote unity and Connexionality. Conference directs
the Communications Unit to explore web-based applications of the newsletter and
report to Conference 2016.
Heritage (2015)
Noting that Conference 2015 declared 2017 as a year of celebrating 200 years of
Methodism in Southern Africa, Conference requests the office of the Presiding
Bishop to establish a Connexional Heritage Committee to look into matters of
Heritage and issues such as potential name changes.
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